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THIS VIGNETTE OF THE BEGINNING OF AN EARLY AND LASTING FRIENDSHIP

IS INSCRIBED
Ἀθανα. Then bless with spells the friends whom you will gain.

PREFACE.

A PREFACE to a little book of this sort is an anomaly. Consequently it should be understood the sooner that these fore-words are not intended for any boys or girls that take up Left to Themselves. It is solely for the benefit of the adult reader led by curiosity or carefulness to open the book. The young reader will use his old privilege and skip it.

It was lately observed, with a good deal of truth, that childhood and youth in their relations to literature are modern discoveries. To compare reading for the boys or girls of to-day with that purveyed even twenty-five years ago, in quantity and quality, is a trite superfluity.

But it has begun to look as if catering to this discovery of what young minds relish, and of what they absorb has gone incautiously far. There exists a good measure of forgetfulness that children, after all is said, are little men and little women, with hearts and heads, as well as merely imaginations to be tickled. Undoubtedly these last must be stirred in the story. But there is always a large element of the young reading public to whom character in fiction, and a definite idea of human nature through fiction, and the impression of downright personality through fiction, are the main interests—perhaps unconsciously—and work a charm and influence good or bad in a very high degree. A child does not always live in and care for the eternal story, story, story, incident, incident, incident, of literature written for him. There are plenty of philosophers not yet arrived at tail-coats or long frocks. They sit in the corners of the library or school-room. They think out and feel the personality in narrative deeply. This element, apart from incident, in a story means far more to impress and hold and mold than what happens. Indeed, in the model story for young
readers—one often says it, but often does not succeed in illustrating it—the clear embodiment of character is of the first importance, however stirring or however artistically treated or beneficial the incidental side. Jack feels more than he says from the personal contact, feels more, may be, than he knows; and Jill is surely apt to be as sensitive as Jack.

Has there not little by little come to be a little too much of kindly writing down to childhood and to youth? of writing down to it until we are in danger of losing its level and getting below it? Is not thoughtless youth more thoughtful than our credit extends to it? Certainly a nice sense of the balance between sugar and pill seems needed just now—admitting the need of any actual pill. Children, after the earliest period, are more serious and finer and more perceptive natures than we may have come to allowing, or for which we may have come to working. “We forget the dignity of even the young heart and mind. Light-hearted youth does not necessarily mean light-headed youth.

This story—with apology for such a preamble—is written in the aim at deferring to the above ideas; and, furthermore, at including in the process one or two literary principles closely united to them. It will be found its writer hopes to embody study, as well as story, for the thoughtful moments in young lives, on whose intelligences daily clearly break the beauty and earnestness of human life, of resolute character, of unselfish friendship and affection, and of high aim. To them, and of course to all adult readers, who do not feel themselves out of sympathy with the idealizing and fair inclusions of one’s early time in this world, what follows is offered.

New York City, February, 1891.
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LEFT TO THEMSELVES:

BEING

THE ORDEAL OF PHILIP AND GERALD.
CHAPTER I.

MR. SIP’S APPEARANCE AND DISAPPEARANCE—PHILIP AND GERALD BREAK ICE IN SUMMER.

MR. PATRICK SIP had seated himself by the side of the brook that purled through the deep green ravine lying about three miles back of the Ossokosee House. Mr. Sip was not a guest at that new and flourishing summer resort. Mr. Sip, indeed, had hardly found himself a welcome guest anywhere within five or six years. He possessed a big, burly figure, a very unshaven and sunburnt face, and a suit of clothes once black, when upon the back of an earlier wearer, but long since faded to a dirty brown. Mr. Sip never used an umbrella nowadays, although he exercised much in the open air. Upon his unkempt hair slanted a tattered straw hat. Beside him lay a thickish walking-stick without any varnish. There was one thing which Mr. Sip had not about him, as any body would have inferred at a glance, although it is often difficult to detect by sight—a good character. In short, Mr. Sip looked the complete example of just what he was—a sturdy, veteran tramp of some thirty summers and winters, who had not found through honest labor a roof over his head or a morsel between his bristly lips since his last release from some one of the dozen work-houses that his presence had graced.

“Humph!” said Mr. Sip, half aloud, as he changed his position so as to let his bare feet sink deeper in the rippling creek (Mr. Sip was laving them), “I see plenty o’ water around here, but there aint nothin’ in sight looks like bread. Plague them turnips! Raw turnips aint no sort o’ a breakfast for a gentleman’s stomach. Is they, now?”
He splashed his feet about in the pure cold water, by no means to cleanse them from the dust of the highway, but simply because it was easier to drop them into the stream than to hold them out as he sat on the abrupt bank. He whistled a part of a tune and seemed to forget having put his question to the wrens and wagtails in the sassafras.

“If, now, I could jist stick out my hand and pull a ham sangwich off o’ that there useless little tree,’ pursued Mr. Sip, complainingly; “or if you could sort o’ lay here an’ meditate an’ presen’y find a good-sized pan o’cold victuals a-comin’ a-floatin’ up.”

Neither of these attractive phenomena seeming likely to occur immediately, Mr. Sip sighed as if injured, shook his head, and said with decided temper, “Ugh, natur’! They talk so much about natur’ in them books an’—an’ churches, an’ p’lice courts, an’ sIch. What’s there nice about natur’, I’d like to know, when a man can keep company with natur’ as stiddy as I do an’ never git so much as his reg’lar meals out o’ her one day in the week? Natur’, as furas I’ve found out, don’t mean nothing ’cept wild blackberries in season. I don’t want no more to do with natur’!” Mr. Sip concluded with an angry slap at a huge horsefly that had lighted upon his ankle, and uttered his favorite exclamation, “My name aint Sip!”—which, although he meant the phrase merely as an expletive when he was particularly put out over any matter, happened to be the case.

Just at that moment Mr. Sip looked across to the opposite bank of the creek and discovered that he and the horsefly were not alone. A boy was standing rather further up the stream with a fishing-rod in his hand observing the odd figure this wandering philosopher upon nature cut. The boy appeared to be in the neighborhood of twelve years of age. He had a trim figure and fair hair, and the sunlight on it and through a green branch of a young maple behind him made the brightest spots of color in the somber little chasm. On his young face were, mingled expressions of amusement and disgust as to Mr. Sip. Across his arm was a basket. A napkin dangled out of this suggestively.

“Come here, sonny,” invited Mr. Sip in an amiable tone, and with a leer of sudden good feeling—for the luncheon basket.

“What did you say?” the boy called back rather timidly, without moving toward his new acquaintance.
“I said, ‘Come here,’” repeated Mr. Sip, sharply, drawing his feet out of the water and beckoning. He took a hasty glance up and down the stream. “How many nice little fishes has you and that pa o’ yourn caught since morning? Ten?”

“I haven’t caught any fish so far,” replied the lad, “and my father isn’t here. He’s up in Nova Scotia, thank you.”

“O,” Mr. Sip responded, “Nova Scotia? I remember I heard of his goin’ there. Say, sonny,” he went on, wading out to the middle of the creek with an ugly expression deepening over his red face as he realized that the bearer of the basket was alone, “What time is it?” The boy retreated a few steps, pulling out a neat little silver watch, too polite to refuse the information. “Half past eleven,” he said, in his pleasant accent.

“O, but is that there watch correck?” inquired the evil-faced gentleman, taking several steps in the water toward that margin from which the lad had drawn back prudently.

Let me come up and see it for myself, wont you? That looks like a new watch.”

“I say, keep off!” cried the owner of the watch, all at once suspecting the designs of Mr. Sip and turning slightly pale. “Keep off, there, I say!” The intrepid little fellow dropped his rod and caught up a stone that lay near. “I—I don’t like your looks! I’ll throw this at you If you come any closer.”

The boy’s face was whiter at each word, although his spirit gave a ring to his threat. But Mr. Sip had invaded too many kitchens and terrified far too many helpless servant-maids to allow himself to be daunted by a boy well dressed and carrying a watch and a basket of good things. He uttered an angry oath and splashed violently toward the Iad, stumbling among the sharp flints of the creek. It was open war begun by hot pursuit.

The path by which Gerald Saxton (for that happened to be the name of the solitary little fisherman) had made his way to the creek was steep and irregular. He ran up it now, panting, with Mr. Sip in stumbling chase, the latter calling out all manner of threats as he pursued. The boy was frightened greatly, but to be frightened is not to be a coward, and he knew that the path led into Farmer Wooden’s
open meadow.

Through the green underbrush he darted, running up along the slope of the ravine, prudent enough not to waste his wind in cries that would not be at all likely to reach the farmhouse, until he should dash out in the field itself, and planting his small feet carefully.

“If he catches up to me,” thought Gerald, “he will knock me over and get the watch and be off before I can help it! I must make the meadow!”

On hurtled Mr. Sip, floundering up the narrow path, still giving vent to exclamations that only quickened Gerald’s flight. Suddenly Mr. Sip saw an opportunity for a short cut by which Gerald might yet be overtaken. He bounced into it. Just as Gerald shot forth into the long meadow the furious philosopher found himself hardly ten yards in arrear.

“Now I’ve got yer!” he called, too angry to observe that the farmhouse was in sight. “You drop—that basket—an’ that watch—or—” Now Gerald shouted lustily, still flying ahead.

But Mr. Sip did not finish. A new figure came into action.

“What under the canopy is that?” cried a boy who was so much older and larger than little Gerald that he might almost have been called a young man. He was standing by the well up in the Woodens’s dooryard waiting for the horse he had been driving to finish drinking. In another moment he grasped the situation and was leaping swiftly and noiselessly down the long slope over the stubble.

Tramps had been plentiful lately. His voice rang out to comfort Gerald and warn Mr. Sip. Gerald looked up, but with a white, set little face ran past him. Mr. Sip, taking in the height, weight, and courage of the frightened boy’s new ally, turned and began running toward the low oak trees.

A strong ash stick, thrown with excellent aim, struck Mr. Sip squarely in the small of his back. He staggered for an instant, but rallied, and, a coward to the last, vanished in the thicket with a parting curse. Within an hour he might have been seen drinking buttermilk thirstily at a cottage a mile away. The good- humored farmer’s daughter gave it to him, pitying a man who was “walking all the way from Wheelborough Heights to Paterson, in Jersey, marm, to find my
old boss and git a job he’s promised me.”

And now good-bye, Mr. Sip! You have done something to-day that would surprise your lazy self immensely. You have done a stroke of work. Thanks to your being a brutal vagrant, there is just coming about an acquaintance that is of the utmost import in the carrying on of this story—without which it would never have been worth writing or reading.

“Well, upon my word!” ejaculated the newcomer, wheeling about as if disposed to waste no more pains upon a man of Mr. Sip’s kidney, and coming back to Gerald Saxton. “I am very glad I heard you! What did that rascal want of you? His kind have been uncommonly thick this autumn.”

“Why—he was after my watch, I think,” replied Gerald, sitting down on a flat rock, a smile re-appearing upon his startled face. “I was standing down at the bottom of the path in the glen when he began talking to me. First thing I knew I saw that he meant mischief. I suppose it wasn’t wonderfully brave of me to run from him.”

“Brave in you!” exclaimed merrily the solid-looking older lad. “As if a brute like that was not as big as six of you! You acted precisely as any sensible fellow of your size would do. ‘He who fights and runs away,’ you know.

Did he do you any harm?”

“Not a bit, thanks. He didn’t get close enough to me”—this with a chuckle.

“Were you fishing down in that lonely glen? It is a very fair spot for bass.”

“Yes; Mr. Wooden took me down into the ravine quite a little way above it. Do you know the place, sir?”

“O, yes, sir; I know the place very well, sir,” answered Gerald’s defender, with a quizzical twinkle in his eyes as he repeated those “sirs.” Then they both laughed. Gerald slyly compared their respective heights. His new friend could not be so very much taller. Certainly he was not over seventeen.

“You see, I was raised here—after a fashion,” went on the latter in his clear, strong voice. “You are one of the guests over at our Ossokosee House, aren’t you? I think I’ve seen you on the piazza.”
“Yes; I’ve been stopping there while my father is away. My name is Gerald Saxton, though almost every body calls me Gerald.”

“And mine is Philip Touchtone, but every body calls me Philip, and you needn’t call me ‘sir,’ please. I know Mr. Marcy, who keeps the Ossokosee very well. It was to deliver a message from him to the Woodens about the hotel butter that I stopped here this afternoon. But do tell me how that scamp dared run after you? The minute I saw him and you, even as far off as Mrs. Wooden’s back door, I suspected that it was a tramp, and I didn’t hesitate very long.” “No, you didn’t,” answered Gerald. And he walked along, swinging his arm manfully and fighting over again for Philip Touchtone’s benefit those details of the brief skirmish between himself and Mr. Sip that had hurriedly followed one another previous to Philip’s advent. He continued his furtive observation of his new friend all the time. Touchtone had gained about five feet four of his full height, with a broad, well-developed chest, active legs, and a good straight way of carrying himself that reminded one of his sharp, pleasant way of speaking. His hair was dark enough to pass for black, as would his eyes and eyebrows, although they were actually brown, and full of sin honest brightness. As for his face, it was rather long, full, and not particularly tanned, though the sun was well acquainted with it. The most attractive feature of it was a mouth that expressed good humor and resolution. In short, Gerald might have easily made up his mind that Philip Touchtone was a person born to work for and get what the world held for him.

“Whew!” exclaimed he, as Gerald reminded him, “I forgot Mrs. Wooden’s carpet-beater! I threw it after your friend down there. He got the full benefit of it.”

“And I forgot my rod! I dropped it when I thought it was best to run.”

“Wait a minute and I’ll get both,’ said Philip. “I know that identical rock where you say you stood—at the foot of the path.” And before Gerald could remonstrate Philip ran from his side and darted down into the glen where Mr. Sip must have still lurked in wrath. But sooner than Gerald could feel alarm for him Philip came back with rod and beater.
“We need never expect to see him again,” he said, breathlessly. “But—halloa! There are Mrs. Wooden and Miss Beauchamp, who boards with her. She teaches the district school here, and it’s just begun. They must be wondering what has become of me. Suppose we hurry up a trifle. You can ride back to the hotel with me, unless you care to stay and fish—for more tramps.”

“No, I thank you,” answered Gerald. “You would be nowhere near to help me fight them.” A determined flash came into the boy’s countenance, such as he had shown when he caught up the bit of rock in defiance of the ragged Sip.

“Oh, I beg your pardon,” he went on in his odd, rather grown-up manner; “I haven’t said how much obliged to you I am for coming down there.”

“You are quite welcome,” laughed his new friend, looking down with frank eyes upon the younger boy.

“Perfectly welcome, ‘Gerald,’ you were going to say,” added his companion, simply, feeling as if he had known for years this winning new-comer, who seemed not so much boy or man, but a confusion of both, that made up some one with whom he could speedily be on familiar terms. “Hark! Mrs. Wooden is calling you. That horse of yours is eating an apple out of Miss Beauchamp’s hand, too.” The two Woodens and their boarder, Miss Beauchamp, walked forward to meet the boys as they advanced from the lane.

“Well, Philip,” was the white-headed old farmer’s greeting, “where did you fly to so sudden? Neither wife, here, nor I could set eyes on you. And so you’ve struck up an acquaintance with Master Gerald, have you?” “Well, yes; and struck an acquaintance of his in the middle of his back,” responded Philip. “How do you do, Miss Beauchamp? Didn’t you, any of you, see the fight?”

“Fight I” cried Mrs. Wooden, clapping her fat hand to her bosom and nearly dropping the wooden tray of fresh butter she held. “Why, Philip Touchtone! Who has been a-fightin’? Not you—nor you?” she added, turning to Gerald.

“We all have been fighting, I’m afraid ‘Mrs, Wooden,” said the latter—“three of us.”

After this preamble there had to be an account of the skirmish. Miss
Beauchamp and Mrs. Wooden alike decided it was “shocking.” “He might have drawn a pistol on both of you!” exclaimed Miss Beauchamp, “and a great deal more might have come of it.”

“Well,” Gerald protested, “the only thing that’s come of it is that I have met a friend of yours here.”

“And you couldn’t do a better thing, Gerald!” exclaimed Mrs. Wooden, beginning to stow away butter and eggs in the spring-wagon from the Ossokosee House. “Mr. Philip Touchtone is a particular pet of Miss Beauchamp’s and mine when he is a good boy—as he almost always is,” the farmer’s fat wife lightly added.

“And a capital friend,” added the grave Miss Beauchamp, with a smile, “for a boy about the age and size of one I know to have on his books. You ask Mr. Marcy over at the hotel all about him, Gerald. Now, you do that for me soon.”

“O, pshaw, Miss Beauchamp! ” Philip interrupted, his wide-awake face rather red, and straightening himself up to endure these broad compliments, “you and Mrs. Wooden ought to remember that people who praise friends to their faces are said to be fond of slandering them behind their backs. Come, Mr. Wooden, I promised Mr. Marcy to be back as soon as I could. Jump in, Gerald.”

The boy swung his slender figure up to the cushioned seat. Philip quickly followed after a few more words with the farmer. Then the wagon rattled out into the road and was soon bowling along to the Ossokosee. Philip favored the baskets and bundles in the back of the spring-wagon with a final glance, and then turned to Gerald with the manner of a person who intends asking and answering a large number of questions. And Gerald felt quite eager to do the same thing.

Why each of these lads, so entirely out of his own free will, should have mutually confided details of their two histories, when each was so much a stranger, met to-day, and perhaps never sitting again within speaking-distance after to-morrow, was a riddle to both of them. But the solution of it is as old as the rocks in Wooden’s Ravine, perhaps older. We may keep our lives and thoughts under a lock and key as tightly as we like until the day comes when, somewhere along this crowded highway called Life, we all at once run square against some other human creature who is made by fate to be our best friend. Then,
take my word for it, whether he is younger or older, he will find out from our own lips every thing in the bottom of our hearts that he chooses to ask about; and, what is more, we ought to find ourselves glad to trust such a person with even more than the whole stock that is there.
CAPTER II.

MUTUAL CONFIDENCES; AND PHILIP TURNS RED IN THE FACE.

“THIS has been my first summer at the Ossokosee,” said Gerald, as the wagon trundled on. “Papa and I live in New York, in the Stuyvesant Hotel. We have always been to Shelter Island until this year.”

“I have lived quite a good deal in New York myself,” remarked Philip. “You see, I have nobody to look after me except Mr. Marcy. My mother died several years ago. In three or four weeks from this time Mr. Marcy takes me down to the city with him when this house is shut.”

“Is Mr. Marcy your uncle?”

“Oh, no! No relation at all. I often feel as if he was, though. He has kept watch of me and helped me with my education ever since my mother’s death.”

Touchtone’s eyes lost their happy light an instant.

“During the summer, of course, I have no time to do any studying, and not too much in the winter. I have a great deal else to busy me, helping Mr. Marcy.”

“Why, what do you help him with?” inquired Gerald, with interest, remembering Touchtone in the office and the dining-room, and indeed everywhere about the Ossokosee, except the parlors.

“Well, Mr. Marcy calls me a kind of aid-de-camp to him and Mrs. Ingraham, the housekeeper, too, particularly when there is danger of the kitchen running short of supplies. Now and then, if the farmers around here fail us, I have to spend half the day driving about
the country, or you might starve at supper-table all at once. O, and then I look after one or two books in the office!”

Gerald laughed.

“Papa has kept me here because he heard so much about the table; and because Mr. Marcy told him there were so few boys that I couldn’t get into mischief. Papa used to be a broker, but he don’t do any thing now. I believe he retired, or whatever they call it, a year or so ago. He’s been camping out with a party of gentlemen from the Stock Exchange ever since midsummer away up in Nova Scotia. I haven’t any mother either.”

“Why didn’t you go with them?” inquired Philip, guiding Nebuchadnezzar skillfully through an irregular series of puddles. The view of the rolling green country, dotted with farm-houses and gray or red barns, was now worth looking at as they came out on the flat hill-top.

“I should have liked to go very much; but papa said that they were all expecting to ‘rough it,’ and the weather might be too cold for me. He was afraid I would be sick or something, and I know I’d be a good deal of trouble to him. Hasn’t it stayed hot, though? I suppose they are having a splendid time up there all by themselves hunting and fishing. He wrote me that there wasn’t a house within five miles of them. In October we are to meet in New York again. School begins next week; but I’m not to hurry back this year.”

Gerald spoke of the “splendid time” rather wistfully. The little fellow had been lonely in the big Ossokosee, Philip fancied.

“What school do you go to?” inquired

Gerald after a moment; “that is, when you are in New York?”

“Not to any now,” soberly responded Philip, with a frown coming over his forehead. It was the secret grief of his spirit that he had not been able to advance further in a thorough education. When Gerald spoke of his holidays coming to an end; he involuntarily envied this boy. “But before I came to live so much With Mr. Marcy, and when my mother was alive, I went to the Talmage School:”

“Why, that’s my school now!” exclaimed Gerald, smiling. “How queer! But it’s a pretty old school.”

And then came interrogations as to what pupils or teachers had
been there in Philip’s school-days.

To Gerald, who was quite wide awake to reflections upon a good many more problems than thinkers of his age often pause over, already there seemed to be something like a mystery hanging around this young Touchtone. He made up his mind that his new friend did not appear a shade out of place this morning driving around a hotel-wagon after butter and eggs from the farms. But he also decided if he should meet Philip in a tennis-suit with a group of the most “aristocratic” lads of Murray Hill, or see him marching about the floor at some crowded “reception” given by the school, why, Touchtone would look just as much in his proper surroundings—only more so. While he was assenting to these ideas something else occurred to make the younger boy puzzled about the older one.

A buggy came spinning along the road to meet them. From the front leaned out a young man, ten or twelve years older than Touchtone, wearing a brown beard. He checked his horse as he approached and called out some words that Gerald at once knew were German. Philip laughed and answered them in the same language quite as fluently. The occupant of the buggy—Gerald rightly supposed him the young German doctor that lived in the village—began quite a chat with Touchtone entirely in German. Both spoke so rapidly that Gerald found his study of the language at the Talmage School did not help him to catch more than an occasional “ja” or “nein.”

The youflg doctor rode on.

“How well you must know German,” said Gerald, admiringly. “Did you learn it across the water?” the boy added, half in joke.

“Yes,” responded Touchtone, to the astonishment of the other lad. “I learned it in Hanover, when I was there, before we lived near New York.”

Gerald happened to glance at Philip’s face. It was oddly red, and his voice sounded strangely. All this time, too, there was certainly one particular person to whom he had not so much as referred. But after Gerald had bethought himself of this omission and put his next question he would have given a great deal not to have uttered it. The regret did not come until he had asked Philip point-blank:

“I think you said that your—your father was dead, didn’t you? Was
that after you came back?”

Philip made no reply. A blush reddened his frank face painfully. His pleasant expression had given place to an angry look. He gave unoffending Nebuchadnezzar a sharp cut with the long whip, as if to conceal mortification in showing his feelings, whatever they arose from, to a comparative stranger. He looked away from Gerald’s startled blue eyes toward the flag-crowned gables of the Ossokosee House, that now were in full sight, as the wagon turned into one of the graveled avenues leading to the kitchen.

“My father died after we came home” he said, as if he had to face himself to speak of something that he could hardly bear to think of, “I was born in Germany, and lived there until we sailed.”

“I—I beg your pardon,” said Gerald, blushing in his turn.

“What for?”

“Because I think I asked you something that—that there was no reason for me to be told.”

“O, don’t mention it,” returned Touchtone. He recovered his self-possession so curiously lost. “It is just as well that you did, I rather believe. Some day, perhaps, I can explain about it to you. No harm done. Pompey! Pompey!” he called out in his pleasant voice to a tall servant walking across the back piazza of the dining-room. “Come here, please, and help take some of these things to Mrs. Ingraham’s store-room. If you will wait a moment,” he continued, to Gerald. “I’ll walk around to the front with you. I want to see Mr. Marcy.”

The contents of the wagon were disposed of among the servants. Nebuchadnezzar set out by himself for the stables, at a word of command from Philip.

On the front steps were some groups chatting, reading, writing, or watching the nearer of two games of tennis, played at a little distance, out upon the wide lawn. The Ossokosee was to close for the season within about a fortnight, and only the uncommon heat of the September weather kept it still fairly full.

“Halloa, Philip!” called Mr. Marcy from the desk. The office inclosure was a handsome addition to the hall, with its cheerful stained glass, carved railings, rows of letter and key boxes and bell signals, “Where did you light upon that young gentleman? I’m not
sorry, Gerald. Your father has left you in my charge, and you’re too heavy a responsibility. I think I’ll turn you over to Philip there. You might make a pretty fair guardian, Philip.”

“All right,” returned Gerald, gayly. “I say, guardian,” he continued, turning with mischievous eyes to Touchtone, “can’t you come up to my room after you get through your luncheon? Harry Dexter and I are going down to the lake at four o’clock to see them practice for the regatta. But we’ll have plenty of time first.”

“I am going to the lake myself,” said Philip. I belong to the Ossokosee crew that rows, you know.”

“O yes; so you do. Then we can all go together. You’ll come, wont you?” And he seemed so anxious that Touchtone answered, “Yes,” and “Thank you,” at once.

Philip turned into the office, where he began giving the gentlemen there the history of the battle at Wooden’s Ravine. “Served him right, Philip!” heartily exclaimed the genial book-keeper, Mr. Fisher, on hearing of the stick throwing, “and you’ll find that little fellow a youngster worth your knowing.”

Meantime Gerald was running lightly up the broad, smoothly polished oak stairs and entering the room that the father had engaged for his son’s use. Not being able, or thinking he was not, to have the boy with him in Nova Scotia, he had wished to make Gerald as luxuriously comfortable as a lad could be. The gay Ossokosee House had, nevertheless, a perfectly new interest to Gerald now. The little boy had been welcomed by a good many of the guests stopping there. There were a few of his own age that had been his chums, for want of others. But now that he had met Touchtone things began to look all at once more enjoyable.

And what could be the reason that so openhearted and jolly a companion should be so alone in the world, and feel so terribly cut, and blush in that embarrassed fashion because of a simple question concerning his father?

Philip came up-to Number 45 in due time that afternoon. He looked over Gerald’s foreign photographs and his coin collection. And so the time sped on, and interest in the acquaintance mutually prospered.

The next day they did not meet until after supper. Mr. Marcy had
only three or four letters he wished Philip to write. When these were finished he and Gerald walked out into the hotel grounds, talking of the coming regatta and feeling quite like old companions. Two crews only were to row—the Ossokosee Boat Club and the Victory Rowing Association and much interest was attached to the race. Mr. Marcy had offered a prize of two hundred dollars to the winners, and, furthermore, the Ossokosee Club were determined not to be beaten for the fourth year. The last three regattas had resulted, one after another, in the triumph of the elated Victors. Philip was a zealous member of the Ossokosees, and found it hard work to keep in any kind of training, what with his duties at the hotel. But then the whale affair was not so “professional” as it might have been, and Touchtone’s natural athletic talents and Mr. Marcy’s indulgence helped him to pull his oar as skillfully and enduringly as any other of the six.

Gerald listened with all his ears to his friend’s account of their last year’s defeat. All at once Philip remembered a message for Mrs. Ingraham about the flowers from the conservatory.

“Please stand here by the arbor one moment?” he asked. I’ll just run to the dining-room and find her.”

Now, there was a long rustic seat outside the thick growth of vines, running over the same arbor. Gerald sat down upon this bench. Some guests of the house were grouped inside, conversing together. No secrets were being told. Gerald did not feel himself an eavesdropper. In fact, he did not pay any heed to the talking going on just back of his head until he heard a slow voice that was a certain General Sawtelle’s.

“O, young Touchtone, you mean? Yes, yes; a remarkably fine young fellow! Any father might be proud of such a son—and any son ashamed of such a father as he had.”

Gerald started almost to his feet.

“Why, who was his father?” asked another indolent voice. “What did he do?”

Gerald was a boy of delicate honor. He was about to hurry away, eager as he was to sympathize with his attractive “guardian’s” trouble. He scorned to play the eavesdropper, and he equally scorned to be told this secret until Philip would utter it. But before he could step to the soft turf, and so slip out of ear-shot, Philip Touchtone himself came up
beside him. Philip had stepped with unintentional lightness to the
bench where he had left his little proédgé and caught the last clearly
spoken sentences.

Gerald would have drawn him away, too; but Philip took the hand
of the younger boy and made a sign to him to remain and hear what
General Sawtelle would reply. He put his finger upon his lips.

“Why,” responded the general, from within the arbor, “his father
was Touchtone—Reginald Touchtone—who was so badly involved in
the famous robbery of the Suburban Trust
Company, years ago, in X——, just outside of
New York.”

“O,” returned the other speaker, “I remember. Touchtone was the
cashier.”

“Yes; the man that turned out to be a friend of the gang that did the
business,” another speaker chimed in.

“Certainly. They were sure that the scamp opened the safe for them.
They made out a clear case against him. He went to the penitentiary
with the rest of ’em.”

Gerald was trembling, and held Philip’s cold hand as the two lads
stood there to hear words so humiliating to one of them. But Philip
whispered, “Don’t go!” and still restrained him.

“Yes, it was as plain as daylight. The fellow opened the safe for the
rogues! At first the indictment against him was rather shaky. He was
tried, and got off with a light sentence; only a year or so, I believe.”

“Convicted, all of ’em, on State’s evidence, weren’t they?”

“Yes, this Touchtone included. One of the crowd decided to speak
what he knew. I presume Touchtone had had his share of what they all
got. But it didn’t do the man much good.”

“Why, what became of him?” asked an other voice.

“O, he and his wife rented a little cottage up here. They left their
house near New York, or in it, and came here till Touchtone died. He
had consumption, Marcy was an old friend of the lad’s mother, and
helped them along, I understand, till this boy, Philip, was left alone by
her dying, too. She was a fine woman, I’ve been told. Stuck to her
husband and to his innocence, till the last. After that, Marcy took Phil
with him. I think he expects to adopt him.”
“Well, he’s a nice boy, anyway,” came the other voice, “and Marcy’s proud of him, I can see. I guess hell turn out a credit in spite of his father. What time is it? My watch has stopped.”

“Come,” said Philip, softly. He walked away with Gerald. Neither spoke.

At length Gerald said, gently, “Is that all, Philip? You made me listen!”

“All?” replied young Touchtone, bitterly. “Isn’t it enough? Yes, I made you listen! I wanted you to know the story before you saw any more of me. There’s another side to it, but that isn’t the one you will find people trouble themselves over. I wanted you to hear what you did. But I couldn’t tell you myself. I am the son of—of—my father. I don’t care for mere outsiders, who know it already and think none the worse of me for it. But other people, if I care any thing about them, why, they must know with whom they are taking up.”

It cost him a struggle to say this. Gerald was younger than he. But the manly, solitary little guest of the Ossokosee had gained in these two days a curious hold over him. Philip had never had a brother. If he had ever thought of one, the ideal conjured up would have been filled by Gerald. He felt it now as he stopped and faced the latter in the moonlight.

But Gerald looked straight up into Philip’s face. He smiled and said, “Philip, I believe your father didn’t do that.”

Touchtone put out his hand with a quick gesture of intense surprise. “Gerald!” he cried as their two palms met in a clasp that hurt the smaller one, “what in the world made you say that?” There was some thing solemn, as well as eager, in his tone.

“O, nothing particular,” the heir of the Saxton impulsiveness answered, simply; “but I don’t believe it, that’s all! I don’t!”

“He don’t believe it either,” Gerald heard Philip say, as if to himself, “and I don’t. What a little trump you are, Gerald Saxton!” They walked a little further in silence; then Philip again spoke, in a tone from which all the sudden joy and cheerfulness were gone: “Well, Gerald, you and I may be able to prove it together some day to the people. But I don’t know—I don’t know!”

Certainly they were to accomplish many strange things together,
whether that was to be one of them or not.
CHAPTER III.

ALL ABOUT A ROW.

The guests of the Ossokosee had the pleasure of seeing a bright, still day for the regatta. By nine o’clock the shady road leading to the lake began to echo with carriages. In the little wind that stirred flags swayed down in the village and from the staffs on the Ossokosee and the little boathouse. As for the pretentious Victors’ headquarters, they were flaunting with streamers and bunting to an extent that must have severely taxed the treasury.

“I don’t see where so many more people than usual have come from!” exclaimed Mr. Marcy to Gerald and Mrs. and Miss Davidson as they drove along toward the starting-point. And, in truth, for a race between two crews of lads, and of such local interest, the crowd was flattering. Country wagons lined the bank, in which sat the farmers of the district, with their wives and daughters gorgeously arrayed in pink and blue and white calico gowns; and bunches of roses and dahlias were everywhere about them.

“There are Mr. Wooden and Mrs. Wooden, with Miss Beauchamp,” exclaimed Gerald, nodding his head vigorously to the group.

Fashionable carriages were not few, filled with ladies in gay colors, who chatted with knickerbockered young men, or asked all sorts of questions of their husbands and brothers and cousins about the two crews.

“Those must be regular parties from the other hotels about here,” said Miss Davidson, “made up expressly to drive over here this morning. Well, well!”
“Yes,” Mr. Marcy assented, “I never expected to see such a general turning out at one of the Ossokosee regattas. Do notice, too, how the shores over there are covered with people, walking and sitting! Bless my heart! I hope that Phil and his friends are— h’m—not going to be so badly beaten, when there are so many hundreds of eyes to see it! Never was such a fuss made over our race before, especially a race so late in the season.” Mr. Marcy jumped out. They were near the Ossokosee boat-house. After he had seen how the oarsmen who bore the name and credit of his hotel were feeling over their coming struggle he was to get into a good-sized barge with several other gentlemen, one of them being the starter and umpire.

Gerald was looking at him with the full power of his blue eyes as Mr. Marcy stood directing the driver where to station the carriage for Mrs. Davidson and her daughter. The boy’s glance was so eloquent that the proprietor of the Ossokosee House exclaimed:

“Why, Gerald, what was I thinking of? You come along with me if you choose to. That boat is apt to be crowded, but you’re a little fellow and won’t add much to the party. I guess I can have you squeezed in.”

So the delighted boy followed his elderly friend through the grass toward the boat-house and the judge’s barge.

“Shall I see Philip?” he asked, as they advanced to the inclosure. A long line of stragglers hung about the gate leading down to the Ossokosees’ quarters. The village constable good-naturedly kept them from entrance. “Yes; come right along,” Mr. Marcy said, taking Gerald’s hand. They hurried down to the rear door together.

“Hurrah! there’s Mr, Marcy,” was the exclamation, as they were allowed to step in. The six boys, Philip and Davidson foremost, were already in full rig and busy over the long shell just about to be easily deposited in the water by the side of the float. Mr. Marcy and a couple of his friends saw this feat accomplished safely. Others of the barge-party walked in. The excitement became general. All the oarsmen talked at once, gave opinions of the state of the water, bewildered Mr. Lorraine or Mr. Marcy with questions, and hurried about the dim little boat-house to attend to the usual last things and one.

“Well, Frank, what do you think?” inquired Gerald of Davidson, with a face of almost painful interest as he glanced first at Touchtone,
then at him.

“He thinks just what I think, Gerald,” interrupted Philip, pulling the crimson silk handkerchief lower across his forehead, “and that is—”

“That the Victors are bigger men with a lighter boat, and have beaten us for three years running,” Davidson said, quickly; “but that the weather is perfect, that the water is as smooth as if we’d taken a flat-iron to it, and “hat the Victors don’t pull together after the style the Ossokosees do. Look at them now out yonder as they come around the point again! See that second fellow! If he don’t keep better stroke he can put the whole crew out!”

Twenty minutes later Gerald was seated out under the awning of the barge, sandwiched between Mr. Lorraine and Captain Kent. He waited in feverish impatience for the grand moment. The umpire, a Mr. Voss, from the next county, was arranging some matters between Mr. Marcy and the supporters of the Victors. There were to be three races; but, the second one being between two members of the Victors, and the last an informal affair between four of the village lads in working-boats, the special rivalry was not eclipsed. Gerald’s heart beat faster and faster as the crowd along the shores cheered six figures in crimson that glided quietly to their post of departure on the east; accompanied by the second shout for the yellow-fiileted Victors who pulled proudly across the open water and rested, like pegs driven into its bed. opposite their rivals.

“Looks as if it would be an uncommon good race for both of ’em!” Gerald heard some one near him say. But Mr. Voss was standing up and waving his hand.

“Are you ready?”
“Ready!” from the right.
“Are you read-y?”
“Ready!” from the left.
“Go!”

Bang! And the echoes clanged over the low hills and startled Farmer Wooden’s skittish colt as Mr. Voss dropped his arm with the smoking pistol. Neck and neck, with a quick, snapping leap of the oars and a splendid start with which neither crew could quarrel, the slender, shining shells shot rod after rod up the lake.
Babel began at once—cries, cheers, applause. “Victors! Victors!” “Go it, Ossokosee!” “That’s it; stick to the lead!” “Ossokosee forever!”

“That aint no bad send-off for the Ossokosees!” exclaimed Farmer Wooden to his wagon-load as the swift flight of the boats made them diminish in size every few seconds.

“No,” said Miss Beauchamp, with her head fall of Philip and of his satisfaction if there should be any bettering of the Ossokosees’ record; “but those strong-armed fellows in the Victors’ boat are holding off, Mr. Wooden. Don’t you see that? They’re going to give a tremendous spurt after that stake-boat is turned.”

By this time the road that ran parallel with the course was in a whirl of wheels. Dozens of carriages dashed up after the boats, to lose no yard of the contest. The Ossokosees were, in fact, a little in advance of the Victors. But, as Miss Beauchamp had supposed, that was evidently the policy of the older champions. They darted along well to the left of their rivals and kept carefully outside of a certain long strip of eel-grass where a danger-signal had been driven, and with their rapid pulling they were already beginning to lessen the number of boat-lengths between them and their opponents. Every body having taken it for granted that the excitement of this race was not who should beat, but how honorably the hotel faction should be beaten, there arose all along the mile of skirting land a buzz and then ragged cheers as people began all at once to discover the new possibility of the Victors being dishonored for once in their proud career.

“Hi! Look at that, I tell you, Fisher!” cried Mr. Marcy, as enthusiastic as Gerald himself, when he made up his mind that up there toward that stake-boat the Victors now began to pull with might and main. “Our boys— why, our boys are working like Trojans! And those chaps have found it out!”

“Hurrah! They’re ’round the stake-boat first, as true as I live!” said somebody else in the barge.

Gerald was standing balanced on the outermost edge of a seat, with Mr. Marcy’s arm about him to keep him in any kind of equilibrium. His eyes sparkled like stars as he held up his field-glass, and his color came and went with every cry he heard. It was for Philip’s sake; all for Philip! It was wonderful, by the bye, how many persons watched that
race that morning, giving one thought for the Ossokosees in general and two to Philip Touchtone!

“Yes, they are!” exclaimed another. “Gracious! what ails the Victors? Pull, you sluggards, pull, I say! Those boys are gaining on you every second with that stroke. It must be nearly forty.” Louder and louder rang the clamor from all sides as the stake-boat was left behind by the belated Victors, not after all so much in arrear of the Ossokosees. Everybody knew that the most remarkable “finish” ever to be dreamed of for Ossokosee Lake was begun. The carriages rolled quicker and quicker back to the goal, and began to pack together in the open meadow, abreast of the judge’s barge. Shouting boys and men ran frantically along the road and side-paths, waving hats. From the knots of on-lookers the crowded Victors’ club-house, the private boats moored by the ledges, fluttered handkerchiefs, veils, and shawls in the hands of standing spectators; and every thing increased in intensity, of course, as the two glittering objects flashed forward nearer, nearer, until the bending backs of the six rowers in each could be seen, crimson and yellow—and the panic-struck yellow sweeping onward last!

“O-h-h-h! Victors! Victors!” rang the echoes on the left, where most of the village partisans lined the wagon. “Ossokosees!” “Now, then, Ossokosees! Give ’em your best!” “Good for you! That’s right, don’t let ’em make it!” “Touchtone! O, Touch tone!” “Go it, Dater, that’s the way to give it to ’em!” “One good spurt now, Victors, and you can have it your own way!” “Bravo, Ossokosee!” “Oss-o-ko-see!” And then mingled with all this voicing of favorites, began the patter, at first gentle, but strengthening, of thousands of hands clapping together in the open air, and whips and sticks pounded on wagon-bottoms, and parasols clattered with them. O, it was a great finish; and—sweep—sweep—as the now desperate Victors flew down it was clear that Philip and his friends were not yet nearly overtaken, and that with a hope that gave each arm the power of steel the Ossokosees were bound to win that race if they could hold two minutes longer their advantage.

Gerald let fall his hand. Mr. Marcy, Mr. Lorraine, Mr. Voss, and the others were leaning forward in strong hope; and, as to the friends of the Victors, in courage till the last. The stroke of the Ossokosees was
weakening a trifle now, just at the unluckiest climax. In fact, the six had never pulled so fast in their lives as something had enabled them to do to-day. Their flesh and blood and wind were likely to fail at any instant now, in revenge. If Davidson should faint, or McKay come within a tenth of catching the smallest crab, why, then the charm must break and all end in defeat.

Many times since that day Gerald Saxton has said, smiling, “Well, I shall never forget the first time I knew that praying for a thing meant that you wanted it with all your heart and being! I prayed over a boat-race once, when I was a little boy.”

“Now, then, steady with that match!” called Mr. Voss to the men in charge of the salute to greet either winners and signal the race’s end. “They’ve got it! They’ve got it, sure!” cried Mr. Marcy, squeezing Gerald till the little boy wondered if his ribs would stand it.

Ah, now desperate Victors, that was a splendid spurt, but it’s of no use! Two and one half lengths behind instead of three; that is all you get by it, and there are six rowers in that boat ahead of you who will fall over, and overboard, before you shall pass them now. Again? Another spurt? Yes; well done, and you deserve the cheer for it that you scarcely hear in your frantic efforts. But there is a roar drowning it out already, which signals your defeat. At them! At them one last time, Dater, the Consequential! But you know how to pull. It must be the last. For, look! you can see the very scarf-pins in the bosoms of Mr. Voss and Mr. Marcy in the barge; and on it with them, in an agony of delight at your vain prowess, stands Gerald Saxton, the friend of Philip Touchtone—Philip Touchtone, whose strong stroke has helped mightily to tell against you all the way up and back. Ah, you falter a little now; nor can you save yourselves by any more spurting. The green amphitheater rings again and again with cheers and applause, but not for you. You dart two boat-lengths behind those crimson shirts, that even your warmest friends yonder must hurrah over as they shoot by the goal! The cannon booms out their welcome far and wide! You who are the Victors must call yourselves the Defeats, for the race is over and the Ossokosees have won it gloriously [ 

How the next half hour passed for Philip, Davidson, McKay, Rice, and all that enraptured crew, as they received in the boat-house the
friends who could press their way inside to congratulate them—this the reader may imagine. Philip and his friends forgot how exhausted they were in the delight of such praises and hand-shakings. As for Gerald and Mr. Marcy, they were among the first to greet them when they were cool enough to quit their shell for a few moments. Gerald was quite unnerved with rapture.

“O, Philip,” he exclaimed, “I never was so glad over any thing in my life!” And the boy spoke the exact truth.

“You deserve to be carried home on a church-steeple—a blunt one—every one of you!” declared Mr. Marcy, adding to the patron of the Victors, who stood near him, “Mr. York, your young men have lost their laurels forever. Our boys don’t intend to be beaten again.” And, as a matter of fact, they never were; for the Ossokosee Club rowed them another year and utterly routed them, and before the third season the Victors were disbanded and a new organization had grown out of their ruins.

The two other races were duly pulled. Dater came out first in that which concerned his own club. The Ossokosees were presented at the side of the barge with their prize. Mr. Voss made a little speech. The crowd gave their final cheers as Philip received it for his associates. That two hundred dollars was to be spent in improving the boat-house. Somebody had talked of buying a new shell with it; but that was not heard of again after the day’s deeds with the old one. Then the crowds broke up. The carriages rolled in different directions. The excitements of the morning were over. In the evening there was to be a special reception at the Ossokosee House, given by Mr. Marcy.

“But I never went to a regular grown-up party, even,” protested Gerald, in visible concern when Miss Davidson declared he must go with her and see how Philip and the rest would be lionized. “I—I’m not old enough.”

“Neither am I, for that matter, Gerald,” laughed Philip, with a droll glance at the amused Miss Davidson; “so you ought to go along to keep me company. I am not a ladies’ man, like Davidson or McKay.”

“Well, you will have to walk about the hotel dining-room with some girl; you see if you don’t,” declared Gerald. But Philip did not. Nearly all the evening Gerald found his friend near him, where the boy could
listen to the fine speeches lavished on Touchtone and every member of that crew of Ossokosee—quite numerous enough to turn older heads than Philip’s. Miss Beauchamp, who was quite old enough to be Philip’s aunt, declared that she, for her part, “felt jealous of Gerald” when Philip said that he would leave the scene for a while to see the boy quickly to his bed, Gerald having become fagged out with his enjoyment.

“You had better adopt him, Touchtone,” Mr. Marcy suggested as the two turned away.

“O, I will, if his father will let me,” retorted Philip, laughingly.

“Humph!” said Mr. Marcy, half aloud, “I doubt if he’d mind it half as much as he ought.” The party broke up half an hour later. Early hours were the custom at the Ossokosee. Philip was to sleep in Gerald’s room that the accommodation he thus vacated might be given to some particular guests. The races had filled the house.

The hotel grew quiet. Mr. Marcy had not read the evening mail through, so busy had he been kept during the regatta. He sat in the office with his night-clerk, concluding the letters hastily.

“Holloa!” he exclaimed, breaking a seal, “Nova Scotia post-mark? Saxton’s hand? I guess I’d better look at it before I go to bed.” He glanced at the first lines. His face grew attentive. He read on and turned the page. It wasn’t a long letter, but it was plainly about an important matter.

He laid it down. Then, folding his arms, he stared in consideration at the uninteresting picture of a North German Lloyds steamship over his desk. Then he said, half aloud, “Certainly hell do! He’s just the person.” He rose quickly. “I’ll go up and read it to them at once. No! On second thoughts, they would neither of them sleep a wink if I did. To-morrow will do.”

Mr. Marcy put the letter in the desk, turned out the gas, bade Mr. Keller good-night, and walked away to his room.

In that letter were involved the fortunes of the two lads, the big and the little one, who were asleep in Number 45, Gerald with one hand under his yellow head and the other just touching Philip’s arm; as if he would have him mindful, even in dreams, that their existences now had ceased to be divorced, and that a new responsibility had come to
Touchtone in that fact.
CHAPTER IV.

UNDER SAILING ORDERS.

THEY had just finished dressing next morning. Philip was asking himself whether, after all the fun of the last few days, the idea of adding up columns of figures in the office was a pleasant one.

“Come in,” was Gerald’s reply to a knock. “Good-morning,” said Mr. Marcy. In his hand was the letter.

“Gerald,” he began, walking up to the lounge, “your father wants you.”

“Papa!” exclaimed the boy, starting up as Mr. Marcy sat down. “Where is he? When did he come? Isn’t that just like him!”

“No, sit down,” laughed Mr. Marcy, holding up the letter. He isn’t down-stairs. He’s just where he was, in Nova Scotia. Listen to this and tell me what you think of it.”

He read, while Philip listened from across the room:

“Camp Half-Dozen, September, 188-.

“Dear Marcy: Please send Gerald up to me at this place, via Halifax, as soon as possible. When he arrives he can go to the Waverly Hotel. Somebody in our party, or myself, will meet him. We have not roughed it so much as I expected. We shall stay here; the hot weather seems to hold on too long down your way. Of course, Gerald cannot make such a journey alone. Put him in charge of an experienced servant used to traveling, or make some arrangement of the kind convenient. I inclose check. Supply whatever extra is needed.”
“We are having a first-class time—lots of fishing and shooting. Our nearest civilization Is miles off. Hope the Ossokosee is doing well these closing weeks. It’s a late season everywhere, isn’t it?

Yours, etc.,

“Gerald B. Saxton.

“P. S.—Give my love to Gerald. Tell him to write me immediately what day he starts. Tell him to be a good boy, and not let the whales have any excuse to eat him on the way.”

“There!” exclaimed Mr. Marcy, as he handed Gerald this business-like letter from any father summoning his son oh such a journey. “That’s your father all over! Not a word to spare. Disposes of you and every body else just as if you were a package of goods to be forwarded by express.”

“Yes,” returned Gerald, with a queer tone in his voice, “that is papa to the life. But he never took me quite so much by surprise. Of course, I’ve wanted to go up. I was dreadfully disappointed when he said I couldn’t. But it’s too bad to have to break up here and leave before the rest of you do,” He glanced at Philip, who sat in a surprise not particularly pleasant looking over the letter Gerald had handed him.

“Well, I think myself you will face the hardship better if I let Philip go along to take charge of you,” said Mr. Marcy, quizzically. “How does that idea strike you?”

“Oh, Mr. Marcy!” exclaimed Gerald, with a look of intense pleasure; “do you really mean that?”

“I surely do,” returned the proprietor of the Ossokosee. “I thought of it the moment I read your father’s letter. I haven’t at hand just now any servant that I could spare, or, in fact, be willing to commit you to, and I have no time to write to find out if friends can arrange to look after you on the steamer. Philip needs a change. Last year,” he continued, turning to Touchtone, “you had no rest at all, from Mrs. Ingraham and me.” He smiled as he spoke. “So I made up my mind last night that the nicest thing I can do for both of you, and for that harum-scarum father of yours, Gerald, will be to pack you off in
Philip’s care. What do you say to it, Philip?”

“I’d rather do it than any thing else in the world,” replied Touchtone, “if you can spare me.

“O, this rush may end any day now. Then I shall close the hotel at once. Sit down here again—and be sober. To-day is Saturday. Your father wants you to set out, Gerald, as soon as you can. I will write him to-day, with you, and say that you and Philip will leave here for New York next Tuesday to catch the Wednesday’s steamer. You will get to New York on Tuesday night, and you can either go to the Windsor to spend it, and the morning of the following day (the *Old Province* usually sails at one in the afternoon), or else you can adopt another plan.”

“What is that?” asked both at once.

“Why, as it will be rather lonely for you in that big hotel, I thought I would drop a line to a friend at his bachelor apartments on Madison Avenue and ask him to let you put up with him instead of at the Windsor. He has plenty of room, and he wilt be delighted to entertain you. Don’t you think you would enjoy that arrangement? His name is Hilliard. He has been in London for a year or two, or Philip there would know him better than by hearsay.” Gerald and Philip declared that great enjoy ment was promised by this arrangement.

“There’s one of the breakfast-bells!” Mr. Marcy exclaimed presently, hurriedly rising. “I believe I have talked over every thing with you that is necessary now. You can begin your packing as soon as you like, Gerald, though you have time enough. I never knew you so quiet over any excitement before, Philip. Are you afraid of being seasick?”

“No, he’s afraid of the responsibility of looking after me!” exclaimed Gerald, quick as a flash.

Philip smiled. “Nothing of the sort,” he said. “Only it’s a good deal more to me to think of going away on such a long journey so very unexpectedly than it is to you. It makes me your guardian in good earnest,” he concluded, with a half smile.

To Touchtone, who nowadays was accustomed to only occasional winter trips to and from New York with Mr. Marcy, and who had known little change from the summer routine of his hotel duties and pleasures, this sudden episode was, truly, a little bewildering. It had all
happened in a night—like Aladdin’s palace. To Gerald there was only a passing surprise.

Orders from that handsome, gay, idle young father of his, who seemed to think of his son very much as he did of his best horse, or brightest diamond, or any other possession that he liked because it was his own and beautiful and pleasant to have near him, or easy to leave in good hands when it was more convenient, why, to Gerald such changes were, already a common story. But the boy’s delight that Philip was to go with him was so keen that nearly all else was forgotten.

The next few days were rather busy ones. The telegrams and letters to Nova Scotia and New York were duly dispatched. The letters might arrive at the forest camp little sooner than the travelers, but the telegram promised more expedition. Moreover, a hospitable reply came back from Mr. Marcy’s friend in New York, the aforesaid Mr. Hilliard. He would be happy to entertain the two. He added that he himself might board their train at a certain station toward noon. He expected to be out of the city “visiting a friend over Sunday.”

“If I stay up there until Tuesday,” he wrote, “coming back, I will hunt the boys out. Then we can travel the rest of the day together.”

Bag and trunk were packed before night, and the trunk expressed direct to the steam-ship baggage-room, that it might be “off our minds,” as Gerald put it. (Afterward they were not sorry.) They drove over to bid Mrs. Wooden and Miss Beauchamp good-bye in the afternoon, and at the tea-table in the evening a good many of the guests stopped to wish a pleasant journey to the two. After Gerald was in his room and asleep Touchtone came downstairs, where Mr. Marcy sat awaiting him in the office.

“Two hundred and fifty dollars,” he said, handing Philip a roll of bills. “You cannot very well want more for your tickets and incidental expenses. You will, of course, stay in Halifax until Saxton sends for Gerald. He is a man who arbitrarily consults his own convenience, especially when he’s off with a set of his Wall Street cronies on a summering lark. You may be obliged to remain several days.”

“Thank you, sir,” said Touchtone, putting the money into his pocket. “It’s a wonderfully jolly little spree for me. I needn’t say again
“O, pshaw, Philip,” returned the hotel proprietor, lightly, as he reclosed the heavy safe door, “that’s all right! I don’t know how I should accomplish Saxton’s wishes without you. I shall miss you. One word more. This journey, as long as it lasts, and until Gerald leaves your hands, commits this little fellow to your care. So far as any one can be responsible for him, of course you are. I have spoken to Gerald and drawn his attention to the fact that he must now really obey you, not merely as his friend, but his ‘guardian’ in every sense of the word. The boy seems already oddly fond of you. I don’t think you will need to use a bit of authority. He will hardly attempt to differ with you foolishly. Still, he is in your hands, and he is a valuable handful. Saxton is a careless, rattling fellow in some respects, but he’s fond of his boy, after his fashion.

Philip went up-stairs soberly. He was not eighteen. Somehow the tie between himself and this young charge who seemed to stand so in need of his friendship all at once weighed on our hero’s heart. He was Gerald’s guardian indeed; and, though the journey ahead was not like a trip to Europe or California, there were probably unexpected events to happen in its course where he must act for two. Well, he would try always to “do the best he could;” and Gerald’s welfare should be his North Star all the way from the Ossokosee to Halifax.

They were up bright and early next day. They ate their breakfasts hurriedly, and were driven over to the station just before the express came rolling into it. They could not reach New York before six o’clock in the evening.
ABOUT a dozen persons occupied the parlor-car. Neither Philip nor Gerald paid any attention to them; they were absorbed, first, in settling themselves, and, next, in the discovery that the station, Youngwood Manor, at which Mr. Marcy’s friend Hilliard should board their train,” was not to be reached till after one o’clock. They consulted the letter from him (Philip happened to have brought it in his pocket), written in a neat, precise, hand —rather an elderly sort of hand—and felt disposed to like the sender of it, in advance.

But while they talked rather loudly and eagerly, and certainly with mentioning plenty of names and places, something of much importance to them suddenly got into progress near them. Let us say it was something fate had willed that they should not observe. They did not observe it. O, these big and little decrees in the destinies of boys and men!

In this case it was their failure to be aware of apparently a very simple matter—the conduct of another passenger.

There sat back to back with Gerald, the tall chair doing its usual office of a screen, a strikingly handsome and well-dressed man of about forty years of age, who wore eye-glasses and was running over the contents of a newspaper when they settled down. Before long this well-appointed traveler, in changing the position of his chair, happened to let his eye fall on Gerald’s traveling-bag lying overturned in the aisle, and painted, as to the bottom, in large black letters with the name, “Gerald B. Saxton, Jun., New York City.”
A name—only a name! But what mysterious recollections, what quick impulses, it must have stirred up to vivid life in the mind of that grave traveler sitting so close to the fair-haired owner of the satchel and his friend! A slight start, a frown showing itself between his level eyebrows, a sudden sharpness of attention to the speakers beside him, and his sinking himself, little by little, down into his chair, while at the same time he drew the Herald over his face as if in an after-breakfast doze—these things succeeded one another rapidly in his conduct, until whoever watched him would have inferred, if with some surprise, that this man was surely doing every thing in his power to play the spy upon the two lads near him, and to overhear whatever they might say, without their even suspecting that they had a neighbor. Leaning his head against the cushion, well toward the left, he listened and listened, motionless, without a rustle of that sheltering newspaper; and often, now, as he so curiously fixed his attention on their desultory talk and discussion, one of his firm, well-shaped lips bit the other nervously under his dark mustache, and that frown of concentration became deeper on his forehead. Strange.

Ah! A letter was lying on the carpet within reach of his hand, between his chair and Gerald’s. A letter—was it the same letter, he wondered, that he had just heard them speaking about—from a Mr. Hilliard? It was, because Gerald had carelessly dropped it from his hand, and the loss was not yet noticed. It was, indeed, odd and disgracefully ill-bred that any stranger should carry his curiosity or his interest, or whatever it was that influenced him, so far as to get possession of that letter very gently by a single motion of his arm, and, then raising it noiselessly to his eyes, to read it through behind the boys’ backs. But this unseen companion of theirs did so; and, more than that, he read it through so carefully that you might have supposed he was getting it by heart. At length he laid it again on the carpet, just where he had noticed it, and presently Gerald’s eye caught sight of it, and with an exclamation the letter was put safely into Philip’s care once more. The name “Touchtone” written on it, and overheard from Gerald’s lips, “Philip Touchtone,” seemed to be another singularly interesting surprise to this reserved traveler.

But all at once he made up his mind to change his position. He did
more than that. He raised himself gracefully in his seat, got possession of his silk hat, umbrella, and bag, and, rising quickly, walked down the length of the car he had faced, and vanished in the one coming behind it. Neither Philip nor Gerald remarked this sudden retreat any more than they had remarked that he had sat so near them for more than an hour. They were both

In a gale of good humor, and, with Gerald, to laugh hard was simply to forget every thing else but the fun on hand.

Did it ever occur to you from experience, my friend, young or old, what a small place is this big world after all? We do nothing, it sometimes seems, but jog elbows with folk we know or with folk who know us. You may go to Australia or Crim Tartary to get out of the way of people; but it may not be a week before you find that neither place is a safe retreat. I once knew of a man who wished to fly from the face of all humanity that he happened to be acquainted with; he being, if one must tell all the truth, very miserable because of an unlucky love-affair, and anxious not to be reminded of the persons or places that had been nearest to him before his woes came to a climax. So our friend forthwith set out for northern Africa, and he decided to cross the great Sahara country with a caravan. Lo and behold! when the party was made up that were to go with the traders over the desert, he found that two cousins of—well, the cause of his gloomy spirits were to meet the expedition at a certain station, early on the route, both men he knew being in the same heart-broken state as himself, from the same reason. That was too much for him. Like a sensible man, he went straight home to Boston, and took to business energetically, and got back his health and spirits with his friends much sooner than he could have done in the Sahara, I am pretty sure. But I am getting away from this story of Touchtone and Gerald Saxton.

“Youngwood Manor,” called out the guard, suddenly, as they steamed into a tiny station. The stop was only for an instant. They had hardly time to put their heads out. Nobody was getting aboard.

“Well, I declare! He couldn’t have come up from New York,” said Gerald, in disappointment. “I’m sorry. It would be more fun to have him meet us on the train than for us to go and hunt him up in his own street.”
“Wait a minute or so,” returned Philip. “Mr. Hilliard would have jumped on the car very quickly, knowing what a short stop the train makes. If he did, he is looking through it for us this minute.”

The rear door opened. A tall gentleman with a fine face stood looking along the seats, his satchel in his hand.

His look fell on the boys. He started, gave a half-smile of recognition, and came slowly toward them.

“It must be he!” exclaimed Gerald.

“No doubt of that!” replied Touchtone. “He’s making straight this way. Swing round that seat, Gerald. It hasn’t been taken all day, I think.”

“I believe I have the pleasure of finding some travelers I was to look for,” began the new arrival as he stood before them. “My name is Hilliard; and this, I presume, is Mr. Philip Touchtone, and this Gerald Saxton? I’m very happy to meet you both.”

He had a wonderfully pleasant, smooth voice, and his white teeth shone under his fine mustache as he smiled.

“We were afraid that you had not come out from the city, sir,” said Gerald, making room.

“Oh, yes,” replied Mr. Hilliard, with a little laugh. “I—I really couldn’t stay at home.

My friend —— that I wrote of expected me.”

He took the offered seat, brushing out of it as he did so a gray linen button lost from a duster, along with the advertising-page of a newspaper.

“And now, pray, tell me how you left Mr. —— Marcy? His letter said he was in his usual health,”

“Oh, yes, sir,” responded Philip, “and busy as ever with the hotel.”

“It has done better this season than last, I understand?”

“Much better, sir. I hated to leave for even these closing weeks.”

“Ah, I dare say,” replied Mr. Hilliard, sympathizingly, “and, by all accounts, I don’t see how he ever gets along without you. But really this is a journey you are about making! To Newfoundland is quite—”

“To Halifax, you mean, sir,” Gerald corrected, laughing. “Papa isn’t so far off as he might be.”

“Certainly, Halifax, I would say,” their new companion said,
quickly. “But it’s a delightful trip, especially if you go by water.”
“Mr. Marcy said that *Old Province* was a very handsome steamer.”

“She certainly is. By the bye, your father is quite well?” he asked.
“Thank you, yes, sir,” replied Gerald. “He would not let me go to the camp at first, for fear I should catch something besides fish.”
“I believe you are his only son?” asked Mr. Hilliard, looking into Gerald’s face, with a fine cordiality.
“I am his only son,” answered Gerald, who already considered Mr. Hilliard a very agreeable man—such a rich, strong voice, and such flashing black eyes. “And he is my only father, sir,” he added, laughing.

Mr. Hilliard joined in it. “I have often heard of him in the city,” he continued; “in fact, I have seen him occasionally. And now, Mr. Touchtone, about these traveling arrangements. Do I understand that you want to leave the city for Halifax by to-morrow’s steamer?”

Philip came out of a brown study. He had been thinking, for one thing, how different Mr. Hilliard was from what he had (quite without warrant) supposed he would be.

“O, certainly,” he replied. “You see, Mr. Saxton expects Gerald by Friday night, and I am taking charge of him—eh, Gerald?—until Mr. Saxton sends to the Waverly Hotel.

Besides, I must return to Mr. Marcy as soon as I can.”

“Ah, yes, I see,” said Mr. Hilliard, musingly. “Well, we will all get to town this evening early, I hope, and have a sound sleep; but it would be pleasant if you joined other friends on the *Old Province*

“Perhaps,” answered Gerald; “but you see Philip and I travel by ourselves, so that, if either of us is very seasick, there will be no one to laugh. I couldn’t, and he wouldn’t.” Philip here recollected an unpaid duty. “I want to thank you, Mr. Hilliard,” he began, “for so kindly taking us in to-night.”

“O, dear, not a bit of trouble,” returned Mr. Hilliard, vivaciously; “but that brings me to explaining a slight dilemma. A fire broke out in our house yesterday. I am a homeless char acter, for the time being, myself.”

“A fire!” exclaimed both the boys.

“Yes, a fire. You’ve no further use for my note, that I see you have there? Shall. I just tear it up, then? I’m like every body else; I love to
get hold of a letter I’ve written and put it out of the way.” Glancing at the clean carpet, he dropped the pieces into his pocket.

“You see this fire, luckily, wasn’t in my apartment, but overhead. My rooms were a good deal upset.”

“Then, of course, you mustn’t try to take us,” Touchtone exclaimed, wondering that Mr. Hilliard had not entered upon so important an announcement a little sooner. “We’ll go to the hotel.”

“Not a bit of it, not a bit of it!” protested Mr. Hilliard; “you mustn’t think of such a thing. I am stopping with a cousin of mine, and he has abundance of room for us all, and expects us. It’s all settled.”

After considerable discussion only did Philip consent to so unexpected a change. It disturbed him. Gerald rather enjoyed the odd plan. He yielded.

“By the bye, Mr. Hilliard,” he said as the train sped forward with a lengthened shadow, “you said you left New York yesterday. I thought you expected to come up to Young-wood on Saturday.”

“O, so I did,” returned Mr. Hilliard, in his careless manner; “but—but I decided to wait, for some business reasons. I should have been very sorry not to meet you just as I did. Perhaps, if you don’t find yourselves too tired by the time we finish dinner to-night, we will go out and look up something that will entertain us.”

The proposal sounded pleasantly. They fell to talking of sights. The acquaintance advanced rapidly.

After a little time the train paused before a small junction-station only about thirty miles from the edge of New York city. It did not go on. They looked out. Men were to be seen about the locomotive. They left the car with the other travelers and walked up to the group. Something was wrong with the engine. After some ten minutes of uncertainty a couple of brakemen furnished the information that the train must wait for half an hour at least. “We can get her all right again by that time,” said the engineer. If the passengers chose to do so they could stretch their legs until the whistle called them.

“We may as well pass the time that way,” laughed Mr. Hilliard. “It is provoking. We’ll go over and take a look at that railroad hotel they are altering.”

Gerald caught up the satchel (besides their umbrella, the only
baggage the boys carried); there was a supply of ginger-snaps in that bag. They walked out of the hot sunshine and sat down in the shade of the wide veranda of the railroad restaurant, which displayed a very gay sign, “Lafayette Fox, Proprietor.” Mr. Hilliard gave them a spirited account of an adventure he had met with while on a sketching tour in Cuba; and when Gerald suggested that he might entertain himself and them by making a pencil drawing then and there of the motionless train and the groups of people gathered near it he assented. “I’ll run over and get my pencils and a block of paper in my bag. It’ll only take a minute.” They watched him hurry away—certainly the most obliging man in the world.

Now, the restaurant was being transformed into the glory of a hotel. Back of the rear rooms rose the yellow-pine frame of a large wing, intended to contain, when finished, at least seven or eight good-sized rooms.

“Let’s go along this piazza,” proposed Philip, as several minutes elapsed and Mr. Hilliard did not put in his re-appearance. (Mr. Hilliard, it may be explained, was struggling with the tricky lock of his satchel, kneeling on the floor of the car.)

“If he comes back he will think we have got tired of his society,” said Gerald. But presently Philip and he, holding each other’s hands, were stepping airily from one beam to another of the unplanked floor of the new building.

“I suppose he hasn’t found what he went for,” conjectured Philip. “Suppose we climb up that stair yonder. It’s certain to be breezier overhead. Mr. Hilliard will shout if he can’t find us.”

The blue sky overhead, seen through the open rafters, was an inviting background. Up the stair Gerald sped, and, once at the top, called out, “Catch me if you can! and began scudding along a narrow line of planks resting on the joists.

“Look out, Gerald!” called Philip, half alarmed, half laughing, hurrying after. “You will break your neck! Stop that!”

“Hurrah!” was Gerald’s only reply. The light-footed boy dashed on the length of the addition. A ladder, descending to the floor they had left, appeared through a square opening. He scrambled down. Philip was not much behind. The room beneath was the last of the unfinished
“L.” It was also floored over, except where an open trap-door gave entrance to the cellar.

“Here goes!” cried Gerald, as Philip, laughing, but with outstretched hand, and anxious to put an end to this acrobatic business, pressed hard upon him. Down jumped Gerald into the trap. Without an instant’s hesitation Philip leaped after his charge. Both landed, laughing and breathless, in the dry new cellar, the only light coming through the square opening overhead.

“Dear me! Didn’t that take the wind out of me, though?” exclaimed Gerald, leaning against the wall. “That’s an awfully deep cellar. It must be eight or nine feet; it jarred me all over!”

At that instant, shrill and unmistakable, the locomotive whistle broke the current of their thoughts.

“The train, Gerald, the train!” Philip cried, rushing under the open trap. “It’s ready to go, as sure as you live!”

They sprang for the flooring above. Each appreciated, after the first leap, that getting out of a cellar was sometimes a work quite different from getting into it.

“We can’t do it!” Philip gasped out in consternation, with a vain attempt to draw up Gerald after him with one disengaged hand. Down they came on the sand together. The whistle uttered its warning again. They heard distant shouts as of belated passengers. They called for help, but the restaurant people were in front of their establishment. After a moment more the hum of the departing train greeted their ears.

“Oh, Gerald, Gerald, here’s a ladder, all the time!” called Philip, pulling it down from its hook, over their heads in the deep shadow.

To dash back to the long piazza and so around to the front of the house was a half moment’s flight. But they gained the place which they had quitted to gaze open-mouthed on an empty track and at puffs of smoke beyond the cut. That train was gone indeed, Mr. Hilliard aboard of it.

Two very comfortable-looking and composed people, that could only be Mr. and Mrs. Lafayette Fox, were standing in sight. The stout proprietor of the railway restaurant heard the story of their predicament.
“Well, ye’ll have to stay here just two hours and a half,” said Mr. Fox. “There aint a train till then. Too bad! Ye’d better telegraph to your friend that’s gone on ahead of you, so as he’ll know whether to wait for you at the Jersey City depot or in the New York one or not. I should think he’d look for a message one place or t’other when he gets in.”

“Yes, that’s quite likely,” replied Philip; “and he mustn’t think of waiting there. We’ll go straight to his rooms when we reach town, if ever we do.”

He sent his dispatches to the two waiting-rooms. He had better send another one still, he thought; so, not knowing the address of the hospitable cousin who was to take Mr. Hilliard and themselves under his roof, he wired a message to Mr. Hilliard’s own apartment, where they had expected to go. Somebody would send it over. “Accidentally detained from getting aboard again; please leave new address at old one, or at place where this is received. Will find you as soon as possible.” So ran the dispatch.

But scarcely had they sent these three communications, in the hope of saving their kind host perplexity and fatigue on account of the odd mishap, than Mrs. Lafayette Fox came running up to Philip, breathless. Luck was favoring them, surely. There was a fast freight-train rumbling into the little depot. A cousin of hers, Leander Jenks, was its conductor; and, railroad rules or no rules, Leander Jenks should take the pair of them aboard, and so get them to New York, not so much later than if they had not pursued their trip by way of the cellar. In came the fast freight. In a twinkling Jenks had consented, and, before they fairly realized it, the boys were ejaculating their thanks and being introduced to Leander and hustled aboard a red car, which speedily began pounding and jolting its brisk way at the end of a very long’ train, but at an excellent rate of speed, toward New York. They were well out of their plight.

“Yes,” said Philip; “and even if we should be late in reaching the city, or fail to make our connection with Mr. Hilliard, why, we’ll just go to the Windsor for the night and straighten it all out with him the next morning.”

“I wonder what he’ll say?” queried Gerald.
“Well, he might advise us to look before we leap another time,” laughed Philip.

The sun had set and fog was turning into a drizzle as they crossed the flat, salt meadows west of Bergen Hill and left the draw-bridges of the sinuous Hackensack behind them. It was well that Philip had expressly warned Mr. Hilliard not to wait for them in Jersey City, for he suddenly discovered that the freight of the road did not go to the same terminus as the passenger trains, and that he and Gerald would land in New York a good distance up-town. The North River was wrapped in a thick mist as they made their sluggish passage across; the rain fell steadily, and Touchtone was glad when they landed and set out for Mr. Hilliard’s apartment as fast as the only cab they could find might be made to rattle. “You are pretty well used up, aren’t you?” he said to Gerald, putting his arm along the tired boy’s shoulder. “Never mind; we’ll be there safe and sound presently.”

Madison Avenue reached, Philip counted the numbers through the sash. The cab veered to the gutter. The man leaped down and opened the door.

“Shall I wait, sir?”

“Yes,” replied Philip; “we want an address.”

He hurried up the step of a tall apartment-house, Gerald, in his renewed excitement, declining to stay behind.

“Will you please give me the address for to-night of Mr. Frederick Hilliard?” he inquired of the footman who answered his ring. “Has he been here in course of the evening?”

“Beg your pardon, sir,” replied the man, respectfully. “What did you ask for, sir?”

“For Mr. Hilliard’s address since the fire.”

“I—I don’t understand, sir. I think Mr. Hilliard is at home, sir. Second floor, sir. Shall I show you up?”

A door above opened and shut. A short, fat gentleman, slightly bald, of at least fifty winters, came briskly down, looking forward with a very friendly curiosity in his eyes. He began smiling cheerfully at them, and his pleasant face, with a snow-white mustache, grew pleasanter at each step. In his hand was a telegram envelope.

“Mr. Hilliard,” said the man, stepping aside.
“Aha, boys!” he exclaimed, hurrying across the thick Turkish rug and presenting a fat, white hand, “here you are, I declare, safe and sound! You sent me this message here, which somebody has taken the trouble to mix up on the way, so that I can’t get the hang of it, though otherwise I should have given you up. Come in, come right in!” he went on, cordially clasping a hand of each. “This is Philip Touchtone, and this Gerald, according to friend Marcy’s description. You’re both very welcome. My, what’s the matter? O, your cab! Cripps, pay the cab—here—and, Cripps, tell Barney to call at ten to-morrow morning to take us to that Halifax boat.”

Literally open-mouthed in bewilderment, Philip and Gerald allowed the hospitable little gentleman do as he pleased, and to stand pumping their hands up and down.

“Excuse me, sir,” Philip began, stammering, “but—but there is certainly some mistake. You are surely not the gentleman we met on the train to-day—and—”

“Train? Of course not!” laughed the irrepressible stranger. “I’ve been laid up in the house with malaria since I wrote Marcy. But you’re you, Philip Touchtone; and you are Gerald Saxton; and I am myself, Frederick Hilliard, the only and actual, at your service. If any body has been playing me, he’s some oddity—doing a poor copy of an indifferent original. My dear boy, you stare at me as if I were a ghost!”

A cloud was eddying in Philip’s head. Not till afterward did he think how droll his question must have sounded. But he asked, very solemnly, “Has there—been a fire—in this building?”

“A fire? In such a hot September as this!” chuckled the merry gentleman. “Bless your heart, my dear fellow, nowhere but in the kitchen, I trust! Does the hall strike you as damp? Don’t know but what it is. Bring those things up-stairs, George,” he added to his own servant, who appeared from above. “Follow me, boys. My rooms are on the second floor. How did you leave Miss Beauchamp? and how are Mr. Fisher and old General Sawtelle and Mr. Lorraine?”

There was no other explanation needed just now. There were two Mr. Hilliards! One was the real one—before them. Philip felt that at once. The other had been a sham one, a somebody else—an impostor! Who was he, and what could he have wanted by so unaccountable a
trick? Or was there, behind his conduct, more than a trick?
CHAPTER VI.

A RIDDLE NOT EASILY ANSWERED—THE “OLD PROVINCE.”

IT was nearly ten o’clock in the evening. Gerald was in bed and asleep. Mr. Hilliard was lying back in his leather armchair, his eyes resting thoughtfully on the ceiling.

Opposite him, looking into his face, sat Philip.

“Well,” remarked his host, “here we have sat ever since dinner, going over the whole affair from beginning to end! We’re not any closer to solving some knots in it than we were when we started. Still, I fancy we’ve guessed all that is necessary, my boy. You’re tired out. So am I. What’s left gets the best of me completely. We’d better go to bed.”

“And what about your advertising, sir?”

“O, that must be attended to, of course; as soon as George comes, in fact. It will not likely trace the scamp or make any difference, so far as you and Gerald are concerned. It may protect me, though, if he continues to sail under my colors for any length of time.”

“You stili think, sir, that he has no special designs against you?”

“Against me? Certainly not! He used my name simply because he happens—I’d like to discover how!—to know enough about me to serve his turn. I don’t know how long he has been acting me, I’m sure.

“He must have some way of keeping your affairs before him, sir. Surely, he knows the Ossokosee House and the people there very well indeed.”

“No, that don’t follow,” returned Mr. Hilliard. “He must have been on the train longer than you think, and within ear-shot of you. Such
characters are amazingly clever in making a little knowledge go a great
way, and, besides, he drew more from you both with each sentence.
Didn’t he contrive, too, to get hold of my letter by that impudent
dodge? Mark my words, those torn pieces of handwriting will bring me
a fine forged check some day unless I take good care. My dear boy,”
Mr. Hilliard continued, less ruefully, “under the circumstances the
rascal had ten chances to your one, and it’s not strange you were
bowled over.”

“But what was it all for?” cried Philip once again. “What object was
there for such a trick? But that brings us around just to where we
started,”

“My dear fellow,” rejoined Mr. Hilliard, rising and leaning on the
back of his great chair, “his object I don’t think was any worse than the
one we have decided upon. Surely, that is unfavorable enough to you,
too. He is a common sharper. There are hundreds of them all about
the country. He was coming on from B, where, I dare say, he had been
losing money. Sitting near you he heard you discuss this trip that you
are making. Every thing you said implied that you were going alone;
and that meant that one or the other of you carried a couple of
hundred dollars, or perhaps more—”

“We didn’t say a word about money.”

“But your whole look and conversation told him of your having it!
Very well, then; how to get it from you was the task before him. It was
simple for such a scamp, if he was lucky enough to be a little familiar
with my doings and gathered your references together. There are
scores of scoundrels in this big city, Philip, who make a business of
becoming versed in the looks, friends, history, every thing, of
respectable men on purpose to make use of their information to
swindle other persons.”

“I’ve heard that,” said Philip, ruefully; “but I never expected to find
out how neatly it could be tried upon me.”

Mr. Hilliard laughed. Nobody expected it. “Of course, the
mainspring of his fraud was my failure to get aboard the train. After he
was certain that I had not kept to my plan he marched up to you.
‘Nothing venture, nothing have,’ is the motto of a blackleg. The game
was in his hands. He must have dreaded my possible turning-up all the
time he devoted himself to you; but practice in such acting makes perfect. All his care after the first instance lay in seeming perfectly at ease with you. That most lucky falling into Mr. Fox’s cellar separated you and cut the fraud short. He must have raged when he found that you failed to get aboard the train!”

“There were other fellows on it,” said Philip. “In the crowd hurrying to it when the whistle blew he probably took another couple that we saw for Gerald and me. Otherwise, I believe, he would have jumped off.”

“By the time he found out his carelessness he couldn’t. However, if he had met you in New York, my lad, and prevented your coming here to me he could yet get hold of that money. Down at one or the other passenger-station I don’t doubt that he hung about waiting for you. We’ll find out if your telegrams were called for. George can go and ask about that for us.” u After we had met him in New York, sir, he would have robbed us?”

“Certainly, if he couldn’t manage it before. He could have taken you to his quarters. (Likely they are handsome enough, as he said, and they may be not far from where we sit to-night.) There he would have given you, probably, a better supper than I have, added a dose to insure your sleeping, robbed you, and found means to get rid of you, very likely without injuring you, before morning.” (Mr. Hilliard did not choose to suggest any other notion than that “very likely without injuring you;” but he had others.) “He would contrive it so that you could never have him traced out. It’s not a rare scheme, remember, though its bad enough to think about.”

“Then it was just a clever plan to rob two boys?” Philip asked, tapping his fingers on the table reflectively. Was he, or was he not, quite satisfied of it?

“Positively. Nothing more romantic, I am sure,” responded Mr. Hilliard. “I must say I think that sufficiently exciting to satisfy most people. You will not be likely to hear of him again; I may.”

Mr. Hilliard touched his bell. George came in. I shall want you to mail these letters at once,” said his master; “and these must go by hand to the newspaper-offices addressed.” Each envelope contained a notice cautioning all persons against putting any confidence in the
pseudo Hilliard, whom the advertisement briefly described, denouncing him in the usual form.

“Now for bed!” ejaculated the boys’ host as George vanished. “Excitement has kept you from realizing how your journey has tired you. I am glad that Gerald was so used up. There is no need to tell all our disagreeable theories to so young a boy as he. We must try to get the thing out of his head to-morrow.”

Philip said good-night and closed his door. Gerald lay sound asleep. He stood beside the bed watching the younger boy’s regular breathing. He did not know it, but such moments when he, as it were, struck a balance between Gerald and himself, and appreciated how Gerald depended upon him for society and care, were already moments that converted the manly metal in Philip into finest steel to cleave and endure.

Next morning found them all up early and in great spirits. Breakfast was eaten with lively chat on indifferent topics. Gerald was successfully diverted from dwelling on yesterday’s mystery. George was dispatched early to the down-town waiting-rooms, and came back with the news that the messages Philip had telegraphed had been duly asked for by a gentleman who waited about for a long time after he received them. Philip and Mr. Hilliard exchanged glances. So the unknown sharper had indeed expected his victims, and finally retired to parts unknown! “Good-bye to him,” laughed Mr. Hilliard.

Ten o’clock came and the carriage. Philip had several errands to do around busy Union Square. The tickets were already attended to; but somehow time was lost. When they hurried down-town and swung around the corner of the Bowling Green they discovered that they were scarcely five minutes from the sailing of the Old Province.

As they rolled out upon the pier the black hull of the Halifax boat, built for worthy ocean service, rose before them.

“They’ve rung the ‘all-ashore bell’ long ago, gentlemen! Be lively!” called out one of the employees. They sprang out of the carriage and hurried forward. “Halloa, there, wait a minute!” was shouted to the deck-hands who were preparing to cast off the plank.

“Quick! That trunk there is for Halifax!” Mr. Hilliard called to the baggage-men. The trunk was caught up and hustled off. “A minute in
time’s as good as an hour—good-by, good-by!” he gasped, helping them up. “I wanted to give you some points about the custom-house fellows and speak a good word to the captain for you, but I can’t. I’ll telegraph Marcy that I saw you off nicely. Pm.going West myself to-morrow, you know. Good-by, and do take care of yourselves!” With which Mr. Hilliard was fairly dragged down the plank by the impatient ship’s people, talking to the very bottom of it, and unconsciously quite a center of observation.

A moment later Philip and Gerald were waving their hands to him as the Old Province slipped along from the pier. Shall it be confessed that even Philip felt something like lone liness steal into his breast as he finally said, “Come, Gerald, let’s go and take a look at our state-room.”

They made themselves comfortable outside for the afternoon. There did not appear to be any considerable number of passengers. In fact, they heard one of the officers remarking that “it was the shortest list they had had during the season.” A dozen not very interesting commercial travelers going back to the Provinces; as many New Yorkers bound north on special errands; some quiet Nova Scotia people—these, with four or five humble household groups that the boys soon classed as emigrants, were all the travelers on the Old Province for that trip. They soon ceased to pay any attention to them, and they passed the long hazy afternoon quite by themselves. The Old Province steamed onward well out at sea, with the coast a pale bluish line in the distance.

But as the afternoon closed they began to meet the tides that roll in brusquely upon the New England inlets. A gray fog swept about the Old Province, and what with a strong swell and a bluff wind that drove the mist thicker around them, the steamer took to rolling quite too much for comfort. Darkness came on. The saloon twinkled with its lights in pleasant contrast to the gloom outside. Gerald, before supper, found out that he was—for the first time in his life—a particularly bad sailor.

“I—I think I’d better go and lie down,” he said, a good deal ashamed of his uneasiness. “I never was sick on our yacht, and I don’t believe I shall be now; but my head feels pretty topsy-turvy.”
So Philip got him into his berth. There was soon no occasion for Gerald to blush. Not a few of the other passengers promptly found out the rolling of the *Old Province*. They sought the seclusion which their cabins granted. The fog thickened. The steamer slackened up and plowed along at half-speed, blowing her hoarse fog-whistle. Philip went alone to supper.

He found only two thirds of those on board, besides some of the steamer’s officers, scattered about the tables. As he sat down the captain, hurrying by, suddenly turned toward him.

“Is your little messmate under the weather?” he asked, abruptly, but not unkindly.

“Yes, sir.”

“In his berth? Quite the best place for him! Your brother, I suppose? No? H’m! I’ll try to have a little talk with you both later.”

With which Captain Widgins walked away, leaving Touchtone decidedly surprised at this unexpected attentiveness, which he set down to the rather public style in which he and Gerald had come aboard.

He had to concentrate all his faculties on his unsteady plate. At last he pushed back his chair and wiped away the water dashed out of his glass into his face as he tried to secure a parting swallow. He looked across to a remote table. Two gentlemen sat there; a pillar partially hid them. But one of them was now in full sight and staring at him.

Philip nearly let fall his napkin. Those frank eyes of his met the now impudent dark ones of the “Mr. Hilliard” of Youngwood. As he looked at the man, asking himself if he were not deceived, “Mr. Hilliard bowed politely to him, and then went on sipping his tea.

Philip told Gerald—a long time afterward—that once he had cut in two with his scythe a black snake coiled about a nest of unfledged cat-birds in a bush, evidently making up its mind which to devour first.

“I assure you the snake and that man looked exactly alike!” was Philip’s comparison.
CAPTER VII.

OPEN WAR.

URING the few instants that it took Touchtone to quit the dining-saloon and reach the transept into which the state room opened, a chaos of ideas surged in his head. He afterward wondered how he could even have thought of so many things in such a hurry. There are at least two ways of being frightened: one, clean out of all your wits, the other by having them tossed about like a whirlpool so that for a time you do not know what idea is uppermost.

He stopped in the dim passageway to “pull himself together.” He guessed it now—the startling truth! Since “Mr. Hilliard” was there aboard the steam-ship it was, in all probability, because he knew that they, Philip Touchtone and Gerald Saxton, were there too. And that meant that kind-hearted Mr. Hilliard, number two, the real Mr. Hilliard, had been wrong. This dogging of two defenseless lads had been for no design of mere robbery, but for some sinister end. Philip’s heart throbbed violently as the surmise came that a mysterious enemy was tracking, not simply two boys out of all the summers host of traveling ones in general, but Philip Touchtone and Gerald Saxton, in particular. The question was, why were they the objects of his plot, whatever it might be? And was the attack upon Gerald or himself?

He entered the state-room softly. Gerald raised himself on his elbow.

“Is that you, Philip?” he asked.

“Yes, my lord,” Philip answered, sitting down on the edge of the
berth, and trying not to let his voice or manner hint of the trouble of his mind. “How is your head? Do you want any thing?”

“My head is ever so much better,” said Gerald, sinking back luxuriously. “I should like some ice-water, if you’lL get it, please, be fore long. I’d better not try to get up to-night, except to undress. Don’t you think you’d like to get to bed soon yourself?”

“Yes,” replied Philip, absently, “very soon.” He was asking himself whether he would not better go at once to Captain Widgins, who had seemed so friendly to him, and confide to him his peculiar story and suspicions. But then had he not best know more of the riddle before he did? The only way to do that was to turn the state-room into a hiding-place and a castle for Gerald; and as to himself, to walk out boldly and bring events to an issue. He had courage enough for that.

“I’ll get you the ice-water at once,” he exclaimed, starting up, “and I’ll see what sort of a night it is by this time. Then I wont have to leave you alone again.”

“All right,” returned Gerald, yawning. “I’m half in a doze now; I dare say I’ll be asleep before you get back, but I’d rather not go to bed quite yet. It can’t have cleared much. That fog-whistle is going as hard as it can.”

Philip locked the state-room door as he stepped out—a precaution Gerald was too drowsy to mark. He re-entered the main saloon and walked with deliberate slowness about it, while he waited for the ice-water. There seemed to be no signs of the enemy. It was a rather vacant quarter where he found himself at last. A tall figure quickly drew near and stopped before him. Philip raised his eyes. As he expected, it was the foe.

“Good-evening, Mr. Touchtone,” the man began in his smoothest voice, offering to shake hands, and directing his black eyes full into Philip’s steady ones.

Philip drew himself up, and, paying no heed whatever to the hand, responded stiffly, “Good-evening.” He made as if he would have passed on, but then the other stepped directly in his way.

“Pray, don’t be in a hurry,” he said, in a lower tone, with a different note coming into it, that did not surprise Philip, “I think, considering the extraordinary way that you gave me the slip yesterday, and since I
have taken passage on this steamer expressly to have the pleasure of a talk with you, I deserve a little of your valuable time, eh?"

Philip flushed at the familiarity of the man’s speech. However, to lose temper would be the foolishest course. Surely this was the very opportunity he sought.

"I’m sorry, but I can give you very little time," he replied. "And you are mistaken. I hope I shall never have occasion to say any thing to you or to see you again. You certainly know why, as well as I do. Good-night."

His manner and words did what he boldly undertook. Before there could be a battle, war must be declared.

It was declared. "Mr. Hilliard" leaned forward, and retorted, "Look here, Touch tone! You’d better not make things harder for yourself. I will have a talk with you. It’s what I’m here for. Is Saxton’s boy in your state-room? Well, it makes no difference; I can go there with you, and he can hear all I have to say, for that matter."

As it happened, "Mr. Hilliard" would have most assuredly preferred not to have Gerald a listener. But he chose to give Philip another idea.

"Or else," he continued, "do you meet me aft, outside—where the pile of stools is. You know the place. It’s dark there. No one will bother us. Which suits you?"

The waiter was appearing with the ice-water.

"I will meet you outside," Philip answered. With an undaunted gaze into his foe’s face he added, "I may as well know, sooner or later, what you are hunting us down for in this fashion."

The other smiled maliciously.

"I will expect you there in five minutes. If you don’t come I will look you up."

The waiter who handed Philip his jug might have supposed the last sentence just a civil appointment made by one friend with another.

In the state-room, which Philip reached trembling but resolved (and especially resolved on saying nothing to the captain or any body else until after the coming interview), Gerald lay fast asleep, his face turned from the light. He did not hear Philip enter this time.

"Shall I wake him?" questioned he. He set down the water-jug. "No, I wont. The little fellow’s pretty sure to stay like that until IVe got to
the bottom of this row and am back here, ready to make my next move. Heigho! shouldn’t I like to Bee Hr. Marcy just this minute!”

He bent above Gerald. He was sound asleep—safe to stay so, indefinitely, Philip stole out, once more turning the key on Gerald, that no intruder should disturb his calm dreams.

“Only a rascal with no good to talk about would have chosen such a place!” he could not but think, as he went out from the cabin. The Old Province was progressing very cautiously. The opaque fog was like wool around her, although straight up overhead the moon seemed struggling to show herself in a circle of wan light. The ocean’s swell was much less and the drizzle over. But the night bade fair to stay very thick and to give place to a morning like it. Coming from the lighted cabin, Philip stumbled about over the slippery deck. He caught the sound of a repeated whistle rising, falling, and trilling artistically, that was plainly intended as his guide. “Mr. Hilliard” rose from where he had been lounging along the wet rail.

“Ah,” said he, “you’re here, are you, Touchtone? There seem to be some dry chairs on this heap. Looks as if it was going to stay muggy, don’t it?”

“I’d like to know your business with me as soon as I can,” replied Philip, determined to waste no time, and declining the proffered seat. “I’m not here for my own pleasure, nor because you’ve frightened me into coming to listen, I have found out the trick you tried to play on us yesterday. We spent last night with Mr. Hilliard. So don’t try to go on with that.”

Philip was somewhat surprised at his own daring. But those were the words that came, and I have set them down just as he spoke them.

“O, indeed,” said the other, throwing his cigar over the rail. “Really, I presumed you must have done that by this time. I’d no intention of ‘going on’ with that business, I promise you. You see, Touchtone, I’ve concluded that you are about as sensible and clearheaded a fellow of your age as ever lived! It will be much better for me to be honest and confidential with you than to—well, to try any such little devices as I thought advisable yesterday. To begin, my name isn’t Hilliard, as you know—”

“I should think I did!” ejaculated Philip.
“So you will please call me Mr. Belmont, of New York—John Alexander Belmont, at our mutual service. And, by the bye, Touchtone, I must tell you another thing. I knew your father, Reginald Touchtone, pretty well for a good many years. Surprised, eh? Well, it’s a fact. We came together in—business, before—before he made a fool of himself by pretending to be better than other people.”

At the mention of his father’s name, from the lips of such a man, Philip started violently. Belmont (for such, in deference to his request, he will be called henceforth here) had for gotten for an instant his self-control in his anger over some past event. But Philip’s own composure was upset by the sneer.

“How dare you speak so of my father!” he exclaimed, indignantly. “You can insult me, but you can’t insult him—to my face. I don’t know who you are yet, nor what you have done. But I know that my father never willingly had a word to say to such a man as 3’ou. Not he. As for that matter you hint at, he was as innocent in it as—as Gerald Saxton!”

Taken aback at the boy’s honest anger and courage, Belmont uttered an exclamation. Forgetful of the likelihood of being overheard, he began, excitedly, “Gerald Saxton! Ah, yes, now you’ve brought me to the point! It’s about him I propose to talk to you, you impudent young scamp. First of all, that boy has got to come at once into my hands.”

“Your hands!” retorted Philip, astonished. “Yes, mine! I mean to have him, hence-forth and forever, if I can! Hear that, please. I’m aboard this steamer on purpose to get him, as you will find out. I shall, inside of precious few hours, let me tell you. He belongs to me.”

Philip was confounded. His notions had been correct. The second of his doubts was answered. Gerald—little Gerald—was the end of some villainous conspiracy! What could it be for, and how long had it been closing about him?

“That is false, you know,” he replied, facing Belmont in the moonlight. “Gerald Saxton yours? What are you talking of? He is the son of a New York gentleman. You pretended to know his father. He is on his way with me to meet him. You cannot lay a finger on him! Captain Widgins—”

“Captain Widgins!” interrupted Belmont. “Captain Widgins knows
all the whole affair just as I have given it to him. So do some other people on board this ship. Captain Widgins has promised to help me whenever it’s necessary. You needn’t expect to cheat him!”

Touchtone’s heart sank. Belmont had been before him. The captain’s conduct at supper was suspicion, not kindness! Yet this man was equal to any lie that might terrify his victim. He remembered that. It gave him comfort.

“To cheat the captain? I don’t believe you have dared to!” he answered. “You can no more prove any thing of the sort than you can prove that you own this boat. I challenge you or any one else! Say what you like, do what you like, you have no business with Gerald Saxton! Do you mean to claim that he is some relation, to you? that he isn’t traveling on this steamer with me, by his father’s direction? that I can’t show how it comes to be so, and where we are going? Why,” concluded Touchtone, in rising wrath, “you will accuse me next of kidnapping him.”

“Exactly,” replied Belmont; “and that, you know, is just what you are about. Now don’t fly out so quickly again, Touchtone. It really won’t clear your ideas, and you will want them clear. Come, didn’t I tell you that I wished to take you into my confidence? I’ll be as good as my word, if you’ll only keep cool. I’ll start again, with a piece of advice — give up to me like a sensible fellow. The game you’ve tried to play is in my hands. You can’t carry it on.”

“Game! I don’t know of any game, unless you’re playing it.”

“Ah, yes; that’s what you ought to say, certainly, until I make you see that it will be worth your while to change your tune. You’re keen. But you know this is a bad business you’ve undertaken, a very bad business.”

Philip was bewildered by the man’s audacity. To fling into his face this charge!—to utter such impudent assertions as to Gerald! Belmont went on rapidly.

“You’d better confess yourself caught. I don’t care to talk much of what you have tried to manage. But on the getting possession of that boy, for my own reasons (that I may or may not explain to you)—on that thing, I tell you, once for all, I am determined.” Here his voice had
a ring like metal in it.

“My plan has been laid. I have consulted the proper authorities. Captain Widgins and several other gentlemen—”

“Do you suppose that they will support such a man as—”

“As they, not you, consider me,” replied Belmont. “Yes, I do. Unluckily for you, my reputation happens to differ—in various quarters. I shall have no trouble. Let me repeat it, you’ll save yourself much by quietly joining with me. I’ll tell you all that is necessary in due time, Touchtone,” he concluded, with a crowning dash of assurance, probably fancying that he had already bewildered Philip into submission. “The sum total of the affair is, I want possession of that little boy. Don’t try to prevent me! Bring him off the boat tomorrow morning when we stop at Martha’s Vineyard. I promise you I’ll let you understand things then far more fully than I can to-night. I’ll fix it all right with the captain, and I’ll say we’ve squared our quarrel. Last, but not least, you will never come across a job that will be so well worth your while. I should think not; that is, if you care for money. And not a hair of the boy’s head shall be hurt, for the world, in any case. Be sure of that.”

Choking with anger at having to listen to such an astounding proposal, but gathering new certainty that his adversary’s scheme must be a wonderful web of sheer rascality, Philip did not at once open his mouth. Then he asked, “And if I refuse to act as you advise me—which I think I ought to do, unless I can see more clearly what it means for me—what then? “

Belmont caught at the tone and words.

“Why, if you refuse, I shall at once charge you with this abduction. My right to take Gerald Saxton is another matter. I may or may not go into that. The claim against you is enough. Come, boy—for you are a boy and I a man, prepared to hold his ground against a hundred like you! You shall be in irons in half an hour if you try to play the hero here. Remember, I know you.”

“And you will actually dare to bring such a charge against me here, and at this time of night?” cried Philip, vehemently. “And you believe you can fight the plain story that Gerald and I can tell? Do your worst! I’m not afraid to face it. In irons? That is talk out of a dime-novel,
Mr. Belmont.”

The boy was unnerved and terribly perplexed; but he was more sure than ever that his enemy’s scheme was hollow, even if he could not tell how far Belmont would support it.

Belmont was beginning to lose his temper because Philip so stood out against any thing like buncombe. His voice became suddenly so hoarse with passion that it was hard to believe that it came from the smooth-talking “Mr. Hilliard” of the express-train.

“You young rascal!” he exclaimed, above the sound of the fog-whistle, “what a fool you are making of yourself! One would think you actually were all that—you have been pretending. Did Saxton commission you? How? When? Or did Marcy? Did you ever see Saxton? Do you know any thing about Saxton, except from this boy, or the hotel people? Have you so much as a single letter in your pocket to bear you out?”

This unlucky lack already had occurred to Philip. He had allowed his foe artfully to destroy the letter that indirectly might have helped him. Stilt, there would be the tele graph and the mail, if necessary, before long.

“Why, I’ll knock your Saxton or Marcy rigmarole higher than a kite. I know what I am about. O, you are cool, Touchtone, but I am more than your master in this business, and I have right on my side all through.” Right on his side? After all, how little did Philip know of the history of these Saxtons. But he reminded himself once more of the simple statements of Mr. Marcy and of Gerald, and of the cleverness of Belmont in acting a part. Besides, had the latter not betrayed himself with that promise to make Philip’s yielding “worth his while?”

“No,” he replied, determinedly, “you haven’t right on your side! You are trying to frighten me! Call up the whole ship! I dare you to bring things to the point. I don’t know,” he continued, raising his head and looking up at Belmont, “how well you may have planned to get me into trouble; but I know myself and Gerald, and I can soon prove all that I shall say. Get the captain—any body! I’ll answer all questions people may ask. Shall I go inside and wait? We may as well settle it now,” he added firmly, thinking again of the innocent sleeper in the state-room; “the only thing I have to ask is not to let kim know any thing till the
last minute.” Thereupon Belmont drew in his breath with an oath. He was defied! Nevertheless, he seemed to have planned his attack strongly enough after all to hold fast by it against Philip’s straightforward story. Indeed, Philip even in cooler hours afterward never could decide exactly how far the man might have gone.

“As you please!” he exclaimed. “I will ask Captain Widgins and Mr. Arrowsmith, the mate, to meet us in the cabin. Stay—I give you one more choice! Make up your mind; it is your last chance. I don’t know why I chink enough of the fraud you are, to wait a second longer. Will you give in and go ashore with the boy and me to-morrow at Martha’s Vineyard?”

Belmont may or may not have expected Philip to yield. But Philip was not called upon to utter the resolute “No, I will not!” that was upon his lips. Just as he opened them to speak, the awful shock and thrill of what each at once realized must be some tremendous explosion, far forward on the Old Province, made them reel and catch at one another and the rail for support. The sound was dull and choked, as if it came from the very depths of the great steam-ship. She seemed to stagger like a huge living creature that has all at once been mortally wounded. She ceased to move. Then came outcries, the rushing of feet, and the roar of escaping steam, mingled confusedly with the desolate scream of the fog-whistle. The latter sounded now like a cry of sudden agony, sent forth into the murk and the night.
CHAPTER VIII.

IN NIGHT AND MIST.

WHEN a couple of savage dogs or a brace of quarrelsome cats stand defying one another a bucket of cold water or a lighted fire-cracker generally gives them a perfectly new subject to think about. This argument is pretty sure to be postponed.

Something like this result came to pass when Philip and the man Belmont felt the Old Province shivering beneath them, after that terrific jar. It was followed, shout upon shout, by what each felt sure must be the beginning of alarm and of unexpected peril.

One instant the boy and the man remained motionless, silent, with startled faces.

“What was that? The boiler can’t have burst!” exclaimed Belmont. His nerves could hardly have been in a state to endure much. He sprang to the left entrance of the saloon and disappeared. Philip turned to the right, forgetting Belmont and all his schemes and threats. He was anxious to reach Gerald’s state-room and to find out what had happened. Before he had gained the middle of the cabin doors were opening. Loud exclamations came from one side and the other. He caught glimpses of semi-arrayed occupants either scrambling into their clothes or hastily appearing and looking out in terror, now this way, now that. The explosion, or whatever it was, had sounded unmistakably from the forward part and below the deck of the steamer, judging from the peculiar thickness of the sound and the dull violence of the shock. By two and three a crowd was already centering forward.
He unlocked the state-room door with trembling fingers. Gerald was sitting up on the edge of the lower berth, looking about him with an alarmed air, but plainly not at all sure that any thing in particular had waked him.

“Say—Philip,” he questioned, rubbing one of his eyes rather sleepily, “did you hear any thing just now? It’s awfully funny. But I waked up—with such a start, and now I can’t tell what on earth could have frightened me.”

“You must have heard what we all heard,” answered Philip, striving to speak composedly, while his alert ear caught vague sounds from without that were not re-assuring. “There was an odd noise, an explosion of some sort, forward a minute ago. I was just going to see what made it. I’ll bring you word.”

“An explosion? What could it have been? You don’t think it’s any thing about the boat? Are we running yet?”

“No; we were going very slowly, because of the fog, when it came. Hark! the whistle had stopped; now it goes on again. It hardly seems like any thing wrong with the steam. Very likely it was only a gas-tank, or something of that sort. I’ll hurry back.”

“Let me go with you,” exclaimed the younger boy, dragging his shoes out from under the berth.

“I don’t know whether you’d better,” Philip returned, in sudden perplexity. Belmont came again into his mind. He was unwilling to have Gerald quit such a fortress, little as he liked leaving the boy alone. “I’ll tell you what—if you don’t mind I’d rather run out alone first for a moment. Then, if it’s any thing interesting, you know, or worth while, you can go forward with me. If it isn’t you’ll have been saved the chance of taking cold and getting mixed up in the stir. What do you say?” He was very impatient to understand the accident, and spoke loudly, so that Gerald should not hear pattering footsteps and loud voices in the saloon, where the frightened passengers were collecting.

“All right,” assented Gerald. “I’ll wait.”

“Lock the door after me. Don’t open it to any one till I come back. It isn’t safe, for particular reasons. Don’t mind the noises outside; there’s always some excitement where there are ladies, you know. Suppose you stuff those things into the bag again. We might have to change our
quarters. I wont be long.”

Philip hurried out. The saloon was half-lighted, as it had been. Already there was great confusion among passengers and servants. He caught sight at once of the steward and a couple of officials. He ran up to them only to hear them repeating sharply, “No, ladies and gentlemen! we don’t know any thing yet, except that it was something down-stairs in the freight. They’re making examinations forward. Please keep cool, gentlemen! there’s no danger!

No, sir, don’t know any thing yet. Haven’t heard there’s any thing serious the matter. Don’t go up that way, sir—nobody’s allowed outside. Be composed, ladies! if there’s any thing wrong you’ll be told of it presently”—and so on. But Philip hurried past them, convinced that they were nervous enough themselves, to get facts from nearer head-quarters.

But when he arrived, breathless, at the upper end of the saloon, he discovered why other people, too, were not able to get at facts from head-quarters, and that matters were not in a state yet to set any body’s mind at rest. Only one light was burning. Thirty or forty passengers were huddled there, wedged together in an anxious group in front of one of the outer doors and of the stair-way leading to the regions below. They were kept from going down by some officers ranged determinedly before them. “Keep back, gentlemen!” came the sharp orders. . “No persons allowed forward or below. Nothing dangerous discovered yet. We’ll find out what’s the disturbance directly. They’re working hard below now. No, sir; you can’t go down, I say! Please keep back, gentlemen! No, sir; I can’t tell you!”

By mounting on a chair at the rear Philip found he could get a sight over the heads of those before him to the deck. There was rushing and shouting there, but up the staircase came the thud of crows and axes and something like the dashing of buckets of %vater. Could there be a fire below, or above, on the Old Province? The idea made him pale. But lanterns flashing back and forth in the gray mist made the only light yet visible. There was no smell of smoke. Still, up the stairs came louder than ever the breaking open of boxes and a jargon of distant activity. It was as if the freight had to be shifted. He waited a few seconds longer, but there was no more to be learned yet; that was
clear. It was better to get back to the state-room and try to keep Gerald quiet in the uncertainty. Perhaps it was no serious occurrence, after all.

He jumped from his perch and turned his heel on the excited company and the flickering lights and shadows. He could answer no questions that met even him, on all sides. Evidently there was suspense—mystery. Louder and louder roared the steam from the pipes; and the shouts from below and the thumping and rolling kept on. The steamer was motionless, except for her rocking in the chopping sea.

Gerald opened the door, holding both traveling-bags in one hand. “What is it?” he began as Philip drew the bolt and took one of the bags. “Is there any danger? They’re making a great fuss outside. What has happened?”

“I’m sorry, but I can’t seem to find out yet. They will tell us soon though.”

“I heard somebody say that a keg of powder exploded in the hold and blew up a lot of freight. May be it was that?”

“Yes, very likely. They’re overturning things pretty generally downstairs.”

“But it’s not the steam?”

“No, it’s not the steam. We’ll have to wait till the ship’s people can explain what it is. Most likely nothing much,”

“Aren’t the passengers frightened?”

“Some are, I think, and some not. There’s no need of being so till we’re hurt. One or two ladies fainted, and so on.”

“Are you afraid yourself?”

“Not till I know what we’ve got to be afraid of.”

“O, well, if you’re not I’m not. But it’s very queer.”

“Yes, it’s very queer. How did you get along with the bags?”

“O, all right. Every thing’s packed up again just as it was. Hadn’t we better lock the room and go outside, where we can know sooner what’s going on?”

Philip liked their lonely waiting there as little as Gerald did. It seemed best, for a few minutes, at least. So he answered, “To tell the truth, I’d rather we shouldn’t go out just yet. We shall know here about
matters just as soon, for I’ll be ready to run out when I hear any thing. I’ve a particular reason.”

“All right,” assented Gerald, uneasily, but returning the smile. “What a good thing it was that we’ve neither of us undressed, isn’t it, in case we have to move?”

“Yes, rather. It will save time. Still, there don’t seem to be any thing to hurry us if we should have to move.”

“Don’t you think we ran into some other boat?”

“No, that wasn’t the trouble. It was something on board. It sounded like a cannon. I wish they’d hurry up and tell us all about it.”

“What were you doing there?”

“I—I had an errand,” responded Philip. With this Gerald mercifully intermitted his catechism. He put himself back in his berth. Philip’s quick ear caught a new sound—the pumps were started. Surely that was a hint of very certain and evil omen.

“Wait! I’ll be back directly,” he said, hurrying into the passage-way. There was a great stir in the saloon. “Yes, it’s true!” he heard somebody exclaim. “Don’t you hear the pumps?” “Who says so?” called out another. A man hurrying past him was inquiring, “How big is it? Why don’t they tell us that?” There could be no mistake. Part of the trouble was a leak.

“Don’t be alarmed, ladies and gentlemen,” said the mate; he was coming quickly down from the group forward, followed by a dozen clamorous passengers. “We’ve found a leak in the hold. A barrel of explosive stuff went off, but they’re getting the best of it, all right. The engineers are working. The shock’s disabled the machinery a little. It’ll soon be fixed. Don’t be frightened.”

It was a comfort to get at some part of the mystery. But the faces around the cabin were as anxious as ever. The idea of mischief to the machinery was not a soothing addition. How inexplicable the whole accident was!

Philip hied him back to Gerald. Then for a time no more information could be got. There was a leak? Yes, there was a leak, but every body could be easy. They “were getting it under control all right.”
The little groups at the staircases, still held in check by the captain’s orders, waited anxiously. The pumps kept up steadily their clanging sound that had not stopped once; and to Philip and Gerald the pumps seemed to be going faster than ever by the time half an hour had gone by. Once when Touchtone stepped out for any more news he overheard an officer running by say something about “below the water-line,” and add to the head steward, “Tell Peters to get out what I said—quick!”

As he sat in the state-room, glad that he had succeeded yet in keeping Gerald so unexcited,

Belmont came to his mind. “Most likely he’s in that crowd forward,” he thought. “One comfort! However bad a scare it is, I fancy it’s upset him and his schemes in making us trouble.” But just then began a rush in the cabin and loud words and outcries. People came running down the saloon, and there was trampling of feet up the brass steps of the staircases, and hasty orders. Gerald, terrified, leaped from his berth and ran Trembling out into the passage. There the two lads stood together, wild-eyed. They heard the captain speaking and drawing nearer with each word: “Ladies and gentlemen, you are aware that an explosion down in the hold has broken a hole in the bow. We thought we could manage it; we cannot. The steamer must sink inside of an hour. Be quiet, I tell you—and keep calm! There is plenty of time. We must take to the boats in as good order and as quickly as possible. We cannot beach the ship, the engines are crippled. Please prepare yourselves and come aft.”

A great cry went up from those who heard. The worst was known! Arm tightly clasped in arm, the two lads tried to grasp this news that made their hearts leap to their throats. Could it be true? But following the captain’s words and the sounds of panic that rose with them came the boom—boom—of the signal-gun, the tolling of the bell, the louder scream of the whistle, and the flash of rockets and Bengal lights—not likely to be of much use in that dense fog.

Yes, it was true! So swiftly, so mystically had they passed from safety to—what? To the need of hurrying from what had been a gallant, strong ship, now become a mere sinking mass of iron and wood; to making their way to the shore, in open boats, over an angry sea, in
night and mist; in a word, to meeting together—Gerald with no friend near save Philip, and Philip with none save little Gerald, who clung to him for protection, every thing—the chances of life or death. May none of us who read this history ever have to exclaim, with a prospect of the awful thing staring us in the face, “From sudden death, good Lord, deliver us!” Some of us hear it read, Sunday after Sunday, heedlessly enough. It came into Philip’s thoughts now with all its appeal—“From sudden death!”
CHAPTER IX.

TWO OUT OF TWELVE.

It is not good to dwell upon such scenes and moments. To write of them does not make us more composed in them when they come. But, as it proved, things on board the Old Province that night were wonderfully calm after the first breaking of the news. It has been said that the steamer was far from crowded. Many of the men and women were humble. Many of them were brave. The fact that there was indeed ample time and boat room was over and over again pressed on every one’s attention, with excellent effect. The preparations to leave the ship went forward swiftly, orderly. People hurried about with white and frightened faces. Now and then there were exclamations from one or another quarter, but there was no panic. Captain Widgins and his aids seemed to be in all places, cheering the timid and directing every thing. No tug came to the rescue, nor did the steady signaling bring any other help through the murk. The pumps did their duty stanchly. But the water poured through the ill-stopped, ragged hole blown out, far down in the hull; and it gained pitilessly.

Philip and Gerald had little to do. It was only slipping into their state-room and catching up the few things lying ready; some broken sentences together there, of which Philip afterward could remember nothing except his bidding the younger boy be of good heart, for a tug from the shore or a steamer might come to their help at any moment, before they need enter the boats. Gerald used to say that in his sudden dread and bewilderment—poor little fellow!—the cheerfulness Philip managed to keep in his voice did him more good than any of the words
that might have been uttered. Philip led their way through the tumbled cabin. They pressed out into the gloom and foggy chill of the open deck and halted, bidden to do so, on the outer edge of the little crowd already huddling together there, waiting—waiting for what was to come next.

After all, there were not so many to be provided for, besides the ship’s officers and crew and servants. The dazed company kept bravely in order. Except for the signals of distress, the hollow roar of the escaping steam behind them, and the bustle of the crew ahead where the boats were making ready, there was a kind of breathless stillness. Philip could hear, now and then, the breaking of the surge below. The mist, thicker than ever, drove into their faces. The lanterns made only too plain its denseness. The strain was too great for them to speak. The solemn thoughts that passed, one after another, through the spirits of each boy, the younger as well as the older, I do not intend to try to describe here. They are less our business than anything else in this story. Be sure that in such times of sudden danger and defenselessness, no matter how short a time we may have lived in this world, where the best of us leave undone so many of the things that we ought to do and do so often the things we should not, we will have our reflections, best known then and afterward only to our own souls and to God.

Belmont was not discoverable. But one special fear again beset Philip. When the confusion of getting into the boats came might not Gerald be separated from him? That

Gerald had also a great doubt and dread of it he knew from the way in which he clung to him and over and over asked, “I shall surely be put into the same boat with you, Philip, won’t I, if we have to go? I don’t mind any thing, if they will only let us keep together.” And what prayers Philip made were confused enough, but no thought repeated itself more earnestly than that Gerald and he might indeed “keep together” through it all, even to the unknown end; and that, doing whatever he could for Gerald-fighting the very wrath of the sea itself for him—he might not fail in his guardianship, even with his uttermost stroke and his uttermost breath.

The disembarking was made into two or three boats at once.
Something poon directed Captain Widgins’s eye to where the two waited their turn tremblingly, patiently. He waved his hand. “Quick, my lads!—you two there—next!” he called. “Make way there, Watson!” Before Gerald could realize that the descent was begun, he and Philip found themselves side by side in the nearest of the boats. It seemed to have more packages than people aboard it; and indeed it had. Some consignments of special value were on it, under charge of the second mate, Mr. Eversham. There were ten people besides themselves; but the captain knew best what were the responsibilities on him and what was the proper thing to do. As the boys found their places he called out sharply, “Eversham, are you ready? Give way, then! Quick! Remember, Knoxport Cove! Man the cutter there, next! This way, ladies. You’re wanted now.”

But just as Eversham repeated his orders, and as the loaded boat was being cast off to give place to the great cutter, Philip heard a voice overhead that he well knew. The boat was rising and falling. Gerald held fast to his arm. But he strained his ears for each syllable.

“I say, captain! Captain Widgins!” Belmont shouted. “Stop that boat! I go in her too! My son is aboard her. Halloa, Mr. Eversham!”

The *Old Province* deck seemed very high overhead. The fog made the lights on it dim. Philip could just make out Belmont’s figure and gestures.

“What boat, sir?” inquired the old captain, angrily. “Why didn’t you speak sooner?”

“That boat yonder—Eversham’s! Holloa, I say, bring her about a moment till I get aboard!”

Philip hastily said something to Mr. Eversham. Eversham wished no more in the boat in any case. He called out, “His son isn’t here! He’s made a mistake!”

“That’s a lie! He is there! I saw him. X see him now!” cried Belmont, leaning over the companion-ladder. “Let me pass, I say!” This to a sailor barring his way.

“I tell you he’s not here,” returned Eversham, obeying Philip’s prompting willingly, “and the boat’s full. The gentleman’s no business here!” With this, so strong a wave rolled under them that nothing but promptness saved them from a collision with the cutter behind and
with the ship’s side.

“Clear away, Eversham!” shouted Captain Widgins, furious at the whole interruption. “Stand out of the way, sir! Mind your own business!” This to Belmont. “You can’t go in that boat! Foolery! This is no time for disputing orders. Clear away, I say!”

The captain was obeyed. The boat passed out from the vessel. Belmont could be heard in angry altercation. But he was left behind, to Philip’s intense relief.

How quickly the lights and noises aboard the Old Province became indistinct! It was startling. The boat rose and sank, driven further and further onward. All was darkness, except the lanterns and the pale light from overhead that revealed each anxious face and the glitter of the wave-crests. The few women crouched together. Gerald pressed close to Philip’s side, but now uttered no word. They had begun the lonely and dangerous pull to Rnoxport Cove, the nearest harbor. The strong arms of those who rowed conquered half mile after half mile. It was impossible to see two yards around them. Once they thought that a tug was passing somewhere beyond. That was something to be feared as well as hoped for. Under Eversham’s rallying they cheered again and again. Two of the men fired their pistols. They heard nothing more, however, and the rowers settled down again to their battle. All had gone well enough, so far. If they could but know whether the other boats from the abandoned ship were making as safe a progress as theirs! At length, too, there came over the surge the chime of a bell, faint at first, but gradually more distinct, “One—two—one—two—one—two—one—two; a strange, lonely rhythm, but unmistakable.

“I take it that’s the buoy on Leunggren’s Rock!” exclaimed Mr. Eversham. “Our course is all right.”

Every one drew an easier breath. Gerald was resting his head on Philip’s shoulder, listening in almost perfect silence to whatever Philip, from time to time, said softly to keep him tranquil and even to make him think lightly of the perils of their situation. The boy sat up now and hearkened. “Yes, it’s a bell, Philip; it’s a bell! I hear it,” he presently said. “It sounds like the church-bell at Qssokogee, don’t it?” he added wearily—“just; before Mr. Sprowers stops ringing it. I wonder how they will land us when we get to that plage we’re trying
for."

But, as he spoke, a, shriek, 3 dreadful shriek, broke from the lips of a wonian opposite, She had carried a baby in her arms tightly wrapped in a shawl. Standing upright, she struggled frantically with those nearest her, who held her back from leaping pyer the gunwale. In changing her position she had lost her balance and stumbled, and the child had fallen from her very arms into the sea!

“Sit down, I say! Sit down for your lives!” cried Eversham. “The boat will be swamped!” The packages of plate in the middle were shifting perilously, falling against each other. Too late! Lurching violently on the very crest of the roller, the boat toppled, plunged, and then cast out its load—men, women, boys, oars, all—pell-mell together.

For two or three seconds—the kind that seem an eternity—Philip Touchtone, thrown sidelong, struggled in the sea, conscious of but two things. He gripped the gunwale with one hand, half his body submerged. The other was upstretched, and with the palm and each finger pressing with the strength of iron levers, as it seemed, it held back Gerald Saxton from falling out, over his shoulders. Gerald had been hurled against the gunwale, not over it. Philip pushed upward and hung on. The boat righted itself. Lightened of its load, the succeeding wave lifted it like a withered leaf. It swirled it, eddying onward into the fog, out of the reach of those other strugglers in the black water, in a twinkling. All this took place in less time than it takes to tell it.

“Philip! Philip!” came Gerald’s faint cry.

“Hold on!—hold on!” Touchtone gasped. He pulled himself a few inches higher. With a desperate effort he dragged his legs over and rolled down into the boat, dashing what little breath was left in Gerald’s body out of it, as the terrified boy, who had in falling clutched a thwart, raised his dripping and bruised head. Touchtone struck out his arm and caught hold of Gerald’s shoulder.

They were drenched to the skin by the water shipped; but so quickly had the dreadful calamity happened that not a fourth part of what might have invaded the boat was swashing about in it. They drew themselves upward. The knowledge of their deliverance became more distinct. But they were—alone! They glanced fearfully around. The
pallid, feeble light from overhead told them it again. Alone! The cries of those struggling with the sea, with exhaustion and death, pursued them. Eversham’s voice.—they heard it. But the despairing sounds came from a distance, rods out of their reach, in the fog. The sea was running like a mill-racc. Not an oar lay in the boat. The distance widened with each wave. To give help was impossible. Presently the cries ceased. All was still except the lapping of the water within the boat and without.

O, mysterious choice of heaven! Out of all the rest, they two, only, were there alive! Hand grasped hand feebly.

“Gerald?”
“Philip?”
“Is your head better where you struck it? Come closer to me.” He drew the dripping boy to him. “I want to feel sure that it’s you. We are safe. Don’t tremble so;”
“Yes, we are safe—but O, Philip, where are—the rest?” His head fell back against Philip in complete exhaustion. “Hark! hark!” he added, faintly, “don’t you hear the bell?—the bell on the rock—that is like the one—on the church? It sounds as if—as if we were—going home.” Philip could scarcely catch the last words. Gerald’s hand grew cold within his own. The boy had swooned. With Touchtone bending over him in attempts to recover him the boat still swept along in the mist. They were left indeed to themselves, and to god.
IN The New York Tribune of September —, 188—, appeared an article of interest to the readers of this narration. And here is a portion of it:

“... All facts as to the loss of the steamer Old Province, the absorbing subject of public attention since last week, seem gathered now from the various sources available. Captain Widgins, Mr. A. Y. Arrowsmith, the mate, and several others of the crew and of the boatload last to leave the ill-fated vessel and make Knoxport Cove, have been repeatedly interviewed without developing any facts not already made known. The steamer lies in a considerable depth of water. The question of raising her is under consideration. Cargo and baggage are almost a total loss.

“It is now certain that the mysterious explosion in the hold, which caused the leak and disabled the vessel with its terrific shock, was the work of the infernal machine shipped from this city to Halifax by the two men, O'Reilly and Hand, Hvho have so far eluded all detection. That they intended mischief to the steamer or those aboard is not likely. Their big ‘oblong box,’ of which so much has been said in the papers, was probably expected to make a quick journey and be duly received at Halifax by the so-called ‘Mr. Patrick Heffernan,’ to whom it was addressed. It is scarcely necessary to say that Mr. Patrick Heffernan is still a myth. It is supposed that a very prominent member of the Non-Resident Land League is identical with him, and was to call for the box. The machine, by some accident, did its dastardly work too
soon. The cowardly constructors of it are thus responsible for a direful calamity, the loss of many lives and of thousands of dollars’ worth of valuable property; another example of what dynamiters are willing to ‘risk for the Irish cause.’

“The divers agree with those who tried to stop the ragged hole blown in the hull that the force of the explosion was awful. A wreck of packing-cases, bulkheads, and freight of all descriptions, blown to atoms, was hurled about the ship. The water must soon have poured in like a torrent, as was described by those who fought it. Whether the ship could have been beached successfully in the fog, had the explosion not disabled her, is doubtful.

“Had the *Old Province* carried her usual load of passengers, panic might have made the death-list far longer. All agree that there was remarkable composure shown every-where. The highest praise is given to Captain Widgins and to his assistants for their coolness and devotion to the safety of those committed to their charge. The presence of mind of the unfortunate young Mr. Eversham (who was afterward lost in the boat that was swamped) is also warmly praised. His body was to be buried in Brooklyn to-day. The other bodies washed ashore at Knoxport Cove and Sweetapple Reef have been in some instances identified, and are being forwarded elsewhere; others will be buried in Knoxport.

“Many corpses have been found in sad witness to the swamping of the boat lost in making for Knoxport. It was the first sent out from the steamer. The facts of its fate have been all learned from the lips of James Hoyt, the seaman, picked up at no later than two o’clock the next morning by the yacht *Alicia* while he was tossing in a state of almost perfect exhaustion in the sea (still running very rough). Hoyt says that the boat, under the command of Mr. Eversham, was proceeding, though with some difficulty, straight to Knoxport, when the leaping up of Mrs. Cassidy, to save her child, upset it. He remembers, too, that, in spite of the care taken before the *Old Province* was left, few of the emigrants with him had their life-preservers on. Mr. Eversham had been greatly alarmed when Hoyt pointed out that fact. Eversham was about to order all who could to don them. Just then the capsize came. Mr. Eversham had an old set
himself, and Hoyt remembers his complaining of its straps being rotten. Hoyt says that the sea was so violent that, even with his life-preserver, it was a miracle he kept his head above water half an hour. An oar he grasped was of great service. He was almost gone when picked up. Some of the bodies found, however, wore life-preservers. In some cases the bruising from the rocks along the shore was disfiguring, and it’s likely that many of those from the two capsized boats had what little life was left in them literally pounded out of them in the surf along Sweetapple and Knoxport Ledges.

“One boat which contained few passengers except for Nova Scotia did not come in by itself, but was picked up by the schooner Mary Linda Brown, bound north. It narrowly escaped being run down by the Mary Linda Brown instead of being rescued. The schooner’s crew heard none of the distress signals from the Old Province. Among those brought by the schooner were Gen. John Bry, K.C.B., Sir Hastings Halbert, and Rev. Francis Holman, of Halifax; Mr. and Mrs. George Freeborn, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Earle, and Mr. John A. Belmont. A son of the latter gentleman, on one of the boats, was drowned.

“A singularly sad history attaches to the loss of a young lad named Saxton, the son of Mr. Gerald B. Saxton, of this city. He was traveling with his tutor to Nova Scotia, and, according to one story, went from the ship in the same boat with Hoyt. His body was not recovered, nor his tutor’s. Young Saxton’s father, who has been with a camping-party in Nova Scotia, was immediately sent for. He came on to Knoxport. The shock to him was terrible, and he was so completely prostrated that his reason has seemed endangered. He was prevailed upon to speedily quit Knoxport. He is now making an indefinite journey westward in company of his friend Mr. Jay Marcy (of the well-known Ossokosee Hotel). Mr. Marcy hopes to break up the alarming stupor of grief into which Mr. Saxton is plunged. But, indeed, the calamity abounds in such distressing particulars. It might have been far worse. It is to be hoped that another originating like it, and of as melancholy an extent, may not soon be added to the list of our sea disasters.”
CHAPTER XI.

A NAMELESS HAVEN.

NOW, allnight long those two floated. For hours there was but a step between them and death; but death kept its distance. The boat, like some treacherous, living thing, whose cruelty had been appeased in that angry overturn, was pacified now, and seemed resolved to protect the remnant of its charge. It rode lightly over crest after crest. They bailed it out as well as they could, and disposed carefully the odds and ends left in it—a shawl, a bottle, a soaked bundle of clothing—poor relics, terribly eloquent. They fought away the chill and misery of their situation as well as Philip’s energy could devise, and not unsuccessfully. Before long he took the tiller in the darkness, and with straining eyes and tense nerves aided the boat to weather the subsiding seas.

They could not talk much—a few sentences here and there, and then long silence. Gerald was exhausted, and besides that his shoulder had suffered a severe wrench. He lay on his back in the bottom of the boat, staring into the gloom; for the moon had gone, and only a shimmer in the atmosphere marked where she sulked, far up above. The lad set his teeth, to keep from crying out with pain and with the dreadfulness of a situation so novel to a boy reared like a hot-house plant.

“I wonder if we will ever get out of this alive?” he thought every now and then. But he answered Philip’s solicitous questions as to his welfare with a tone that nobly feigned ease and hope. Gulpimg and struggling down any thing like a sob, his prompt “Yes, Philip,” or “No, Philip,” was the only sound that carried any comfort to Touchtone’s
heart. “There is no use in asking questions,” he said to himself. “Philip
don’t know anymore about what is before us than I do, ind I guess he
hates to have to tell me so.”

By and by the dragging daylight began to whiten the air. The ocean
gradually paled from inkiness to lead-color, and from lead-color to
streaked gray, and the gray to a yeasty milk. The dashing waves had
given place to a rolling swell on which the boat was lifted, but ever
seemed urged forward—whither? Dawn ad vanced. But such a dawn
and such a day! For when the latter had fairly come the fog hung closer
than ever. Hour by hour passed with no reasonable gain in the light.
Whether the sun was on the one side or the other, before or behind, no
man could have told. They were ever surrounded by a dirty greenish
haze that made their faccs more wan, and that mixed sea and air into
one elastic wall, which moved with them as they moved and closed
about them as they slid helplessly onward into it.

With the lessening of his strength and the rolling of the boat Gerald
became deathly sick. Philip could do little for that. His own arms were
stiff; every now and then a chill ran down his body that boded future
discomfort if they were not soon delivered from this present one. But
he kept to his post. Thanks to his determination, the boat met wave
and crest with less and less motion and no mishap, and he said to
himself, as he glanced at Gerald’s despairing face, that he
il was good
for a whole day’s steering, if need be, and a great deal beyond that.”
Fortunately, it was not cold, though the stormy chilliness made the
early air sharp. In silence, except for a word from Touchtone or a sigh
from Gerald, who lay in the bottom of the boat with his eyes closed,
they moved onward whither waves and current might shape their
sluggard’s course.

Suddenly, about noon, Gerald sat up and declared he felt better. He
seemed to have awakened from a stupor of weariness and sickness that
had been on him.

“Let me take the tiller,” he pleaded. “Indeed I can, just as well as
you. You must be used up.”

“Used up steering nowhere, and with hardly any sea running?”
returned Philip, continuing to smile, not a little relieved to see color
returned into his protégé’s face, and with something like the usual
tone to his voice. “Not a bit! I’m glad if you’re able to move about again, though I must say you’ve not much occasion to do that at present. Sit down there. See how the waves have gone down. O, we’re going to get along bravely presently. You’ll see!”

“But which way are we going?”

“Well, that I can’t positively inform you,” Philip replied, trying to treat lightly the most important worry that now pressed on him, “but no great distance from land, I’m somehow inclined to think. A steamer, or something, may pick us up any hour.”

“But perhaps every hour we are slipping out to sea all the farther?”

“Let us hope not, O, no! I’m sure not such bad luck as that. I—I don’t think, Gerald,” he added more seriously, “that you and I have been—carried through last night—to be put in worse trouble much longer. Keep up a good heart, like the brave fellow you are! We have water and biscuit enough for the time we shall need them, I’m sure.”

And he remembered gratefully Captain Widgins and poor Eversham’s forethought, “We’re drifting along the coast somewhere; we shall know before long.”

“O, it has been terrible!” exclaimed Gerald, piteously. “If we only knew any thing of the others on the steamer—or about papa, or what the people on shore think about us—or how any thing is to end for us!”

“We’ll know all that in good time, depend on it.”

He spoke confidently; but the uncertainty of how “any thing was to end” for them was indeed a mighty weight.

“The main thing will soon be to get word to your father as soon as we can. Newspaper accounts will make him believe—well, almost any thing. Doesn’t it seem about a hundred years to you since two or three days ago?” he went on, as conversationally-as he could. “That funny adventure in the train—our stopping with Mr. Hilliard—last night’s excitement? We can’t say we haven’t had a good deal crowded in, since we bid Mr. Marcy and the Ossokosee good-bye, can we? Or that we haven’t had enough of a story to tell your father when we get safe and sound to Halifax?”

“I shall be glad to find out sometime what made the explosion,” said Gerald, easing his position, and already decidedly more tranquil.

“So shall I. They kept it from us as long as they could, didn’t they?”
“You did from me, I know,” Gerald answered. He gave Philip a grateful look. “You wanted to keep me from being frightened. O, know. I sort of suspected that. How awfully good and—thoughtful _

“Very, very, very,” Philip replied, dryly. “I wish my goodness and my thoughtfulness together had gone as far as keeping you and me safe in New York, instead of taking the Old Province I’

“But—then—then,” said Gerald, eagerly,

“we couldn’t have any such story to tell people for the rest of our lives—if we get through this part of it all right. I guess we will. I’m sure we will. Philip”—he suddenly changed his tone—“what was that quarrel, just before we put off last night, between some man—a gentleman, I think—and the captain? Don’t you remember? He said his son was with us. You spoke to Mr. Eversham, too.”

“It was a mistake,” Philip quickly responded. £i I—I happened to know it, and Captain Widgins didn’t want to lose an instant. So he put a stop to the man’s tongue.”

The afternoon glided away in much the same « way as the morning. After their rations had been apportioned and eaten Gerald slept heavily. No succoring vessel, no glimpses of the sun—fog and the sea still curtaining them around. Philip took account of their provisions. There were two boxes of biscuit, but the water was low in its can. The two light satchels that had been hanging across their shoulders,”by straps, at the time of the boat’s overturn had not parted their company, but they contained no eatables. Philip stared out, thinking, it seemed to him, every thing that had ever happened to him in his whole life until this afternoon as far away and unreal. Now and then he read a few pages in a battered copy of Scott’s Poems that he had been carrying in his pocket for a week or two. Night came. With the last light their situa tion was unchanged, except that they seemed to be in a particular current which sped the boat along with uncommon persistency in a particular direction—north, south, east, or west, he surmised in turn.

Gerald broke down pitifully once. The strain and privation began to tell visibly on the little boy. Then he slept again. Pitch darkness once more. The sea was almost tranquil. Once Philip thought he heard
breakers roaring afar on his right, but the faint sound died directly. To steer was useless. He was beaten down, by weariness, exposure, and sleeplessness, night and day. He would be on the alert for both. But he could not be. Unwillingly his senses grew dull, his head drooped. He lay back in the stern, thinking that he was resisting nature successfully, and that his ears and eyes, at least, were performing their self-sacrificing task. In a few moments he slept profoundly, so unwakably that he did not feel the edge of the stern-seat pressing into his neck, nor the occasional dash of a few drops of water over his face.

Awake once more? A cry of wonder and astonishment broke from his lips when he started up. It was a shout of delight that made Gerald, too, open his eyes and lift himself quickly upright.

Where were the night, the fog, the threatenings of the sea? It was a bright, golden, enchanting autumn morning, a little past sunrise. The air was clear as crystal, the sky the bluest of blue, the sea twinkling in the early rays. As far as their eyes could see on one side stretched the water, all its threats turned to one calm smile. A pale sail or two showed above the horizon. On one side opened out the limitless ocean; on the other, only some ten or twelve miles away, stretched the coast near to which they had been tossing ever since their helplessness to reach it had begun.

But there was far more than that of immediate promise that their perils were ended as suddenly as they had risen. There lay, in full view, perhaps two miles from the spot where they drifted, in a current carrying them straight in its direction, a low green island. They could see one or two white buildings, probably a farm-house and other structures. The crow of cocks and the low of a cow came to their ears distinctly. They made out from where they were several tilled fields, stone walls and fences, a hollow tract that possibly contained a pond of fresh water for cattle; and trees grew in an orchard behind the dwelling-house, around which were clumps and patches of deeper verdure. There was no mistake. They were not to be cast on any desolate shore, like some new Robinson Crusoes; but if they could make that land they would set their feet in some one of the little water-locked farms that now and then occur along the shore of the seaboard States of New England—solitary little spots that the owners sometimes
make green with every thing, from corn to clover, and to the kitchen-
garden of which more than one yachtsman can testify.

“Do you think we can make it?” asked Gerald. They had forgotten
every thing of the stern and wearisome past, in their relief and hope.

“I should say we were going there about as straight as we could,”
cried Philip. “This is a wonderfully steady current. They’re lazy folks
there, though. No smoke from the chimneys yet, and it’s a good deal
after six, you say. If only we could row!”

The boat kept on its course with Philip’s care. The light air blew in
their faces and dashed the little waves gayly. They were going to get to
shore! They were saved! They should see their friends again and tell
with living lips the story of their dangers and deliverance. They almost
held their breaths with hope and suspense. Still nearer and nearer they
slowly drew to the island. New details and those of the farm and the
farm-house—there seemed to be only one—came, bit by bit, into
clearer sight. At the land’s nearer edge rocks and shallows alternated
and long stretches of brush or meadow sloped back. A little creek
opened in view, with a rough pier built out into it, and from the rickety
dock ran back a road “or lane, between what appeared to be corn-
fields, to the door of the house, with its high roof and two or three
wings. A fence inclosed it and a garden; and some tall trees grouped
themselves beside its chimney.

Thanks to friendly current and wind, they made steady progress
toward their unexpected refuge. At one or two points less and less
fairly in front of them the surf broke, but not to any formidable extent
nor for many yards, apparently. Occasionally they did not seem to
move at all. Then would come a gentle impetus, and they glided on.
The sun was high in the sky, a hot autumn day was well in course
before the boat drifted around and into a tiny cove quite on the
landward shore of the island and back of the farm and its structures,
which they must reach on foot. They grounded in a shoal. They could
not secure the boat, though they were unwilling to risk its loss. At last
they were compelled to do this. They attempted little carrying. Wet
and panting, especially Philip, without whose assistance Gerald
scarcely could have landed where they came in, they got to the firm
ground.
Yes, it was not a dream! Their feet pressed earth at last. They walked slowly up the narrow, rocky beach to a stony field full of daisies and coarse grass. They turned around a buckwheat patch, and, last, they struck a lane that apparently traversed the entire length of their unknown host’s farm and premises. All was beautiful and peaceful in the sunshine of noon, though they were too exhausted and anxious to think of nature. They met nobody yet. The farm-house loomed up in the midst of its trees nearer and nearer. They plodded on wearily. Soon they came to a turn in the lane. A dog barked loudly from the edge of the garden fifty yards beyond, succeeding to a great patch of wild laurel. Philip called out a friendly “Holloo!” twice or thrice as they advanced. No one answered from right or left. Perhaps it would be well for him to go on alone for a few moments, anxious as he was to have Gerald well cared for.

“You stay here,” he said, accordingly, making Gerald sit down amid the laurel in one angle of a stone wall. “I’ll just walk ahead—and lecture that dog—and ring the bell and rouse the community, whatever it amounts to, and then I’ll come back and carry you into it in triumph. I wont leave you a moment longer than it will take me to break the news to them that they have got a couple of shipwrecked mariners on their hands who want luncheon—or breakfast.” Gerald sat down, anxious, but nothing loath. Philip quickened his steps and went on toward the distant garden-gate and the yet silent house.
CHAPTER XII.

INVADING THE UNKNOWN.

TURNING his head back to glance at Gerald, already half hid by the bushes straggling beside the path, Philip followed the weather-worn fence on his left. The garden into which he now looked seemed to be flourishing, chiefly in the way of Indian corn and tomatoes and string-beans. As he came closer to the house, and its outward structure was clearer he noticed that it was more dignified and solid looking than most of its sort. It might almost be termed a mansion. It was built of grayish stone and white-painted wood, the second story covered by the high-pitched roof with its at least dozen dormer-windows. Both down-stairs and up-stairs many of these windows were closed.

“Family must be small, and all busy somewhere in the back, or perhaps in the garden,” Philip concluded, advancing.

A harmless snake darted across the way as he at length raised the gate-latch. He called out, “Hollop, here!” in as loud a tone as his fatigue permitted. His only answer was the dog’s leaping forward through the shrubbery from a nook under one of the trees. But this canine warder proved to be all bark and no bite. At the sight of Philip unlatching the gate his objections subsided to a growl, his bound ended in a trot, and his tail suddenly began wagging eagerly.

“Good fellow!” exclaimed Philip, walking up the path and holding out his hand. “Changed your mind, have you? You don’t think I look like a thief, eh? I should think I did—very much.”

The dog jumped on him, whining curiously. He pursued the path toward the front porch, which was shaded with roses, carefully
trained. The asters and geraniums on all sides showed recent care, and on a strip of grass near the porch lay a row of clean pans; and two white aprons lay bleaching, and several fat hens were scratching comfortably together under a lilac-bush. The front window-shutters, with the exception of the furthest one—faded gray-green affairs, all of them, with half-moons cut in their broad, wooden expanses—were shut. Touchtone rapped at the front door, letting the iron knocker do its duty smartly. No footsteps replied. The dog stared at him very intently. Impatient of delay, he hurried around the corner of the house.

A walk of cinders bordered with clam-shells and china-pinks and zinnia led him toward it, past what he presumed was the sitting-room or dining-room, and two of the windows were open. Nobody was to be seen or heard yet, outside or in. He leaned over a window and peered inside. A tall, white-covered bed, with four posts and towering pillows, and various articles of furniture that his eyes glanced at in his bold inspection, loomed out in the cool dimness.

“The spare chamber, of course,” he at once concluded. “Empty—in good order for unexpected company—like Gerald and me.”

He slowly passed on, turning his head to left and right. The dog preceded him, whining and making sure that Touchtone followed. A well, with its arbored trellis, was on the left. He drank and was on the point of turning back to relieve Gerald’s thirst, but thought it better to go on. Upon a grass-plot more aprons and some towels were bleaching, and a row of red crocks were sunned on an unpainted bench by the back door. He reached the kitchen. It was open.

“Holloa, here!” he called again before the door, peering into the cool room then and once more turning to survey the garden-beds, in which more poultry strayed.

By this time the fatigues of the past few hours were half-forgotten in a certain new excitement.

“Well, Towzer, if your people are all away and are willing to leave their house and home open and unprotected, in this free and easy sort of fashion, pirates must be out of date with a vengeance! I don’t know what strangers coming to them for charity can do except to do what Mrs. Wooden calls ‘act according to their best lights’—eh?” The dog had trotted into the kitchen behind him, and now stood wagging his
tail and barking a sharp note, here and there, beside an empty platter that rested on the hearth.

“Cold? Yes, and there hasn’t been a fire in that stove for hours and hours,” exclaimed Philip, examining; “nor have you been fed, Towzer, I begin to suspect, within the same time, have you? That’s what’s the matter with you. Whoever lives here has gone off on some errand or other away from the island. What sort of errand can it be that has made the family stay so much longer than they must have expected to stay? M Vague, disagreeable feelings crossed Touchtone’s mind. It was strange. “I must be certain of things in the place before I go back to Gerald. What if there should have been some plague, some awful accident on the premises?”

He began to wonder, almost to dread, what might come under his eyes any minute. Suppose that this lonely house would not prove the shelter for them at all. Various reasons for the silence and desertion of the dwelling, despite all signs of recent occupancy and peaceful daily life, came thronging.

He paused a moment, leaning against a clean kitchen-table whereon were set several pieces of china ready to be laid upon the shelves around the walls—an other task mysteriously postponed. The dog he had christened Towzer now whined and fawned on him hungrily. Philip whistled loudly, once, twice, half a dozen times. Then he opened the door in front of him and proceeded deeper into the dwelling.

Its central hall was before him, lighted cheerfully by a good-sized fan-light over the front entrance. The hall was of rather uncommon width and height of ceiling, carpeted with a faded but unworn green ingrain and with several antiquated rugs. Philip looked quickly into the front chamber on his right. It was the large, well-furnished bedroom he had glanced into from the garden-walk. The bed was made. He noticed a hat-rack beside the ball entrance on which depended a huge straw hat, a woman’s sun-bonnet and a straw bonnet, and two umbrellas; and a wide-open closet near by contained various water-proofs, boots and shoes, and two or three pairs of clean blue overalls. He turned the knob of the parlor door and withdrew it, murmuring,
“Locked, I declare! Regular New Englanders, whatever else they are—believe in saving the parlor for Sundays and their own funerals,”

The sitting-room on the other side was full of the usual simple furnishings of such living-rooms. The pictures were old revolutionary scenes, besides President Lincoln and his family and an engrossed copy of the Lord’s Prayer and the Ten Commandments, in photograph. Up in one corner hung two highly elaborate samplers, framed in an old-fashioned, heavy style. On one of these “MARY ABIGAIL JENNISON, August, 1827,” was stiffly worked under the claws of a red and yellow bird of paradise; on the other he read, “SARAH AMANDA JENNISON, August, 1827,” who boasted for her finer art the alphabet and the numerals arranged in rows around a red book and a green willow-tree.

“Old, those,” Philip thought. “I guess the Jennison ladies must be pretty well tired out with housekeeping if they are the heads of this establishment at present.”

There were sundry photographs on the walls, that he had not time to examine closely, of elderly men and women with plain, hard-featured New England faces.

The door into the room behind the sitting-room stood open. It was quite light, each shutter turned back. This appeared considerably more of a living-room than its fellows, with a sewing-machine, a big table with stockings, hickory shirts, and coarse mending, a cracked looking-glass with a comb and brush in front of it, and a quantity of miscellaneous articles distributed about. Suddenly Philip perceived a pile of very modern-looking, paper-covered books and a heap of newspapers.

“At last!” he ejaculated. He caught up several numbers of a weekly religious magazine. On the yellow label he read, “Obed Probasco, Chantico,” and the name of the State. On other copies of the Knoxport Weekly Anchor he found scrawled by the newsdealer the same name. Some new numbers of the Ladies Own Monthly were directed, “Mrs. Obed Probasco, Chantico.” The paper-covered novels, three or four agricultural hand-books, and half a dozen recipe-books were neatly marked in similar fashion.

A last assurance that these were at least the ruling spirits
throughout this lonely island, whose nearest post-office on the main-
land was, doubtless, the town of Chantico, lay between the covers of a
family Bible. On the flyleaf of this was written, in a faded ink, “To
Obed. Probasco and Loreta, his Wife—a Wedding-Gift from their
affectionate pastor, William Day, May 17, 1850.”

“So then our hosts—that are to be—are this Obed Probasco and
Loreta, his wife,” Touchtone decided. “Elderly people, of course. No
children living with them, as far as I can guess. And they stay out here
alone on this island, and either own it or farm it. Where on earth have
they gone to just now? When did they expect to come home, pray? His
knees fairly were failing under him. He saw what duty and necessity
directed his doing for himself and Gerald. For some hours at least this
lonely, inexplicable old house was deserted, and they must make
themselves at home in it. He must get Gerald up at once and provide
food and drink and quarters for , the night, unpermitted and unasked.

But he would better finish his hasty survey. He looked up the
staircase. There might be an invalid or helpless occupant still to be
consulted before he boldly took possession of the premises in the
license of Gerald’s and his own plight; to use them until those absent
should suddenly appear. He mounted the stairs.

“Good, large, comfortable rooms, with more old-fashioned
furniture, not used very much,” he soliloquized, passing from one
chamber to another of the Second story. Every thing was clean,
cheerful, and in stiff and even polished order except Mr. and
Mrs. Obed Probasco’s own big room, evidently in too much use for
apple-pie order to be preserved. One or two doors up-stairs were
locked. It was plain that to the Probasco a house was one thing, living
in it was another. A huge attic, that startled Philip by the bewildering
array of odds and ends crowded in it, took up the space immediately
under the roof.

He descended quickly to the lower hall again, on his way back to
Gerald. His head was giddy; he began to feel a great faintness, but the
main question of their finding shelter and food was settled.

“I will fetch Gerald, ransack for what eatables there must be, get
him to bed, and then we’ll await developments and the showing up of
these Probascos—how many or what sort they be. We seem to be more
than ever castaways, but castaways under such a state of things as never I have read about,"

The dog, with a hunger very evident to him, tried to bar his way by leaping up on him beseeingly as he hurried into the kitchen. Ah! the first objects that might well, have met his eye he had not noticed before—three loaves of tempting bread set on the high shelves, a pound-cake, and a cooked ham, partly cut. But he would not stretch his hand toward them till Gerald was in that room to eat with him. He left the house and hastened back to the gate, giving loud whistle-calls for Gerald’s encouragement.

He found the boy just entering the yard, impatient, faint, and anxious.

“I was afraid something had happened,” he exclaimed. “Well? Will they take us in? What kind of people are they, Philip?”

“I don’t know, Gerald. The fact is, I can find plenty of house and food and beds, but not a single soul to hear us say, ‘By your leave,’ if we help ourselves. So I’ve made up my mind we must just do that—help ourselves.”

“What do you mean?” asked Gerald in distressed surprise.

Touchtone made his explanation as brief and cheering as he could. And really, after all, there was small wrong in this self-succoring, without the license or help of these people so unaccountably absent, who, in all probability, were to be the kind of hosts likely to rejoice that two such unfortunates should take matters in their own hands.

“So, my dear fellow, you and I will just take possession here at once, feed ourselves and this unlucky Probasco dog, too, get rested out and put our clothes in shape as well as we can, and have every thing ready to leave the place the moment any of the Probascos turn up to help us or order us to do it.”

“How do you know that’s the name?” asked Gerald.

Philip, explaining his warrant, to Gerald’s amusement, in spite of the lad’s weariness and exhaustion, got his charge and himself safely into the kitchen. The cellar revealed pan after pan of milk and cream. They made a meal more ample than was altogether prudent after such spare commons as had been theirs at sea, but fortunately with no harm to them; nor was the famishing Towzer forgotten, nor the cat
that suddenly came trotting up the walk, miauling, with tail erect.

Infinitely refreshed, Philip went once more over the sober, still dwelling to satisfy the curiosity of Gerald. They made no new discoveries of importance. In course of the afternoon, after resting, they also somewhat examined the garden and sheds and stables, and lo! out in an inclosed lot the cow was patiently grazing by a spring. On seeing them she began complaining so sorely at being unmilked that Philip brought back a foaming pail to store away down-stairs.

“I should say, decidedly, that there was hardly any body but Mr. and Mrs. vProbasco living here,” Gerald decided, in course of the afternoon. Every thing pointed, indeed, to a solitary life led by a careful, thrifty couple in this isolated spot; childless, and just now called away from their home—probably to the mainland—by some sudden and oddly detaining necessity.”

“Yes; they live here alone. They have gone away in a hurry for some special reason. It’s plainly that, I think. And all you and I can do is to wait for them to come back,” replied Philip.

“But don’t you see how their not being here puts us back from letting papa or Mr. Marcy or any body know what has happened to us? They must all be terribly anxious.”

Touchtone quite realized that important dilemma. There were, indeed, the others to think of besides themselves. He had long since remembered that their friends on shore now might easily be believing the worst about them. Other boats must have landed safely from the abandoned steamer, and the list of passengers have been carefully reckoned over. What might not the newspapers be circulating that very moment? But there was nothing to be done now. One thing at a time.

“We cannot help that, Gerald, quite yet. If they are anxious they must stay so, old fellow, till we find some way of sending word. If no boat lands here to-morrow with any of the people that belong here in it, we will mount a signal of distress, of some sort.”

“But it’s known that people live here! Signals wont count for much unless we can manage to hit on just the proper sort of one.”

“O, come, now! We’re not Robinson Crusoes, remember! Before to-morrow noon, I expect, we shall have the people who live here coming up that garden-walk and staring their eyes out at you and me, when we
go down to meet them. We will not be left to ourselves long, depend on it, and in a twinkling after that we can get matters all straightened out—explanations right and left, and going on with our journey, and all.”

As twilight came on they remembered again the boat, and would willingly have gone to make more secure that single link at present connecting them with the rest of the world. But they had neither light nor strength for it. The boat must fare as fate should decree.

Philip got Gerald to bed in the large chamber on the first floor. He decided to occupy a wide sofa he pushed in from an adjoining room. A closet of linen supplied sheets and a blanket. Gerald fell asleep at once. Apparently he should be none the worse for his trying adventures so far,

“I guess I am used up myself till to-morrow; that’s certain,” he declared.

A big eight-day clock, composedly keeping time from a sufficiently recent winding, struck nine. Outside the frogs and tree-toads about the lonely house croaked and chirped. The sound of the sea filled the night air. The stars were bright and the moon shone gloriously. Philip wondered once more if this novel situation was reality or dream. Excitement could keep him up and wakeful no longer. He did not lock either a door or window and so break what seemed the habit of the house. He partially threw off his clothes and stretched himself on his sofa to fall instantly into a deep slumber, whether the problematical Probascos should waken him out of it at midnight or any other time.
CHAPTER XIII.

AT HOME IN MY NEIGHBOR’S HOUSE.

TOUCHTONE woke as the clock struck nine. The farm-house was as silent as ever. He dressed himself hurriedly and made an observation outside. The garden lay peaceful in the morning sunshine. Towzer and the large white cat that had suddenly appeared, and was on the easiest of social terms with Towzer, came about his legs on the door-sill. Sails in plenty shone in the blue sea distance, but no craft was heading for the island. He discovered a group of white dots and dashes stretching along at one remote point of the shore.

“Chantico, for sure!” he thought. We must start for there tomorrow, at the latest. It won’t do to put it off an hour longer than is necessary.” Then came into his mind their weary indifference to the position of the boat. It gave him a disagreeable start. If they had only been somewhat less exhausted and impatient! But he would go down to the cove and get a look at the boat in course of an hour, at the furthest.

He lighted the kitchen fire and surveyed that appetizing stock of eatables on which they had made some inroads the night before. Audacity and a notion of a more breakfast-like meal for Gerald inspired him. He found the coffee in a caddy, and descended into the cellar to plunder its stores a little. Then, arrayed in a violently green calico apron that hung behind the entry door, he proceeded to find out if he could not concoct as decent a breakfast in a farm-house that didn’t belong to him as in a forest camp that did. Mr. Marcy had often declared, “Phil, you’re a born cook! When the chef of the Ossokosee
strikes for higher wages, you’d better apply to me.” So he beat an omelet vigorously and then went to call Gerald.

“H-m-m?—y-e-s—what’s—what’s the matter?” asked the boy, confusedly, lifting his head from the pillow and uttering a round dozen of sleepy sentences before consciousness came back—a specially slow process with him.

“Breakfast is ready,” laughed Touchtone. “Only ourselves to eat it. Come. It’s a stunning day. How do you feel?”

“O, I’m all right.”

But his flushed face and unduly bright eyes and hot hands made Touchtone uneasy. He pronounced the breakfast indeed a quite surprising masterpiece, but hardly took the practical interest in it that Philip expected. When he got up from the table, yawning, he suddenly declared that he felt “too tired to walk.” Even his concern for this remarkable situation, and his eagerness to have it changed for the better, seemed slight. He moved listlessly about the rooms and doorways while Touchtone cleared away the table.

“I guess I’m too much used up to care about the Probascos, or the house here, or how to get word ashore, or—well—any thing,” he declared apologetically. Touchtone was not surprised, nor relieved. Alone he went down to the cove, Towzer at his heels, taking a short cut that saved the long walk by the road. In dismay, he realized what he had feared—that the boat was indeed gone, drifted out to sea, likely, or along toward the coast with the turning of the tide.

“How abominably careless of me!” he exclaimed, appreciating that every thing must be at a completer stand-still because of this loss. He could not find another boat about the Probasco’s dock nor stored in the one or two deposits of miscellanies, nautical and agricultural.

“We’ve got to wait, with a vengeance!” he said to himself. Curiosity as to his hosts gave place to angry impatience at his having taken things so for granted and at his own heedlessness; came, too, greater anxiety for Mr. Marcy’s and Mr. Saxton’s enlightenment. “They may have had our funerals, Towzer; given us both up for dead!” he exclaimed, addressing the attentive representative of the absent farmhouse folk. Towzer seemed resolved that nothing should be done without his notice, and trotted at Touchtone’s heels every-where.
He was dismayed when he crossed the threshold of the farm-house. Gerald had gone back to bed with a throbbing headache and what Philip rightly judged would prove a fever. It gained perceptibly. By noon the younger boy was tossing in a restlessness that hinted at coming delirium. Now and then, as he dreamed, he muttered to imaginary people, or, awakened again, he would ask Touchtone questions that were pitiful in their sudden intensity and unanswerableness. Philip knew that a new care and suspense had come.

“He’s very ill—very! And he’s likely to go on and become worse.” This great fear made Philip forget every thing else that was to be worried over. What should he do? How add the knowledge and care of a doctor and a nurse to the burden already on his shoulders? “If he does get downright sick, I don’t know enough to fight the thing. I’ll do the best I can to keep him comfortable. But, O, if any body could only come! What on earth would I best begin with?” He felt his own self-dependence giving way.

He ran over various necessities. Taking advantage of an hour when Gerald all at once became perfectly quiet, in an unrestful doze, he went out and quickly collected a pile of brush and kindling-wood in the space behind the garden. By throwing some kerosene oil and then water on the blaze he started a dense smoky column that he hoped should attract notice aboard some one of the vessels that glided far out. He came to the conclusion that there must be an uncertain and dangerous chain of reefs and shoals that made it necessary for vessels to give the little place a wide berth. He distinguished a light-house. “To those who know any thing about these Probasco people it will seem like only the farmer burning up some litter on the place, of course. Nobody will think twice about the smoke, unless the farm-folk themselves get sight of it”—which was precisely the case.

The fire smoldering successfully, he set to rummaging in the Probascos’ stock of books for one the title of which had happened to catch his eye a little earlier. He found it, a flashy-backed little volume, “presented” by a patent medicine company, giving some simple directions for taking care of the sick without a doctor. This guide-book showed its chief signs of wear and tear and agitated consultation on
the pages devoted to “Rheumatism” and “Influenza,” hinting in what particular emergency it had been oftenest consulted. Devoting himself to one or two dark chimney-cupboards, he unearthed a limited and dingy stock of family medicines. Bottles were half filled and empty. Luckily, one or two of them were called for by Dr. Bentley’s Ready Guide aforesaid. Gerald was too weak to refuse the dose that could be ministered. “For my sake, old fellow. It’s the best I know how to do for you,” Philip said, apologetically; and Gerald, half in stupor, opened his lips. Then, after he had given the younger boy the last teaspoonful prescribed, and had sat beside his pillow a long time with a heavy and more and more fear-shaken heart, he sat down beside the window.

He wrote Mr. Saxton and Mr. Marcy the dispatch and the letter that ought to be ready for any opportunity. When that might arrive, of course, he could not reckon. At any moment communication with the world might be opened to them; it might not be for hours yet, possibly for days. He had given up speculating what had called away their hosts so suddenly, ceased fancying the cause of their absolutely inexplicable delay to return to their home and to the care of house, live stock, and garden. No ordinary accident probably lay at the bottom of the riddle. Now he could think of nothing besides the fact that he and Gerald were here, shut up in this singular asylum together, waiting for its owners and a deliverance to “turn up,” and that Gerald lay there in the broad bed before him lapsing into a fever, now and then into a light-headedness. That topped the list of the anxieties and sufferings of the past week. But he must just take things as they came.

“I never knew before now,” he ended his letter to Mr. Marcy, “what it was to feel a hundred years older, simply because what has happened in a few days has been of a kind to make one feel so. It seems as if it has been as long as that since we were all at the hotel, as gay as larks, and I with no more to worry me than Gerald had. I don’t see how there has been time for so much.” And verily, the Philip Touchtone laughing, rowing races on the lake, playing tennis before the Ossokosee House piazza, and riding about in Mr. Marcy’s light wagon seemed like an insignificant sort of creature who had known nothing of life.

“And to think that I would be—well—that other fellow, that old
Philip Touchtone, this minute if Gerald had not happened to come up to the Ossokosee to spend the summer!” he reflected, as his eyes turned upon the sick boy’s flushed face. “But I don’t believe that there are many things in life that happen.” And it is to be concluded that there are not.

Speculations as to Belmont were not left out of his thoughts. Truly there was something more and more malevolent in the man’s conduct, however explainable. But he hoped that that chapter of their experience was ended as abruptly as it had begun.

He induced Gerald to take a light luncheon, feeding him, and coaxing down mouthful after mouthful and sip after sip with the gentleness and persistency of a hospital nurse. (That is, a hospital nurse of a certain kind. There are differences in hospital nurses, decidedly.) Gerald lay quiet for an hour or so afterward. But about three o’clock, when Philip returned from a stolen absence from his bedside (for the sake of their smoldering beacon and for a reconnoiter), he found the sick boy excited, though clear-headed, and needing any cheerfulness and distraction Philip’s sitting down near him could bring.

“Nothing heard from them yet, these—Probascos?” he asked, rolling about on his pillow.

“Not yet. They may march in on us any time before tea.”

“What on earth will they think? O, Philip, I’m so sorry to lie here and do nothing and have you plaii and look out for every thing. But I feel too sick even to fret.”

“Depend on it, they will think that we have had good common sense and certainly the best of reasons for taking the hint that this big open house of theirs gave us. O, I’m not afraid of the Probascos!” he returned, in honest unconcern. “One can see what sort of people they are. I’m only too anxious for the pleasure of their acquaintance. As for your lying there, why, there’s nothing for you to do if you had six legs and could walk on all of them! And I am certainly glad if you don’t ‘worry’ What’s the use of worrying?”

“Are those letters you spoke of written?” “All ready; and two telegrams with them, to send by the first hand that comes along. (Fancy a hand coming along by itself! I don’t think I’d care to shake
it.)”

But Gerald’s imagination could not be interested. He mused. Then he murmured, “Poor papa!” with another nervous turn of his body. “Give me another swallow of water, please, Philip.” He drank thirstily. “Cold, isn’t it?

I guess papa has found out by this time that I’m rather more to him than the yacht or his new racing team.”

He did not speak bitterly. It was evidently not a complaint with him that his father, and only near relative in the world, seemed to regard him so carelessly. He was used to it. He neither compared the portion of affection that fell to him in life with that given to others nor with his due.

“O, stuff!” returned Philip, shaking up the spare pillow. “He’s not to find that out now, take my word for it! You’ve always been a great deal more to your father than you’ve given credit for. He’s like lots of other city men. He keeps his soft side inside, a little too much, perhaps. More than the new racing team! You ought to be ashamed of yourself!”

“You don’t know my father,” returned Gerald.

And you, old fellow, don’t understand him. From what you tell me I’m pretty sure he’s exactly one of those fathers who can’t say half what he wants to any son. I’ve heard of them before.”

“I suppose there is that sort,” responded Gerald, “but it’s not—not the most—satisfactory kind to have,”I think.”

“You may think differently some day,” Touchtone answered. “Why, I once knew a man who just about worshiped his son—a fellow, I believe, not much older than you. He was as proud as you please of him—of his looks, his cleverness, the way people took to him, everything. But he didn’t often stop to realize it himself; and when he did stop he might have been dumb for all the knack he had to tell his boy what he thought. You and your father will find each other out, so to speak, some day, depend on it. Come, now, try an other nap, like a good fellow. Shall I give that pillow a shake?”

He wanted to end this or any other conversation and encourage his patient toward quiet and sleepiness. But Gerald would talk. So long as he did not increase his fever too decidedly perhaps it was just as well to humor him. Meditations on Mr. Saxton presently turned his
thoughts to some of Philip’s early experiences. The conversation in the
summer-house at the Ossokosee, the overhearing of which had so
brought them together, came back to him, as it often had.

“Philip,” he asked, languidly, “do you remember what you said that
night at the hotel about some day being able to prove that—that your
father wasn’t what—he was believed to be?”

“And didn’t do what it was decided by the most of people that he
did?” answered Touchtone, in the peculiar sort of tone that always
came with any reference to or even thought of his life’s disgrace and of
his life’s hope. “Certainly. What of it?”

“What did you mean by our being able to prove it together?”

“I meant that I’m in a hurry to grow up to be a man able to take care
of myself. When I can turn over—well, two or three stones that haven’t
been touched, I think I’ll find my father’s good name, all right, under
one of them.”

He paused a moment. Belmont’s taunt came into his head. Ah! he
had a new link, possibly, if he met him again—alone. “And by the time
I can start into this job you, may be, can lend a hand at it too. That’s
all.”

“If I ever can I will. Be certain of that,” the younger boy rejoined,
earnestly.

He turned so as to look Philip in the face affectionately. Philip saw
nothing but wakefulness in it; but it was a clear and not too excited
look, after all.”

“You see,” Touchtone continued, “the men—some of them—who did
the burglary are probably, living. They might be willing to tell more
truth about it now than then. Or they might not. There always was
more to get at; I know that.” There was a pause. “Did I ever tell you.
about the night my father died?” he asked, solemnly.

“No. Go on, please.”

“I was only a little fellow like you at the time. But father meant I
should remember, and I have remembered perfectly. It had been an
awfully cold day in January. My poor mother was almost worn out
with anxiety, for father all at once sank terribly fast about nine o’clock,
though the doctor had no idea that he wouldn’t last till morning. Did I
ever drive you around by that cottage that we rented of Mr. Marcy,
where we lived those years after we came? I dare say not; I’m not fond of the road. Well, father had mother bring me into the room where he was. I sat by the bed, just as I sit by yours this minute, letting him hold my hand and one of mother’s. Mr. Marcy was in New York. O, how tired and hollow-eyed and dying he looked. But he smiled a little at seeing us two there together beside him.

"That’s right,’ he said softly; ‘always keep with your mother, Philip, and remember, Hilda, nothing ought to separate you two but death. Philip,’ he went on, ‘you’re going to grow up to be a man, I hope and expect. I suppose that the best thing I can wish for you is that you may never hear the people you will meet talk of me, nor even read my name in a newspaper. But I want to say to you to-night (for I’m afraid I sha’n’t have many words to spare by morning) that I, your father, under the stain to-day of a crime, and believed by almost every body I ever knew in the world, or that you may know, to be a felon—am as innocent as you of what’s laid to my charge. Remember, I say this to you on what I believe is my dying-bed, and going before the great God who judges all the world, and who is sometimes the only Knower of what is the right and what the wrong of things, great or small.’

"I began to cry. My mother pressed my hand and said, firmly, I No; listen carefully to father, Philip! You will be glad of doing so some day.’ So I bit my lips and swallowed my sobs as well as I could, and kept my eyes on his in spite of the tears,

"It’s hard to have to ask such a young lad as you to go through a scene like this, Phil (he often called me Phil, and that’s the reason I never want any body to do it nowadays), and to stuff your head with such unhappy thoughts as may come. But it’s best. You’re my boy, and my name, good or bad, is yours. I was discharged and traduced and convicted almost altogether on the evidence of two men. One was Laverack, the ringleader of the thieves; the other, the watchman of the bank, Samuel Sixmith. Will you remember that—Laverack and Samuel Sixmith?’

"I nodded my head. Father went on: ‘Some day you can read all the falsehoods that Laverack and Sixmith swore to. Never mind them now. Only do not forget that I give to you, my son, once more, my dying word of honor that they were falsehoods; and that, besides Laverack’s
having a reason of revenge to attack me as he did, there must have been some conspiracy between himself and the watchman, Sixmith. Possibly you may light on it before you die. I commit it to you and to God. If you do, you will clear my character before the world; and although it might come so late that the world will have little interest in it, still do it, if God opens the way, Phil. I believe that it will be opened by and by. I hope for your sake and your mother’s that it may not be long shut.”

It is to be feared that Touchtone had forgotten Gerald’s fever and almost every thing else, in his story. The younger boy lay there looking at Philip in admiration and sympathy; and if his hot pulse could not but run higher at such a bit of his friend’s history, compassion and regret may have kept mere physical and mental excitement within a certain check.

“He talked a little more to me,” continued Philip, “and bade me recollect always that my mother and I would have a friend in Mr. Marcy. Then we all said the Lord’s Prayer together, and my father kissed me on the forehead and told mother to take me into the next room. She left me with our servant. Poor old Biddy Farrelly! I wonder if she’s alive now? She’d been crying as if her heart would break. I guess she’d been listening at the door a bit. Mother went back to father, and I was told to go to bed. I was too excited to sleep much in the first part of the night, and I lay there thinking ’over all that father had said. I haven’t forgotten a word of it, names or any thing, Gerald, and I never shall. Besides, mother and I often talked it all over quietly together; and she told me more that she knew about my father’s trial. I didn’t see him again. He died in the night, and wouldn’t allow me to be called. ‘I have bidden Phil good-bye,’ he said, ‘and I do not want him to forget what I said to him through any other farewell now.’ Poor father!”

There was a pause. The clock struck four. It was almost a home-like sound to them now. This solemn story of the past had unconsciously blunted the sharpness of present troubles.

“Laverack and the watchman, Sixmith,” repeated Gerald, slowly. “Those two. What became of them? Have you ever seen them or had any chance to speak with them?”
“No,” answered Touchtone. “Laverack served his term with the other four, and I dare say has had dozens of other names since, if he still lives in this country or anywhere. Sixmíth was discharged from the bank at once, I believe, but father never heard what became of him.”

“Did Mr. Marcy ever try to clear up the matter any further, for your mother’s sake and yours?” asked Gerald,

Touchtone blushed and replied, awkwardly, “Yes—that is, no. He couldn’t try much. There was so little ground to start from,” he added, in apology for his protector; “and Mr. Marcy has done so much for us without it. He seldom speaks of *that*.”

“But he believes, as you do, that your father wasn’t guilty?” persisted Gerald, raising himself on one elbow and staring hard at Touchtone.

“Yes—yes,” Philip returned slowly, and then more slowly still, “but not so much, I’m afraid, as I do. I tell you, we very seldom talk about it. I—I—don’t know.”

That answer told a plain story. Gerald did not pursue the inquiry.

“Well, if we get “out of here and see papa you must tell him every thing. He’s a first-class one to help anybody in any thing. You can take my word for it. Between us all we may bring the truth to light—for every body, Mr. Marcy included. I can’t tell you how I thank you for letting me hear all about this. I believed as you do from the first, you know.”

“Yes, I know you did,” said Touchtone. “It seemed so odd and unexpected. I was glad. But come, we wont talk any more now. You must try to get to sleep. I’ve been awfully thoughtless. Does your head ache as hard as it did?”

“Not nearly; and instead of being as hot and as miserable as I was I believe I’m better.” His hands and temples were cooler, and after a few moments of silence Philip thankfully noticed that he dozed. The doze became a slumber.

Philip made the room less light. He was thinking of the patient cow and wondering whether he could safely go to her. Suddenly the sound of the dog’s barking came into the windows. It did not waken the sick boy. Noiselessly he hurried from the room into the kitchen and ground
the corner of the house, where Towzer appeared to be standing in some sudden fit of vigilance.

A man and a woman were coming up from the dock, where a large cat-boat was moored. They were looking toward the farm-house and at the smoke in the garden in evident perturbation. At the sight of his own figure hastening toward the gate to meet and admit them their haste and surprise doubled. On they came. They were loaded with a couple of large carpet-bags and innumerable bundles. They were middle-aged people. The man was low-statured, smooth-faced, and a little stout; the woman, tall and angular. Their shrewd, puzzled faces were kindly, and the man waved an unknown reply to Philip’s gesture of recognition. He could hear them exchanging ejaculations and queries.

“The Probascos, for certain—at last!” he exclaimed. Advancing toward the couple outside the gate, bareheaded, he bowed and repeated the name interrogatively, “Mr. and Mrs. Obed Probasco, of this place, I believe?” as they came up.

The farmer dropped his belongings and answered in a bewilderment that had nothing of ill-nature, “The same, sir, at your service, sartin sure. An’ who might I have the pleasure of addressin’?”
CHAPTER XIV.

ALLIES.

THE question concluding the preceding chapter of this history took more than a moment or so to answer, as the reader may suppose. Open-mouthed, as well as open-eared, with their packages, one by one, dropped heedlessly in the grassy path that led up from the little dock, “Obed Probasco and Loreta his wife” halted before Philip, still ejaculating, questioning, and with their astonishment of one kind giving place to that of another as Philip proceeded with his story. He leaned against the fence and, talking now with one, now the other, related his strange experience. The amazed New England couple turned and looked into each other’s eyes at every few sentences, with many a “My gracious me!” “Did ever any body hear the like?” “You don’t mean that you”—did so and so; and by Obed’s frequent “Well, this beats all creation, fur as I know it!” Even Touchtone’s anxiety and their curiosity as to Gerald could not retard their eagerness to learn all the facts.

The couple bore every appearance of homely thrift and simplicity of character; of being, in short, precisely the kind of people Touchtone had hoped. It is, perhaps, needless to say that Philip’s narrative was only of the circumstances since the hour of departure from the Old Province. Mr. Belmont and his persecution he left till a mere convenient season.

“An’ you mean to tell me that that poor boy an’ you have been shut up here two days? No other soul about the place? An’ he sick on your hands half the time?” gasped the distressed Mrs. Obed.
“That’s just what I mean,” replied Touchtone.

“Never heard such an astonishin’ story in my life,” repeated Probasco. “What would you ‘a’ done, though, if you hadn’t brought up here? Well, it stumps me; that’s all.”

“The hand of the Lord’s in it, no mistake!” declared Mrs. Obed. “I can’t say how welcome you’ve been to any thing an’ to every thing of ours that the old house there’s got inside it. You couldn’t ‘a’ better pleased me an’ my husband here, Mr. Tombstone—I mean Mr. Touchtone—I b’lieve you said that was your name, didn’t you?—than by just makin’ free of every blessed corner of it. But dear, dear! If I’d only been to home.”

“Yes, it’s queer luck! Wife an’ I’ve both been over on shore. We had to go across to Chantico to the funeral of a nephew of ours, that died very sudden. We stuck fast there by my bein’ sick. The very time that such a thing as this came straight up to our doors!”

“Queer luck?” repeated the farmer’s wife. “You’d better just say queer Providence, Obed! It’s been awful unhandy for you, Mr. Touchtone—made things so much harder for you an’ the little boy. But I guess if Providence could save you both bein’ dashed overboard with those poor souls in that boat, he could help you to get along with a lot o’ my stale stuff to eat, an’ not a hand to help you to any thing better. Our house wide open, was it? Well, I don’t know where you’d ’a’ got in if’t been us left it last! But,” she continued, turning in sudden vexation to her husband, “that’s the very identical good-bye time old Murtagh ’ll play us such a trick! After all his straight up an’ down promises that he’d never leave the place one minute! An’ the cow, too!”

“Yes, I’ve had enough of Murtagh,” assented the farmer, sharply, “an’ I guess we’ll find the obligations on our side, sir. Murtagh’s a man we’ve had on the place to help us, an’ he don’t appear to have no more responsibleness than a grasshopper, let alone his drinking. Wife an’ I’ve been in a worry the hull time we was obliged to stay across the strait. But we didn’t look for his acting this way.”

It appeared that the derelict Murtagh had indeed been left in charge by his master; and that that neglectful hireling of the household must have scarcely waited for his employers’ backs to be turned than he had betaken himself to his own little skiff and gone off shoreward, too.
“Most likely, on one of his regular high old sprees!” surmised the exasperated farmer. “This is the end of Pat Murtagh’s working for me!”

“Well, come, come, don’t let’s stand another minute here,” said Mrs. Probasco, realizing that the necessary explanations on both sides were finished; “that boy you’ve got with you mustn’t be left alone. Perhaps he’s not so sick as you think. I hope he’s been asleep while we’ve been puttin’ you through such a long catechism. Let’s all hurry, to make up for it. Obed, don’t you rattle that gate; an’ do you take off your boots before you get to the kitchen door. Thanky, Mr. Touchtone, let them things lay just where they be; there’s nobody to steal ’em, you know. Come along, quick, both of you.”

Leaving Obed to deprive his feet of their squeaky new coverings, Philip and Mrs. Probasco stepped lightly toward the kitchen and on tiptoe drew near the bedroom door.

Sure enough, Gerald’s slumber was profound. The kind-hearted woman followed Touchtone to the bedside in curiosity and pity. She beheld the face of this other of her two uninvited guests with a great stir in her motherly heart and a quick admiration of Gerald’s strange and just now singularly pathetic beauty. With a woman’s soft fingers she ventured to touch his skin, and with intent ear she listened to the sleeper’s breathing.

“He’s better than he was, I guess,” she said in a hushed voice to Philip. “His skin’s damp, an’ he breathes in a good deal healthier way than I expected. Fever’s gone down as soon as it came up, T dare say. How han’some he is!—a reg’lar picture. From New York, did you say?”

Obed looked in at the door in anxious interest. “You stay here with him while I fly around and get things sort o’ settled and more ready for whatever’s best for us to do.” She glided out, closing the door after her. Smothered sounds, that now and then came from behind it, hinted to Philip as he sat that the flying around had begun to some purpose.

Excellent Mrs. Probasco! Whatever may have been the sentiments of your housekeeper’s heart at such a delayed home-coming and such a finding of your entire domestic establishment taken possession of by boys, and not only an asylum, but a hospital, all at once on your hands—whatever the amusement or vexation at the general upsetting of order on each side, you kept it all to yourself! She darted softly about.
“Time enough for talk, by and by,” she said, sharply, to Obed, who was accustomed to act pretty much as she commanded. “Then we’ll talk. We know plenty to start right at.

We must just take care of these boys as well as we can, till they’re ready to leave us an’ go ahead on their journey. An’, by the way, Mr. Touchtone says they’d ought to get some sort of word to their friends right away, just as soon as we see how that boy is when he wakes. Of course they’d ought! So I advise you, after you been over the place, an’ done up all those chores old Murtagh’s kindly left for you, to get the boat ready for early to-morrow morning, when you can hurry over to Chantico.”

Obed hastened off, his Sunday go-to-meeting clothes exchanged for his every-day array, and disappeared down the garden with the chickens trooping after him in joyful expectancy; Mrs. Probasco kept at work, now and then slipping in to consult Touchtone or calling him to her.

Daylight began to wane. Gerald slept on, occasionally appearing to be just on the point of awakening, but always drifting back into sounder sleep again. Numerous, and with many hurried and whispered paragraphs of further explanation and questions and answers, were the interviews between Philip and his bustling hostess during the remnant of time before candle-light. With its windows and doors wide open, and the smell of supper coming appetizingly from the kitchen, and with a general sense of human occupation about it, the old dwelling was already like a different place from its former mysterious self. The dog (“You will call him Towzer, but his real name’s Jock,” Mrs. Probasco protested) trotted about. Upper rooms were unsealed, and Touchtone stared about them, meeting nothing to excite his curiosity except one or two quaint and battered pieces of furniture that seemed in keeping with the old house rather than with any modern inmates.

And before long came history, bit by bit, from Mrs. Probasco or Obed. As Philip had expected, the farm and premises on Chantico Island were not owned, but rented, by them—had been so for many years, through an agent.

The dignified, isolated old dwelling, half farmhouse, half mansion,
still belonged in a family line once distinguished in the county for wealth and social position—the Jennisons. Other people might live in it, but it was always haunted by the atmosphere of stately earlier days and aristocratic occupants.

Who were, or had been, the Jennisons? Great had they been once, in that part of the State. Early Jennisons had bought the island and named it “Jennison’s Island,” in Revolutionary days. One famous grandfather had built the mansion and fitted it with fine old-fashioned furnishings, and loved it, and lived and died in it. In his day this ancient roof had sheltered many a guest of famous name. Under its gay levees had come off, and sumptuous dinners and country merry-makings, and lively weddings and solemn funerals. Two of the belles in the family line had been the very “Mary Abigail” and Sarah Amanda” who had stitched those yellowed samplers on the wall. They had died, grandmothers both, long ago. And of all the Jennison estate was left to-day only this single lonely corner of it, the island, its very name changed on the government maps by some State maneuver. Furthermore, to bear the family name and own the scattered remnants of this world’s goods left to its credit, there was now only a single representative, one Wentworth Jennison, according to Mrs. Probasco’s reserved account, an erratic and wandering man, who seldom set his foot near the home of his ancestors—once or twice a year, perhaps; then not again for another two or three seasons. He allowed an old lawyer at Chantico to lease island, farm, and house to the Probascos. They paid their modest rent and kept the mansion from destruction. They had long been its tenants.

Of course, the connection between these details became clearer in his later talks with the good farmer’s wife; but Philip gathered enough in her scraps of explanation that afternoon and evening to interest his boyish love of romance and novelty and to fill his heart with gratitude for this hospitable situation.

Just before supper-time Gerald awoke.

“Philip,” he called, “Philip! where have you gone?”

Touchtone hastened in from the kitchen. A few sentences with the sick boy gave him a delightful sense of relief. It was quite confirmed during the next half hour. Gerald’s fever had almost departed. He was
told the good news of the Probascos’ return. On the first sight of his sympathetic hostess he “took to her” (so she expressed it), “as if we’d never done nothing but spend our hull lives in this same old house,” Obed was permitted by his vigilant spouse to come in and hold the boy’s slender hand in his for a few moments and speak his few kindly words of welcome and help. The invalid’s appetite that had developed was rewarded with a dainty supper, and he was made comfortable in fresh sheets. “O, I guess he’s all right, an’ doing splendidly, Mr. Touchtonc,” Mrs. Probasco declared. “We wont give him a chance to get real sick, between us.”

“What kind people they are!” Gerald said, softly, to Touchtone, just as he was dropping off into a fresh doze, with the clink of Mrs. Probasco’s dishes and the murmur of her conference with Obed making a homely lullaby from the adjoining room.

“Yes, the kindest sort,” assented Touchtone. “Go to sleep, old man, and dream about them and every thing else that is pleasant. I’ll add a postscript to these letters, to bring them down to the latest minute,”

“O, yes, now you can. Did you write papa?” “I have written papa and every body. Mr. Probasco is going to get up early to-morrow morning, and either take me over with these to Chantico or else carry them alone. So, you see, we are fairly started toward getting back to civilization and our friends again. The suspense all around will soon be over,”

“We’ve been through a good deal together, haven’t we? And in such a little while,”

“We certainly have,” said Touchtone, half seriously, half smiling.

Gerald slept. Philip added a few lines to his letters, and, now that their situation was so happily determined, his anxiety for their being dispatched came upon him with double force. Not an hour longer must needlessly intervene.

It was impossible for him to guess what conclusion Mr. Marcy and Gerald’s father could have or could not have arrived at by this. According to Probasco’s account there had been plenty in all the newspapers about the steamer—“Folks had done nothing else but read an’ talk about it”—although Obed’s “plaguey turn o’ the wust sort o’ rheumatism” had kept himself, his wife, and their Chantico relatives in
too much excitement for reading news, to say nothing of the funeral at the house. In his last writing Philip told Mr. Marcy and Mr. Saxton that within as few hours as possible for Gerald and himself to leave the Probascos they would go to Chantico, and thence down to Knoxport. There they would wait for instructions from one or the other gentleman. In view of the absolute ignorance of affairs it seemed to Philip unwise to hurry straight back to New York by railroad, and much less advisable to think of continuing their Halifax journey, of course. There was a chance, too, that at this very minute Mr. Saxton, Mr. Marcy, or both, were lingering in Knoxport, hoping for news from some quarter, unwilling to quit the point nearest to the late accident.

Fortunately, he did not know that a body declared to be his own, drowned and disfigured, had been duly “identified” days before by a coroner’s jury, and that the fate of the boat had been decided by every opinion brought to bear on it, and that, while he sat there writing, Mr. Marcy, with as heavy a heart as a man can ever bear in his breast, was packing his own and Mr. Saxton’s valises and preparing to fairly drag away the distracted father from the Knoxport House on the journey that he hoped might quiet his friend’s nerves, and for which Marcy had generously suspended all his own affairs.

The letters sealed, Philip felt more at rest. As the evening wore on, more excited than tired, he and Mrs. Probasco and Obed sat within ear-shot of the sick-room. In low voices they went into new particulars on both sides, discussed his plans for himself and Gerald together, and weighed this and that. Hospitable, shrewd, warm-hearted folk! Could you and your charge, Philip, have fallen into more tender or more willing hands? How interested they became in the life at the Ossokosee that had made this friendship begin, and in the thousand little or greater incidents which had perfected it and so suddenly laid such responsibilities on Touchtone’s shoulders! How carefully both, the man by silence, the good woman by tactful turns of the conversation, avoided intruding on matters that they surely would have relished understanding better, but into which they would not pry!

It seemed beautiful to Mrs. Probasco’s inmost heart, which one already will have divined was nothing like as unromantic as her features, this friendship between these two lads, this devotion of the
elder lad to the younger.

“There never was any thing prettier than the way you an’ him have been keeping together,” she ventured once to remark, ungrammatically but earnestly. “It’s like a book.” “But there never was any body else like Gerald—in or out of a book,” Touchtone answered, simply, blushing. For if facts were on his lips his inner sentiments, as a general thing, were not.

“Well, I only hope that you’ll have a long life together without no kind of quarrels between you, nor troubles after these, my lad,” said Obed, stroking the dog’s head as Towzer lay beside his chair. “You’ve begun to make friendship the way it ’d ought to be made, an’ as it’s grown older it ’d ought to be of a kind that aint common in this part o’ the world, so far as I’ve had opportunity to jedge.” “I hope so, too,” responded Touchtone, soberly. Yes, and he believed it. His “old head on young shoulders” for one moment pictured in flashing succession years to come at Gerald’s side, himself his best friend ever, to companion and care for him. Or, would the future bring differences, quarrels, a breaking apart for them, and only thorns from this now newly planted vineyard, as happened to so many other pairs of friends in this strange world? Only fate knew, and only time could decide.

Bed-hour came. Philip proposed to hold to his lounge; so it was more comfortably made up for rest, under Mrs. Probasco’s care, than before. Obed was to start for Chantico after the early breakfast. At first Philip decided that it was best he should go with him; but he concluded to curb his impatience and not be absent all day from Gerald. The letters and telegrams lay ready to be forwarded; Obed understood precisely what he was to do.

They said good-night. Philip lay awake a half hour or so. He was restless. Uncertainty after uncertainty and step by step of the unsolved equation of Gerald’s and his situation filled his brain. He thought and planned, and heard the wind that had all at once risen blow furiously about the house. His final thought was that it had begun to rain pretty hard.

But his dismay and that of the Probascos when they met the next morning cannot briefly be described. A great gale was raging. The sea was a wild, mad, terrible creature, heaving itself in black tumult in the
drenching and cold storm. The channel between the island and vanished coast was a raging body of water that no ordinary boat could safely hope to traverse. It was not a storm, but an equinoctial tempest.

Obed, with as much regret as honesty, declared he could not think of attempting a passage to Chantico. Letters, telegrams, every sort of communication, must wait until the elements were lulled.

“Another day lost!” cried Philip to himself, impatiently. He walked up and down Gerald’s room in chafing, impotent anxiety. Gerald was so much better that Mrs. Probasco declared danger of further illness ended. He roved languidly about the house with the farmer’s wife, in more contentment than Philip had hoped the boy could be kept in. But it made his own concern come home to him heavily. Obed and he counseled and watched the sea and storm. There was nothing else to do. The gale’s fury increased in the afternoon, and, worse still, the coming of the early and deep darkness of the evening found it undiminished in violence.
CHAPTER XV.

STORM-STAYED.

FILES of newspapers, already yellowed, can give the reader, who cares for details of such events, long accounts of the famous gale that suddenly lashed the western Atlantic to a fury of destruction in the autumn of 188—. It swept the rocky coasts of New England with a power that recent tempests have seldom equaled. Fishing-smacks, merchant craft of stalwart build, and yachts, belated in their return home, were dashed by dozens on the reefs of the Middle and Eastern States, swallowed up by the terrific sea that ran at its highest for days together, or, like empty soap boxes in surf, were driven to shore. The death-list of seamen and others, unfortunate enough to be at the gale’s mercy or mercilessness ran well up into the hundreds. Nor was that all. For scores of miles inland travel was interrupted by wash-outs and cavings-in, on highways and railroads. The telegraph and mail-service were suspended in a dozen directions. Bridges were flooded or swept away as if by spring freshets. In the harbors and straits such tides swelled as made the oldest inhabitants of the villages along them shake in their shoes to hear measured and compared. For four days sheets of rain descended about Chantico with only brief pauses, and when the down-pouring from overhead lightened and at last ceased the wind and ocean were things to send dread into the spirits of even cool-headed skippers and spectators.

With every thing in the way of communicating with their friends brought to a stand-still, paralyzed, Philip and Gerald waited on Chantico Island, in company with the Probascos, and watched the
whirling and seething clouds and sea. Obed, however, was not able to
be with them very often after the second morning. His rheumatism
awoke when he did, and it kept the poor man much in his bed and in
pain enough to put other dilemmas out of his sympathy. Mrs. Probasco nursed him; “ran” the house; sat for half hours with
Touchtone and Gerald, chatting cheerfully and telling long stories of
her and Obed’s younger days, when they had lived on their parents’
 farms, some miles back of Chantico. She kept a watchful eye on
Gerald’s convalescence, and generally was like Cæsar in having “to do
all things at one time,” and, like the mighty Julius, she did not
complain of the situation.

The resources of the farm-house, except for Mrs. Obed’s lively talk,
were modest in such an emergency. One could not put his head out of
the door except the wind nearly blew it off. But any thing must needs
have been of a wonderfully distracting sort to beguile, for Philip
Touchtone, at least, hours that he knew must be costing their friends
great suspense or deep grief. There was a backgammon-board, with
the legend “History of England” on the back, deceiving nobody. Gerald
found amusement in another quite astonishing pastime, entitled, as to
its large and gaudy label, “The Chequered Game of Life: A Moral and
Instructive Amusement for Youth of Both Sexes. By a Friend to Them.”

“I wonder if it is meant for us?” Gerald asked when he unearthed
this ancient treasure. “I never heard of ‘youth of both sexes’ before. I
thought people had to be either boys or girls.”

Philip partly spent one morning in teaching the solemn cat sundry
tricks (much against patient pussy’s will), which afternoon showed she
had not given herself the slightest trouble to remember. With Gerald
at his elbow, to add accuracy to his notes, he “wrote up” his diary,
which had been abiding safely in his traveling-satchel. The partial
changes of linen and the convenient odds and ends that their satchels
contained were of truly unexpected value now that their trunk was in
the bottom of the sea, with the rest of the Old Province’s baggage.
Mrs. Probasco took the opportunity to put their limited clothing into
thorough order.

“Next time I come away on a short voyage I think I’ll pack all the
things in my closet into a hand-bag!” Gerald exclaimed, ruefully,
taking stock of their resources.

“Or send the trunk by land?” laughed Touchtone, grimly. “I’m glad, though, that there was nothing of downright value in the trunk that we couldn’t replace. When we get to Knoxport we can get a wardrobe together directly there, or wherever Mr. Marcy and your father advise. How lucky you didn’t put that daguerreotype of your mother in!—the one that is to be copied.”

“Yes,” answered the boy, seriously; “it was lucky. Papa would have felt as badly as I if that had been lost. It’s the only one we like.” Touchtone could see that this prolonged separation of the boy from his father, in more than one sense, would bring them nearer to each other than they ever had been before. “And a precious good thing,” he soliloquized. “The best way to keep some fellows chums seems to have somebody give them both a sound shaking now and then. Perhaps this sort of thing for Gerald and Mr. Saxton amounts to that.” In spite of the resolute silence of Gerald, for the sake of his friend, on the great topic of his father’s or Mr. Marcy’s whereabouts and conclusions, Philip (who certainly did not try to introduce it) knew that most of the time Mr. Saxton was in Gerald’s mind.

“Do you know what I think?” he said abruptly, once, looking up from the backgammon-board, after having thrown his dice and placed his men abstractedly during several turns. “I don’t believe that I’ve appreciated papa very much, nor that he has appreciated me very much—till now.”

Obed Probasco’s hobbling entrance for supper and a new study of the weather saved Touchtone’s answer to a statement that it struck him came peculiarly near to the truth, and to a very common state of matters between near relatives.

They rambled over the old farm-house, the wind roaring and the rain dashing about the eaves and windows. Philip possesses to-day a substantial reminder of this exploring, in the shape of a bright copper warming-pan, one of two that had belonged to “Grandmother Probasco,” which now hangs in restored glory in a place far from that dusky nook it occupied for so many years. The discovery of a rat in the wainscot of the kitchen, within convenient range of the dresser where Mrs. Probasco was accustomed to stand her hot bread and pies, gave
occupation to all the household, including Towzer (“You will call that
dog Towzer when you know his real name’s Jock,” frequently
remonstrated Mrs. Probasco) for a while the second afternoon. In the
evening Obed took to telling tales of a certain uncle of his who had
been “a seafaring man of oncommon educa tion,” and that chronicle
whiled away the hours till bed-time, and sent them to bed sleepy into
the bargain; the history recounted being of a mild and long-winded
sort, and chiefly connected with the efforts of the nautical ancestor to
induce “a widow that lived on Cape Ann” to exchange a little piece of
ground she owned for a big fishing-smack that she didn’t want, a
wedding being part of the proposed transaction. They became, by
hearsay, quite familiar with the quaint Chantico people and their
characters and ways. For, although Mr. and Mrs. Probasco were so
aloof from the little port, several of their kith and kin lived
thereabouts, and household supplies and queer chapters of gossip
came thence to the island. Philip remembers in these after years, as
one sometimes does things heard in a dream, the anecdotes and
homely annals that he listened to (or rather half-listened to) during
those days. Sometimes a curious name that happens to be read or
mentioned will bring back the scenes of that week, and even the
wearisome, hoarse noise of sea and storm from hour to hour.

By mutual consent, all questions of how far their detention from
Chantico might affect their plans were pushed aside, unless Gerald
was out of ear-shot. And, in any case, what could they determine?

But it does not seldom occur in this conversational world that when
every subject seems exhausted people hit upon one that is to turn out
the most important. This experience of “talking against time,” as it
might be called, with the friendly Probascos gave Touchtone an
instance of the fact which he has always thought satisfactory enough.
It was Gerald Saxton who, in the evening of the last day of the gale,
unintentionally set the ball in motion by a careless remark.

Obed happened to be out of the room for the sake of his efficacious
bottle of “lineament.” They had been speaking of the island-farm—how
fertile it was, how easily cultivated by Obed and by the extra help he
employed at certain times of the year; of the commodious old dwelling
that the couple had so long occupied that it was only at the days of
rent-paying that they realized themselves still tenants and not owners.

“You see,” said Mrs. Obed, holding up her darning-needle to re-thread it (making a very wry face in the process), “we’d ’a’ bought the island long ago, Obed and me—though there’s a pretty steep price for it, disadvantages considered—but there’s incumbrances as to the title; an’, besides, when GranTther Probasco dies (that’s my granTther over to Peanut Point—he’s feeble, very feeble—Obed an’ me ’ll have to take his farm and live there. It’s a real sightly place, an’ the land’s splendid. But it’ll be a hard pull for us to leave the island after spendin’ so much of our lives here.”

“I should think so,” assented Gerald. “I don’t see why ’that Mr. Jennison you speak of—the one who partly owns the old place still—don’t come over to take a look at it now and then, in the summers. I should think he would like to.”

The face of the farmer’s wife changed.

“Mr. Jennison isn’t the sort of man to care about that,” she replied. “He does come—sometimes. As it happens, husband kind o’ expected him this very month, on some errand he wrote about last July. There’s a hull roomful of his things up-stairs.”

“A roomful of his things!” ejaculated Philip, remembering the locked door.

“Yes; when he was a young man an’ used to visit oftener, we got in the way of keepin’ a chamber up-stairs that wasn’t no use to the family of us, as a kind o’ store-room for him. There’s quite a good many old articles o’ furniture an’ trunks and papers. He says they aint o’ any use, though they belonged in the family. He asked us to let ’em stay till he settled somewhere. He aint settled yet.”

“Doesn’t he live anywhere?”

Mrs. Probasco gave a cough. “I guess you might best say he lives every-where. He’s a roving gentleman, by his own account.”

“Oh, then, I suppose, he’s generally in New York, and makes that his head-quarters,” suggested Gerald. “My father says people who live out of New York most of the time always say that. Is he a broker?”

“I don’t know just what his business is,” returned Mrs. Probasco. Philip surmised that interesting facts as to Mr. Jennison lurked about. He decided not to interrupt Gerald’s thoughtless catechism.
“Sometimes his business seems to be one thing, and sometimes another,” the farmer’s wife concluded.

“I’d like to see him.”

“I don’t think you’d be specially taken with him,” dryly returned Mrs. Obed. “But he might happen here before you get off. He goes all over the country in long journeys. Sometimes Mr. Clagg—that’s the lawyer over to Chantico—don’t know his address for weeks.”

“And he’s really the last of the Jennisons, you say? What a pity he don’t live in this old place himself, and keep it up, for the sake of the family.”

Mrs. Probasco examined a stocking carefully.

“Yes, it’s a pity. But I don’t much think he could. Mr. Jennison isn’t married, an’ he isn’t rich, you see, nor—”

Just then Obed’s strong voice came from the door-way where he had been pausing. “Look here, Loreta,” he exclaimed, banteringly, “I should think you’d feel ashamed of yourself to sit there an’ try to pull the wool over their eyes! Where’s the use? I know you’ve a considerable loyal feelin’ to the Jennisons, but you needn’t carry it so far. The fact is, boys,” he continued, sitting down in his arm-chair with some difficulty—“the fact is Loreta an’ I have come to the conclusion that our Mr. Winthrop Jennison’s grown to be a pretty shady and suspicious sort of character. His life an’ his business seem to be matters that honest folks needn’t inquire into too closely. There, Loreta!”

“Now, Obed!” retorted Mrs. Probasco, in great annoyance, “you oughtn’t to say that! You don’t know, for certain, any more than I do.”

“May be I don’t know so much. May be I know more—more even than I’ve let on, my dear! For one thing, I haven’t ever yet given you the particulars of what Clagg told me that last afternoon I went over to pay the rent an’ learn if Mr. Jennison’d come from Boston.”

“Mr. Clagg? What did Mr. Clagg say, Obed?” asked the wife, her work and the boys forgotten in her sudden anxiety. Evidently the mysterious Mr. Jennison was a standing topic of debate between the pair. “How could you keep so still about it?”

“Well, I’ll let you hear now,” Obed replied, good-naturedly, with a wink at Philip, and in some enjoyment of the situation; “but wait.
Before I do Pm going to tell the boys here what you know already. Then they'll understand the rest of my story better. You see, Mr. Touchtone,” he began, “Mr. Winthrop Jennison grew up without father or mother, an’ he was first sent to one boarding-school, then to another, by his uncle, for whom he was named—who owned this place till he died. Mr. Winthrop was a wild kind of a boy, from the first. I guess he wasn’t so downright bad, but he was wild, an’ easy led into bad scrapes. There was two or three we heard of, before his eddication an’ his law studies was done. Then his uncle, that was his guardian, died; an’ Mr. Winthrop was sent to Europe. He’d used to come here quite often in the summers before that. Wife an’ I thought a good deal o’ him, an’ wanted to keep up his interest in the place. But in France and Germany he altered a good deal, an’ spent most of his money, an’ when he got back to New York he hadn’t much. He couldn’t well sell this, place, or he wouldn’t, so he always said. At any rate, that wouldn’t have been o’ much use. At last, Mr. Clagg found out he gambled bad, an’ that he’d got into a set of men in the city that was shady enough to turn him into a real blackguard if he didn’t look out! Mr, Clagg talked a lot to him an’ straightened out his money-matters for him, and then he come away from New York and started into practicin’ law in Boston.”

Touchtone listened with interest quite as much as Gerald, to whom this was an exciting sketch from real life, which, as later he would find, alas! has so many like it. But the next paragraph of Mr. Winthrop Jennison’s discreditable history made Philip’s attention suddenly sharp, and a flush of color came into his face.

“We heard these things an’ lots more about him, better or worse, mostly worse. Wife and I wondered at ’em and was sorry. But whenever he come over here, no matter what he might be further inside, Mr. Winthrop was always a perfect gentleman, not a bit dissipated-lookin exceptin’ his bein’ generally very pale; and we rather liked his visits. He seemed pretty well tired out when he was here. He’d shut himself up in his room, or take a boat an’ go fishin’. Wife an’ I think he’s stuck so to the place as a kind of a refuge an’ restin’-place for him when things don’t suit him. He’s a nice-lookin’, pleasant-spoken man, of, I dare say, forty, only he don’t look his age. Well, after
he’d been in Boston a while he broke loose again with a hull set of his worst chums. The papers said there was a forgery he and they was all mixed up in together. And when he come here, the same summer that Mr. Clagg knew about, then we found out that he’d got as many as a half dozen names and two or three post-office addresses.

“But there was worse to come. One afternoon, in September, he and some o’ the evilest-faced and best-dressed fellows I ever see come to the island from off a yacht. They all sat down there by the Point talkin’ and wranglin’ till sundown. Then Mr. Jennison went off with them in the boat, only cornin’ up here a minute to say how-d’-do to Loreta here. Loreta was more afraid of him than glad’ to see him, for all the soft spot in her heart.”

“I wasn’t afraid of him, Obed, but I wasn’t glad to see him,” protested Mrs. Probasco. “I was sure that no man could keep that kind o’ company and seem on such good terms with ’em, and be any longer a credit to his stock.”

“A credit to his stock!” mocked Obed. “That’s your usual mild way o’ puttin’ it. She’ll take the mans part, more or less, till she dies, boys, mark my words! Well, the very week after he and his party landed here, that afternoon, there came a big noise about a robbery of a bank in New York, that all the papers was full of; an’ the parties that managed it planned the hull affair in a yacht they’d hired, an’ they’d expected to get off safe in it when the thing was over. ’Twas a little before your day, Mr. Philip—the Suburban Bank robbery at a place close to New York—”

The Suburban Bank robbery! Touchtone caught his breath excitedly. Gerald nearly betrayed his friend by his unguarded look at Philip. But it was dark now, and the storm was boisterous. Obed pursued his tale, unobserving and quite forgetful of any names that he might have read long ago. “Mr. Clagg said that the description given durin’ the trial of those bank-scamps fitted some of Mr. Jennison’s friends ashore that day to a T. I’d taken some good looks at ’em from behind my salt haystacks. Well, after that, wife, here, she kind o’ give up about Mr. Jennison. You felt terrible bad, didn’t you?”

“Yes, I did,” Loreta assented, soberly, “though we couldn’t never make up our minds that he was actually any nearer mixed up in the
thing. You’d ought to say that,”, she added.

“You’ve said it for me,” Obed returned. “That’s enough.”

His regret and shame at such disgrace to the blood of the Jennisons was as strong as his wife’s, slightly as he expressed it. He continued his story rapidly:

“Well, the very week the bank was broken into he arrived here one mornin’ suddenly, an’ he stayed here a couple o’ days. We re

membered that later, in the trial; an’ from here he went off to Canada. Next thing Mr. Clagg knew he’d given up all his law business, whatever it amounted to, an’ was doing some thing, or nothing, in New York again. We scarcely saw him after that. He’s come less and less often, as wife may have told you—once a year, once in two years. He was last over here in the spring. An’ now I come to what Clagg was a-letting on to me the other day, Loreta.”

“I hope, I hope, Obed, that it’s nothing worse than what’s come already?” interrupted Mrs. Probasco.

In spite of any new and unexpected interest in Obed’s account of the black sheep of the Jennison line, Philip felt a touch of sympathy for her kindly grief.

“No, it aint so bad. Yet, it’s a trifle wuss, in one way,” Obed answered, philosophically. “There’s more ways o’ earnin’ a dishonest livin’ than there is for an honest one, I some timesthink. But give me, please, a square an’ fair villain! Clagg says that last year there was a bad case, a most amazin’ one, of blackmail in New York. Do you know what that is, wife? These boys do, I reckon. Well, this was a special, scandalous thing, so Mr. Clagg thinks; an attempt on the part of a couple of rascals to put a family secret into all the newspapers unless the two old ladies they threatened would pay ’em well on to twenty-five thousand dollars to keep quiet. They didn’t succeed. The police took the matter up. The rogues were frightened an’ get out of town as quick as they could, and they haint been heard of since. Clagg says he knows to a certainty that Winthrop Jennison was one of ’em! So that’s his last piece of wickedness, and he’s sunk low enough for that!”

“Clagg may be wrong,” replied Mrs. Probasco, sadly.

“Clagg isn’t often wrong, and this time he’s certain of what he believes,” replied Probasco, solemnly. “Now you can understand why I
feel less than I ever did before like shuttin’ that rascal out from under this roof, whether his grandfathers owned it or not. Now you know why, as I told Mr. Clagg, I’d like him to take away himself an’ every belongin’ he’s got under it. I’m through with him. A blackguard and coward, besides all the rest of his wickedness! If he does turn up here in the course of the next few days or weeks I sha’n’t tell him just that; but I’m going to remind him that this island’s mine, if I pay my rent, an’ henceforth he can stay away. What do you think about that, Loreta?”

“I—I reckon you’re about right, Obed,” responded Loreta, meekly. Apparently she realized there was no use a-wasting interest in so worthless and unsafe a direction.

“A great story, isn’t it, Mr. Philip?” Probasco demanded, as his wife rose to set supper on, but stood looking out of the window sadly.

“Yes—yes—a pretty bad one,” assented Touchtone.

He was about to add in as cool and indifferent a tone as he could command, “I wish you could just describe this Mr. Jennison a little more closely for me. Is he light or dark?” He cut short the question unuttered. Gerald was present. But, Io and behold! Mrs. Loreta nearly spoiled his generous precaution. She turned from the window abruptly.

“I’ve got a photograph of Mr. Jennison. Would you care to see it?”

“A photograph!” replied Gerald, “yes; ever so much! I’d be glad to see what such a bad man looks like.”

“Like a very good-looking man,” returned Mrs. Probasco from behind the supper-table. “I’ll get it just as soon as I pour this milk out.”

The light shone on Philip’s face. Gerald was looking at the cat rubbing herself against Towzer. Philip quickly shook his head at Mrs. Probasco and laid his finger on his lips. She nodded, surprised, but obedient. Smash on the floor fell the large yellow bowl she carried. Obed and Gerald and Philip started. Gerald ran around the table to see what the calamity amounted to.

“’Taint of the least consequence,” she said; “not a bit. I aint often so unhandy. Just hand me that broom there, an’ we’ll get the pieces together.”

Philip gave her a grateful and amused look at her clever device, and,
passing near her, said, “Don’t talk any more about that story. Don’t let him see the picture! I’ll explain later.” Mrs. Probasco not only heeded his words, but found a chance to put them into Obed’s ear. Obed looked at Touchtone curiously, as he took the hurried hint.

“Odd!” he thought to himself. “Dare say he don’t like the little boy to get such a story clearer in his mind. It aint such a pleasant one.

Supper passed off, the Jennison topic avoided. They had an ever-ready substitute for it in the weather. The storm was at last ceasing. The rain was less, the wind shifting. Next morning might be fairly clear. Obed’s rheumatism, however, made it unlikely that they could leave so soon. The farmer was as anxious as they, generous-hearted fellow! but no risks must be run. They were too many miles from the coast. The morning would decide for them.

Gerald was disappointed of the photograph after supper, Mrs. Probasco absented herself some time from the room to try and lay her hands on it, “wherever she’d put it last,” but returned without it. Philip thanked her again by an expressive look. She was a discreet woman.

Gerald was decoyed away to bed. He was wakeful and tried to engage Philip in a mumbled discussion of Obed’s story, and the possibility of there being anything of private importance to Touchtone in it. But that Touchtone could not at once determine this he soon perceived; and inferring that not much could be properly expected of it the boy ceased talking and fell asleep.

Philip walked into the other room. He was a good deal more excited than he seemed.

“May I see that photograph you spoke of now, Mrs. Probasco?” he asked. “I’ve had a very special reason for keeping it from Gerald. I’m so much obliged to you both for helping me.

Mrs. Probasco opened the book in which she had slipped it.

“There it is. He left it in the house by accident, last spring.”

She eyed Philip sharply. He bent over it in the candle-light. It was an imperial photograph from a leading New York studio. It is probable that there never was taken a more unmistakable and perfectly satisfactory like ness of the calm, handsome countenance of—Mr. “John A. Belmont.”
Philip was prepared for this certainty. But what was best to be done? Gerald and he, storm-stayed and sheltered under the roof of their enemy and persecutor—liable to be found there by him! They must indeed hurry from this house at the earliest instant. If only Philip had not been so reserved with Mr. and Mrs. Probasco as to the strange and dramatic interference of Belmont in their plans. If he had but given them so much as a hint at the adventure, then there would not now be so much to disclose and explain! Nevertheless, he felt sure he had acted prudently. Many courses occurred to him as he looked at the photograph with his host and hostess on either side of him.

“Have you ever seen him, Mr. Touchtone, down to New York, do you think?” asked Obed, certainly little expecting an affirmative reply.

Philip laid down the picture and turned to the couple, resolved.

“Yes, I have. I began to think so when you were finishing your story, and that’s why I wanted it broken off and this picture kept back. I am sorry to say it, but that man there is an enemy of mine and of Gerald Saxton, or, perhaps, of Gerald’s father. He has given us, unexpectedly, a great deal of trouble since Gerald and I left the Ossokosee. He would be glad, I am sure, to do more if he possibly gets the chance. We met him first as a Mr. Hilliard; and last, he told me to call him Mr. John A. Belmont, of New York. I—I—am a good deal afraid of him.”

Obed and Loreta Probasco stared at Touchtone, and then at each other, in astonishment too deep for more than the shortest of their favorite exclamations.

“I can tell you the whole story presently. You will see. Gerald has known but very little about it; I don’t intend he shall know much more. But, as to the main point, if Mr. Jennison should find us here, I don’t know what might happen. He must not find us. We are in a queer pickle, without any worse troubles. His landing here before we can get away, or his learning that Gerald and I have spent this time in the house with you, would make our fix far worse, I know. We must get to Chantico and Knoxport to-morrow, if the weather will let us even try it. And if this Mr. Belmont—Jennison, I mean—comes here before you hear from me, you must not let him know we were with you or in this neighborhood. After we once meet Gerald’s people it can’t make any difference. More still, after that, it may be, I’d like to have a chance to
talk to him myself, bad as he is. But, for the present, he must not hear our names breathed."

“Well, this is sudden!” Obed ejaculated. “But—”


“I was goin’ to say that wife an’ me had best know more about this right away, Mr. Touchtone,” said Obed, slowly. “It’s pretty queer. If we’re to do you any good, or, rather, not hurt your plans, you might post us a little further.”

“Exactly,” Philip replied. “You shall know whatever I can tell you as quickly as I can tell it.”

So, for two hours, while Gerald was in dreamland, the “posting” continued. Philip told his story, but not that part of his family his story that was hard to narrate to new friends. He answered frankly the many questions that their sympathy prompted. Once clear in their minds, neither Obed nor Mrs. Probasco doubted the story’s truth.

“You needn’t say more, to-night at least, Mr. Touchtone,” said Obed, at last; “we’ve heard enough—haint we, Loreta? Your story an’ mine run about as close as stories could—more’s the pity. The weather’s likely to be rough to-morrow, an’ my rheumatics may keep me from getting across till next day. I shall be terrible sorry if I’m not better. I wish I wasn’t alone. I’m pretty sure you’re fairly safe from the chance of Jennison’s coming to the farm this week; but I aint fully sure.”

“Well, if he does we can hide you both snug as a bug in a rug,” declared Mrs. Loreta, stoutly.

“Precisely,” continued Obed. “Anyway, inside of forty-eight hours you’ll be in Knox port an’ getting word to your friends—an’ from ’em, I hope. Make your mind easy.” “Yes, we’ll help you all we can to straighten every thing out right,” said his wife. “Nothing will happen to you here but we’ll know about it an’ be ready to go through it with you and that dear boy there that’s left in your charge. The good Lord bless him and you!”

The conversation ended. Philip went to bed, but not to sleep for a good hour or so. He speculated and planned. The Probascos talked
together in their room assiduously enough.

The next day the sky was, to say the least, threatening, and the sea terrifically rough for small craft. Probasco’s rheumatism was worse—one shoulder quite crippled. Philip was not used to navigation of the kind called for. Another day’s delay seemed unwise and unendurable, though he gave up every thing at last. But toward evening it was decided that the next morning, if the weather was even a trifle improved, he and Gerald should leave, with Obed’s help, or without, there being one or two obliging fishermen in Chantico who would bring back the cat-boat.

Accordingly, the next morning saw the two embarking, alone. Obed could not budge. Philip promised to exercise every kind of care, and he would communicate with Obed, by way of Chantico, within a few days. They bid these true, if new, friends good-bye. Philip shook Obed’s rough hand as the farmer lay in bed suffering severely, and any thing but patient at so untimely a set-back.

“I—I’d rather have lost a small fortune than that things should come this way,” he declared; “an’ I’ll be in as much of a fever as Loreta till we get word from you. I’m sure I wish you could stay a month.”

A rough and not particularly direct passage brought them safely to Chantico about noon. It was a bright, cold day. A stage-coach ran to Knoxport. They had exactly time to catch this. By the middle of the afternoon they were trundling along the main business street of Knoxport. They were set down at the door of the Kossuth House, the largest of the few inns the town possessed.

“At last! Here at last, Gerald,” exclaimed Touchtone, in deep relief, as they hurried into the office.
CHAPTER XVI.

SUSPENSE.

An elderly man, short-statured and with his grave countenance surmounted by a pair of spectacles, glanced at them from behind the desk of the neat little hotel as they approached it. Philip drew forward the register and took up the pen proffered him. Then he checked himself.

“No! It won’t do to register—at least to register our own names; and I don’t like to put down others.

During the instant’s hesitation came an exclamation from Gerald, “Look! look!” he whispered in joyful surprise. “There they are—both of them!”

Sure enough, sprawled in a familiar fist, could be read “Jay Marcy” and “Gerald B. Saxton,” under a stated date.

Philip turned quickly to the man. “Are Mr. Marcy and Mr. Saxtons till with you? I’m very anxious to meet them, sir.”

“Two gentlemen from New York? at least one of them? No; they went from here several days ago.”

The disappointment was as sudden as the hope.

“Do you know what place they left for?” asked Philip, eagerly—“their addresses? We want to get a message forwarded to them as soon as possible.”

The man consulted a memorandum-book. “I don’t know where they were going to. H’m! Letters to be sent to the Epoch Club, New York, and to the Ossokosee Hotel. That’s Mr. Marcy’s address. He’s the proprietor.” “Papa belongs to the Epoch,” whispered Gerald.
“You are sure they did not expect to return, here at present?”
“I don’t know. They said nothing about that; and there are those addresses. The gentlemen came on because of the loss of the steamer. Mr. Saxton’s son was drowned, with a clerk of Mr. Marcy’s, I believe, at the same time.”

The lads turned and looked at each other in astonishment. So they were really not supposed to be in the land of the living? Philip had feared it.

“Mr. Saxton’s son—and the clerk?” he replied. “How was it known?”
“O, they were both upset in a boat, over-turned in making for the shore. A sailor was picked up who had been in it; he told how it happened. Nobody else escaped—out of that boat. Their bodies weren’t recovered.”

“Mr. Marcy and Mr. Saxton—came on?” “Yes; got here the day after. Mr. Saxton was almost distracted, I believe. I didn’t see much of either of ’em. They only stayed until the folks on the steamer that came off safe were all in. Mr. Saxton’s boy was a little fellow—about as big as you,” he added, pointing to Gerald. “It’s been a bad thing for his father, I understand—broke him all up.

Philip laid a hand on Gerald’s trembling arm to warn him not to give way to the emotions almost ready to burst out. Gerald bit his lips and looked down at the register.

“Guess you must ’a’ been camping somewhere that the newspapers don’t get to very quick,” the elderly man said, smiling.

“We haven’t seen the papers,” assented Touchtone, simply. “One minute, please!” He read down the page, recognizing several names of passengers on board the Old Province. He found what he expected—“John A. Belmont, N. Y. C.,” and, lo and behold! beneath it, in the same hand, “W. Jennison, N. Y. C.” A rogue’s device, truly!

“Is this Mr. Belmont—or is Mr. Jennison in the house?” He put the question nervously.

“Neither of ’em. Mr. Jemiison I know quite well. I didn’t see the other gentleman with him. They had adjoining rooms. They left the day Mr. Marcy and Mr. Saxton got here. The room was vacant. I put Mr. Marcy in it, I remember.”

“Can you give me their addresses, sir?” Philip inquired, more
courageously.

“H’m! Mr. Belmont’s left no directions, nor Mr. Jennison either. I don’t find any.” He laid the memorandum-book down; he was becoming impatient.

“I’d like to see the proprietor of the hotel,” said Philip. “My friend and I must make some plans about stopping here or going to New York.”

“I am the proprietor,” returned the elderly man. “My name is Banger. What can I do for you?”

“I’d like to talk a little while with you, somewhere else than here—where we won’t be overheard, please. It won’t take long.”

Mr. Banger suspected some confession of a school-boy lark or a runaway, shortness of funds for hotel bills, or some appeal to his kindness of that sort. He had had boys make them before. But he called to a young man coming into the office, “Here, Joe; I’ve business with these gentlemen. Look after things till I get through,” and led Philip toward a little room across the hall. Gerald would have accompanied them, but Touch tone prevented it. It might interfere with what details he must disclose. Gerald sat down in the office with his back to Joe, and stared at the wall with eyes full of tears, and with a heavy heart that Touchtone hoped he could soon lighten.

Some persons have a faculty of not being surprised. Mr. Banger generally believed he had. But it is improbable that any Knoxport citizen was ever quite so astonished as he was by the first sentence of Philip’s account. During the process of mastering the details that came after it he fairly reveled in such a story as it unfolded. He could hardly be kept from calling Joe and all Knoxport to draw near and partake of such a feast.

“I do, I do congratulate you with all my heart!” he declared over and over. “Your escape has been a miracle. And to think they have been mourning and lamenting and giving you both quite up,” he continued. “But the mourning is nothing to make light of when it’s a father’s for his son, or such a kind of grief as Mr. Marcy’s. I’m glad I didn’t say more before that little fellow. Never did. I see a man so cut to the heart in all my life as his father. Marcy had to keep with him every minute of the little time they were in town.”
The thing is, then, to get word to them both just as soon as can be. Unless they went straight back to town or to the Ossokosee—"

"Somehow I doubt if they did. I think I heard to the contrary. We'll wire at once. Will you stay here with young Saxton till you get answers to your telegrams?"

"I guess that's the best thing for us."

"I'll see to it you're comfortable. And, look here, do you know what I'd do next—the very minute you've got through your dispatch?"

"No; what, sir?"

"I'd go down to the office of the Knoxport Anchor and ask for Benny Fillmore, the editor. Fillmore sends all the news from this part of the country to some of the New York and Boston papers. He'll telegraph your whole story to two or three, to-night. It'll be in print to-morrow, and that's away of telling all your friends that you're alive and waiting to hear from them that likely will beat any other."

"That is a good idea," Philip replied, struck with it. "It's doubtful how soon we can get direct word."

But as he spoke he remembered a reason why Mr. Banger's last suggestion was not a good one, after all. No, better not adopt it.

"I'll just step to the desk and register for you, or let you do it for yourselves. Eh? What's that?"

"I think it would be better for us not to register," Philip said, slowly, "if you don't mind; and, on second thoughts, perhaps we hadn't better be telegraphed about—to the papers."

"Why not, for pity's sake? You can keep as much to yourselves while you are here as you like. You needn't be pestered by visitors out of curiosity, if that's what you're thinking of."

"No, not that. The fact is, there is—a person who might give us a great deal of trouble and upset all our plans badly if he happened to know that we were here alone—if this person could get here before Mr. Marcy or Mr. Saxton."

Mr. Banger was nonplused. He deprecated keeping from all the rest of Knoxport and of creation this romantic return of the dead to life. Good could be done by it; and besides his own name and his hotel's would attain the glory of New York print. What foolishness was this?

"I don't understand," he said. "What kind of a person? How could
you be annoyed? I’ll look after you.”

There was no helping it. Philip had to explain as much of the Hilliard-Belmont persecution as made its outlines clear. Pie hurried it over. But of the names, and especially of his discovery that the man Belmont and Mr. Winthrop Jennison were the same person, he uttered not a syllable. “Where’s the use?” he thought. “I ought not to give you the name,” he repeated, firmly—“at least not now.” Mr. Banger looked at him and then at the ceiling, and nodded his head slowly to show that he was considering, or would let this or that point pass for the present. Then he asked sundry questions. Philip answered them with an uncomfortable feeling that after piling Ossa on Felion in this way he might be—doubted. But he fought off that notion.

“Well,” said Mr. Banger, “I don’t see that you’d best let Fillmore go without his news. If this man comes, as you say he might, I will see that you get rid of him. It’s a great mistake, it’s downright cruel, not to use the newspapers.”

“I think we’d better not,” Philip said, firmly.

“It may save hours and days. Those men may have gone where letters will be slower than print.”

“I know it; but I can’t have that man bothering us again. If I were alone I shouldn’t care.”

“But you are not alone,” persisted Mr. Banger. “I tell you, I’ll be here to look after him, if he makes new trouble.”

Touchtone held to his point. There was to be no publicity of their affairs even in Knoxport. So Mr. Banger gave in, without the best grace. The matter was not being adjusted as he thought proper. Nevertheless both returned in good humor to Gerald, whose quiet distress had given place to restlessness at the prolonged absence of Philip.

They were put down on the register as “Mr. Philip and brother.” Their room was assigned them. Newspapers sent up were read eagerly, with the accounts of the steamer’s fate. The two hurried down the street to the station where was the telegraph-office. All idea of leaving Knoxport until word came was abandoned.

“I am going to send to the Ossokosee—just that—for addresses, and to Mr. Hilliard in New York. They will be glad to hear about us, I
know, and perhaps the news will reach your father or Mr. Marcy soonef.”

“Mr. Hilliard said he was to leave town that day for the West.”

“So he did! But here goes!”

The operator took the dispatches leisurely.

“Of course you know these may not get off this evening; perhaps they will, sometime to-night.”

“Why not?” Philip asked, in dismay. The storm has broken our connections. They’ve been working on the line all day. It may be running as usual any hour now, or not until to-morrow.”

Another set-back!

“Please do the best you can with them,” he replied. “I will come down from the hotel after supper, to inquire.”

They turned toward the post-office and sent the letters, and a card to the Probascos. There was some shopping that was absolutely necessary. That mild distraction was good for both of them. They bought whatever they needed, including -a small trunk.

“Well, there’s one good thing—we’ve money enough to get through quite a siege, Gerald. Mr. Marcy allowed us a wide margin over traveling expenses. We can wait and wait, here or elsewhere, without danger of being on the town.”

“But how long must we wait, I wonder?” replied Gerald, trejnulously. “O, Philip, it seems to me every thing gets into a worse muddle each minute. You’re trying to hide it from me. When will they get word from us?”

“By to-morrow we shall hear from them, depend on it. Perhaps in the forenoon. I don’t know what you can think I’m hiding, you lost Gerald Saxton, you! It’s all a queer jumble.”

His effort at cheerfulness failed.

“I’m sick of it all! so sick!” exclaimed Gerald. “We’re.in a fix, a regular fix! I believe it will get worse instead of better. What did you and Mr. Banger have to say that took so terribly long—without me?”

“Well, I had to explain all our story to him, you know. I was sorry to leave you alone. Come, now, don’t be down-hearted! There’s nothing for you to be afraid of. I think the adventure is very funny, take it all in all. It’s a little tiresome now, but we shall laugh over it next week—you
and your father and Mr. Marcy and I. Don’t you think Halifax is a small sort of a country city?” And he pointed, laughing, at Knoxport’s main street and tiny green square, with its black-painted anchors and chains.

“Yes,” Gerald answered, without a smile. “Poor papa!” he went on, presently. “How strange it will seem to him! He will be so glad to hear!”

Touchtone thought this opportunity not bad for bringing truth home.

“Glad? In spite of all the nonsense that you’ve talked now and then about his being so cool and careless toward you? Now you can’t help seeing what stuff that’s been, and I hope you won’t ever think it again. Why, he’ll be the happiest man in the world when he gets that message.”

“I shall be the happiest boy to get his.” They did not see much of Mr. Banger on their return to the Kossuth House. He was engaged with some business matters, and merely called out, “Did you send them off all right?” to Philip, as they walked through the office. They had supper. Philip was anxious to escape unnecessary observation. There were not many guests; but two or three, as well as some of the towns-people, tried to engage him in chat without success.

The telegrams left Knoxport at nine o’clock, not before. It was with a sigh of relief that Philip received this news. He and Gerald, on whom it had a decidedly good effect, came up slowly from the station. Of course there was no chance of any word before some time in the next day. In fact, how fast the different dispatches were likely to go was a subject Touchtone would not let Gerald discuss. The storm had played havoc far and wide. Three or four connections between this little place and New York! And as many, perhaps, before at last the click of the instrument in the office at the Ossokosee would begin to be heard!

More than that, it was late in the season. Was the Ossokosee open yet? “It must be!” he exclaimed to himself. “Or, rather, Mr. Marcy must have gone back there to wind up the accounts and close the house, probably taking Mr. Saxton with him.” But the more he thought of this, and felt that confusion of mind which is apt to occur when one worries over details, the more he came to the conclusion that he had
made a mistake in not adopting Mr. Banger’s suggestion as to Fillmore, the newspaper correspondent.

“I’ve a good mind to do it. What harm can come of it, especially as Mr. Banger is here to help me any minute? It’s ten to one that that rascal don’t meddle with us.”

Mr. Banger was still talking in the office.

“I believe I’ll step down to the newspaper you spoke of and find that Mr. Fillmore and let him send his account,” he said.

“This gentleman is Mr. Fillmore—just dropped in here,” returned the hotel proprietor, pushing his neighbor, a red-faced young man with hair to match his complexion.

It would not be kind to cast any doubts on Mr. Banger’s honor or on his ability to hold his tongue about even a remarkable secret; but it seemed to Philip that the editor had already numerous ideas of the story that he hastily dashed down in his note-book, and certainly Mr. Banger had been in close confab with him for an hour. Perhaps that paragraph on the escape of Philip and Gerald, and their waiting at Knoxport for word from their friends, would have appeared, without Philip’s leave, in The Tribune and The Herald and The World and The Advertiser of the following morning exactly as it did—not to speak of the longer statements which graced the next day’s Anchor’s columns. But this cannot be decided by the present chronicler. Certain it is that Mr. Fillmore seemed reasonably astonished. He hurried away with his notes to the telegraph office, where, the wires being now in order, it was promised that his news should be “rushed through;” and it really was.

The next day, from the hour that they rose until dinner, and from dinner until supper, was simply—expectation, and expectation without reward. Nothing came! They hung about the hotel, Philip abandoning even his intentions of making Gerald look about the town and its pretty suburb. The suspense gathered and increased. The fact was they were both, the older boy as well as his friend, reaching its severest limits. Touchtone had counted on some word before noon. When afternoon became a confirmed blank, his excitement increased, till he had all he could do to be reasonably tranquil—for two. What could it mean? The distance—the storm inland—some carelessness?
“There is, a dead-lock—a dead-lock somewhere!” Touchtone exclaimed to himself over and over. Some of the telegrams had been duplicated. Two to other persons at Ossokosee—Farmer Wooden one of them—were added. They had no available New York acquaintances. Further dispatches were useless. If the enigm’a had a simple answer it was as effective as one in which lay a tragedy. The silence might any moment explain itself as a calamity or a burlesque. Must they wait another day for a solution—or for none?

“We wont do that, I think, Gerald,” he said. “No. If this delay keeps on we will leave here to-morrow and start for home, the Ossokosee. Even if we find the doors shut in our faces we’ll find people glad to take us in, forlorn creatures that we are.” There was not much mirth in his laugh.’

“I—I think we’d better go home,” said Gerald; and this prospect brightened him a little.

Mr. Banger was on Jury duty all that day, and, much to his disgust, he was locked up for the night with eleven other good and true men. He sent word to his viceroy, Joe, that he “couldn’t tell when Wilson Miller (the town undertaker) would know black wasn’t white, and let them all get home to their business—it was all his pig-headedness!” But about ten o’clock Mr. Banger was released and made his way back, quite put out with life and with the ways of administering justice in these United States. He had not thought of Philip and Gerald and of their mysterious detention. But it surprised him to now infer, from what Joe said, that they had not yet been able to get replies from their friends.

“Things must be decidedly out of order somewhere,” he exclaimed to Joe, as they were sitting together in the office, chatting about the day’s affairs. From the bar-room came the sound of a few voices, and the hotel was settling down for the night. “Does that young fellow seem to have as much money about him as he’d ought to—by what he said to me?”

“I don’t know,” Joe replied. “You told me not to bother ’em.”

“I wonder if his story is all made out of cloth that will wash? To look at either of the two would make one suppose so. But I’ve been sold before now by people, old and young.”
As he spoke Philip walked in sight. He had left a package in the office, and came downstairs for it. He looked pale and anxious.

“Nothing turned up yet?” queried Mr. Banger. “Odd! I should think you’d feel quite nonplused.”

“I do,” replied Philip, pausing. “It is—rather curious.” He did not wish to seem uncomfortable.

“I think we shall hear something to-morrow. Good-night, sir.” And he went up-stairs again, too weary and dejected to talk over his worry with any comparative stranger.

Just as he closed his bedroom door, and as sounds from below were shut out, wheels came crackling up to the front piazza. Mr. Banger walked to the door. Somebody was standing beside his vehicle. “In half an hour,” he was saying; “and rub him down well before you bring him back.”

Mr. Banger recognized the voice.

“Ah, Mr. Jennison!” he exclaimed, as that gentleman came up the steps leisurely, “where do you hail from at this time of the evening?”

“When most decent people are going to sleep, ourselves the bright exceptions?” Mr. Winthrop Jennison returned.

“When most decent people are thinking about going to sleep,” the landlord answered humorously.

“Well,” returned Mr. Jennison, looking back solicitously after the horse, “I’ve been near Morse’s Farms for several days. I found I must drive over here to-night on some business. So on I came, Mr. Banger,”

“You’ll stop here, sir, till morning? I thought I heard you say—”

“Unfortunately, I can only rest here a half an hour, as you might have heard. I have promised to—to—give a friend of mine on the Point some important papers before to-morrow. He is expecting me. My horse is so blown that I find I must get there a little later than I like.”

“The Point Road! That’s six miles, at least! and you’ve driven twelve since you started, and in a hurry, too!”

“I know it. But it’s a special matter, and I must get to that house some time this evening. My friend will sit up for me. Can you give me a good cigar, Mr. Banger? Sorry I can’t stop.”

Joe bustled off to the bar-room to fetch a box. Mr. Jennison glanced at the hotel register with an air of indifference.

“Are those young fellows that were on the steamer—the two that
were thought drowned—still with you? I read about the thing a while ago in the paper."

"Yes; I disguised the names on the register there to oblige them. 'Mr. Philip and brother.' Odd circumstance. They haven't heard from their folks yet. Queerer still."

"They haven't?" asked Mr. Jennison. He twisted his mustache and pored over the book. Suddenly he looked up as Joe brought the cigars for his selection, and said, "'Mr. Philip and brother.' I think I have some recollection about that name. I wonder if—" He stopped, and cut and lighted the cigar deliberately.

"By the bye, one of them, the elder, inquired after you and your friend Mr. Belmont. I forgot it, I declare!"

"Inquired after me? After that Mr. Belmont who happened to be with me? I hardly know Belmont. That's singular. But they may have heard my name. Describe them to me, if you please, Mr. Banger."

Whatever in this dialogue was acting would have done credit to any player on the boards. The tones of voice, the looks, gestures, were alike highly artistic."

Mr. Banger described. He had not talked with Mr. Jennison often; but he had respect for that gentleman's supposed knowledge of the world, though he was inclined to suspect that it took in a peculiarly shady side of it. He liked Mr. Jennison; but he did not altogether understand him.

"Really, they might—they might be a pair of young impostors after all," laughed Mr. Jennison. "It's one way to get half a week's board out of you, you see, unless you've got your money or unless their story is backed." Mr. Banger fidgeted.

"That has occurred to me, sir. This uncommon delay—"

"Well, I hope not. I'll be coming back from my friend's to-morrow morning, and you can tell me if any thing turns up then. It may be they are not what they profess in this sensation story; and they may give you the slip. I certainly do recall something about that name, Philip, and about such a pair of lads. Don't say any thing, though. Remember that, please."

The horse came up shortly. Mr. Jennison drove off. Perhaps it is as well to say whither. He did not go forward, to reward the patience of
any weary householder waiting for “important papers.” He rode to the junction of the Point Road with a cross-track, turned down the latter, and made his way in the moonlight to a certain deserted saw-mill, standing back among some poplars. He tied his horse, whistled, and presently was met by two men who seemed thoroughly glad to see him.

“Well, I couldn’t get here sooner,” he explained, tartly. “That little affair of my own, that I spoke of, has come up again and detained me.”

The three disappeared in the dark building. They talked there almost until the red and yellow dawn began to shimmer between the poplar-tops.
CHAPTER XVII.

IN THE ARBOR.

BACK of the Kossuth House was a good-sized garden, reaching through to a partially built-up street in the rear. Kitchen vegetables monopolized one half of it. In the other beds of phlox and petunias and hollyhocks gayly inclosed a broad, open grass-plot. A path divided it, and at the lower end of this, not far from the back street, was a roomy grape-arbor. It was a remote, quiet nook.

It was especially quiet about two hours after breakfast that sunny morning. Gerald sat alone in it, waiting for Touchtone to return from an errand in the town. It was decided. They would leave Knoxport for New York and Ossokosee at four o’clock, unless news came to them that explained their predicament and altered their plans. This seemed unlikely. Nothing had yet been heard. Touchtone was confounded and desperate.

A conversation with Mr. Banger added a new uneasiness. He perceived that his host of the Kossuth was really inclined to doubt the genuineness of their story and the identity of himself and Gerald. His manner, at least, was, all at once, cold and unpleasant. Besides that, the amount of money they possessed was not so great, after all, certainly not inexhaustible. Every day’s moderate expenses lessened it. Their return journey was before them, besides.

“I can’t stand it, Philip; I can’t any longer! Papa is dead, or something dreadful has happened to him and Mr. Marcy. Let us get out of this place.” After breakfast Gerald spoke thus.

“But we may just be running off from the thing we are waiting for.
Perhaps this very afternoon, if we should go—"

“O, Philip, please, let us go! I can’t stay shut up here, where we shall never find out any thing! It’s telling on you as much as on me, for all you try to explain things away! Not another night here! Do say yes, Philip.” “Well—yes,” replied Touchtone, gravely. “I think it will be best. Whatever this delay comes out of, it may last indefinitely. We’ll be ready for the four o’clock train.”

Mr. Banger received this decision in silence.

“Joe will bring up your bill before dinner,” he said, dryly.

“It will be paid when Joe does bring it,” returned Touchtone, with equal dryness. Then with a few words to Gerald, who preferred staying alone in the inn to allowing any possible telegram to wait in the absence of both, Philip passed out into the street.

Gerald went up-stairs. Not relishing solitude or companionship, he soon came down. Then it was that Mr. Banger made a sudden, tactless attempt at friendliness—and an unexpected catechism. Gerald quietly resisted. He did not fancy Mr. Banger. The boy strayed out along the garden-path and sat a while, in lonely despondency, in the thick-shaded arbor.

The book he had brought fell from his hand. He leaned his head on his arm, the sunlight between the leaves falling upon his bright hair as he looked over the sunny old garden. The caw of a crow, flying high above some neighboring field, and the click of builders’ trowels, mingled with sounds from the lower end of the town. A footstep came lightly up to the arbor-path. He turned around; much astonished. He beheld Mr. Hilliard-Belmont-Jennison (known to him still by only the first borrowed name), scarcely thought of by the little boy, save as a vanished mystery, since the ride on the train from Ossokosee.

“Ah!” the new-comer exclaimed, in his former smooth voice, “I’m delighted to find you here, Gerald. Mr. Banger told me you were. How are you?” He extended his hand, smiling. “You remember me, don’t you?” he asked, standing between the boy and the arbor’s entrance.

Gerald stared at him in bewildered surprise. He would have been more terrified had not so much to cause fear long been spared him.

“I—I do. Yes, sir,” he replied, with wide-open eyes and a pale face. “I—I hope you are well.”
“Quite well, I thank you,” laughed the other. “And I hope you and Mr. Touchtone have forgiven that silly trick, which I never, never meant to let go so far, that I drifted into in the train that afternoon. You remember?”

“Yes. We didn’t know what to make of it. Mr. Hilliard—Mr. Hilliard said—”

“O, I saw Mr. Hilliard next evening and made it all right with him for taking his name in vain, in my little joke. I expected to clear it all up before we got to town that night. Our being separated prevented me. I would have written you and Mr. Touchtone again—” “Again? We didn’t get any letter from you!

“What I None? Then my long apology went astray. Too bad! But never mind now, I have better things to tell you, my boy. What do you think I came out here for?” Whatever it was, his manner had an underlying nervousness. He looked to the right and left, toward the house and the street, especially the rear of the garden. A gate was cut in the tall fence. A horse whinnied outside of it.

“Have you any news for us? A telegram? You have heard from papa? —from Mr. Marcy?” The lad had forgot vague perplexities and vague distrusts in hope.

“Yes, I have. Mr. Banger’s just told me your trouble. Your father and Mr. Marcy are all right, my boy. I’ve been sent to tell you so, and to take you straight to them. Hurrah!”

The little boy uttered a cry of joy.

“O, please do! And please tell me every thing, right away! What has been the trouble? We’ve been so dreadfully frightened. Philip will be back in a little while. I’m so glad I stayed!”

He sat down on one of the rustic benches in intense relief and excitement.

“Well, it’s too long a story for me to go through now,” laughed Jennison. But the laugh was a very short one. Again he looked sharply out into the empty garden.

“There was a grand mess about every thing—telegrams, letters, and so on. You’ll hear all that from your father himself, and from Marcy. The best of my news is that they are both at a farm-house, not three miles from here! I have a horse and buggy out there this minute”—he
pointed to the rear gate of the garden, over which, sure enough, rose the black top of a vehicle—“to take you over to them. We needn’t lose a minute.”

The strain released brought its shock. The boy’s heart beat violently, with an inexpressible sense of returning comfort and joy.

“How good, how very good you are, sir!” he answered, innocently, casting aside all the mysterious “joke” of the railroad train. “It will make Philip feel like a new creature. But why didn’t papa come with you? or Mr. Marcy?”

“Your father’s been very ill since the report of your being drowned. He’s not well over it yet, and Mr. Marcy is with him. Don’t be frightened; the shock’s all past, but he’s not strong. So don’t lose a moment, please. You can come back in a few hours for your things.”

“But you don’t want me to go—without Philip. You don’t mean that we must start this minute, do you?” The boy looked up in timid surprise, though the brightness of his face, since the news, would have been a pleasure for any one to notice except a man who seemed as absorbed and hurried as was the bringer of these tidings. “I can’t.”

“O, nonsense! You mustn’t stop for any thing now. Time is precious, and it’s cruel in you to waste a second before you satisfy your father that you are really alive. He doubts it yet. You don’t know how ill he has been. We’ll just slip right out of this gate here to the buggy.”

“But Philip—”

“I’ve made it all right for Philip with Mr. Banger. Philip’s to follow us the moment he gets back. He may be some time.”

“No, no. Let us wait. We must stay till he comes. He won’t be long, I’m sure. I’d rather keep papa—any body—waiting just a little longer than do that. O, how sudden, how strange it all is!”

“Yes, wonderfully strange. But, I tell you, my dear boy, I was specially asked not to lose minutes in bringing you when I found you. Mr. Marcy urged me. They thought Philip might be elsewhere. He’s to come right after us.” Just then voices were heard in the back room of the hotel.

“Philip! Philip!” called out Gerald, joyfully and clearly, fancying that, even at that distance, he recognized him.

“Stop that! Keep still! Don’t call that way! It’ll only make a fuss!
He’s not there!” Jennison exclaimed, angrily.

“Philip!” called Gerald, determinedly, “Philip!”

Jennison sprang forward. He made an effort to seize the lad by the arm or the shoulder. At the same time came a strangely suspicious whirl of the heavy Mackintosh cloak he had carried on one arm. It caught on the table.

Deception and danger! The idea of a shameful lie, and the meaning of the gate and buggy flashed before the boy. He cried out, “Let me go!” to the man, who he now divined was a false and malicious foe, preparing absolutely to abduct him and carry him, heaven knew where, by force! “I won’t go,” he cried, sharply.

Jennison attempted to catch his arm again.

“Hold on there!” came a call.

Philip Touchtone dashed into the arbor. He faced the enemy. He pushed Gerald aside and stood between them. Once more, as a while ago, at that encounter with the tramp down in Wooden’s Ravine, he was on hand in time to help Gerald fight a physical battle against untoward odds.

“How dare you! Don’t you touch him again! Where did you come from? What are you doing?” he asked Jennison, pale with anger and astonishment.

“I’m doing what I tried before—to take that boy to his father!” answered the other, angrily. “Again you interfere!” with an oath.

“Again you track him for mischief—track him to steal him! Stand over there, Gerald! Touch him, if you dare!”

Philip was of good size and weight for his age, as has been said, and all the old and new resolution and protection revealed itself in his manly, defiant attitude and upraised walking-stick.

“I will touch him! You spoil my plans again, do you? You shall rue it, Mr. Philip Touchtone.”

He made a step forward; but fine villainy means often physical cowardice, and Philip looked no trifling adversary.

“He says he comes from papa—and Mr. Marcy,” said Gerald. “He says—”

“Never mind what he says! It isn’t true! He is trying to hurt us both. Aren’t you ashamed of yourself to lie to that little fellow, Mr. Winthrop
Jennison?” he demanded.

Of his own muscle he was not altogether sure, if an actual wrestle over Gerald came. He wished by loud talking to attract any kind of attention over in the hotel.

“You—spoil my plans—again!” repeated Jennison, regarding him indecisively, but with a look of such malignant anger, especially at the sound of that name, that it has remained in Philip’s memory all his life, in his mental photograph gallery of looks.

“Yes, Mr.—Jennison. And I hope to spoil them for good and all now. I wondered whether I’d seen the last of you. I mean to, soon! What have you got to say about this new trick? Not what you’ve been trying to make him believe, Mr. Jennison.”

Jennison was silent for an instant. He was, truly, on the last trial to carry forward that daring scheme which had suggested itself so suddenly, been abandoned, then taken up again, as circumstances seemed to throw in his way the chance to complete it. It was characteristic of the man and of his hap-hazard recklessness, as well as of his sense of the desperateness of his position, that he cast aside one attempt for another, and changed one position for another, each of sheer audacity, during the rest of the scene. His judgment, if bold and masterful, was ill-balanced. But he must have cowed and driven many an opponent to whatever wall seemed hardest to escape over, or he would not have changed falsehoods and purposes so swiftly as he now did. He knew his perils! Standing before the door of the summer-house, he eyed Philip. With that quick turn from force to a kind of blustering wheedle which he had resorted to on the altercation on the Old Province, he said, disregarding Gerald’s presence altogether

“See here, now, Touchtone, keep cool! We’re not overheard yet, and there’s no reason why we should be. I wont hurt you—”

“Hurt me!”

“No. Do you remember the last thing I said to you that night we talked? What I promised you? It’s not too late now for you to ask me to keep my promise, and—once more to save us both lots of trouble.”

“You mean for me to second you in your plans?, whatever they are? And if I do I’m to be rewarded? Eh?”

The other nodded and gnawed his lip.
“If I don’t I’m to be made to suffer, I believe? Even if you can’t gain what you’re after?”

“You’ll do that, depend on it.”

“I told you then that I knew, I knew, that you could not bluff me nor cheat other people long enough to hurt Gerald or me! I tell you so again. I’ve no more to say. If you want to talk further here, I don’t. Come up to the hotel and do it out” loud. I believe I dared you to try that once before, too.”

Jennison smiled savagely.

“I will, you young—hound!” he exclaimed, losing his self-control. “You seem to think you can have things all your own way.”

I do not know what sincerity lay in this assent. Just then Mr. Banger came strolling around the walk. The last loud words reached his ears. He looked toward the arbor and turned toward the disputants.

“Do you mean to say that you will play a part before him,” cried Philip, pointing to Mr. Banger, “as you threatened to do before Captain Widgins?”

Jennison’s only answer was to look at his watch. Then he called out, “Mr. Banger! Mr. Banger! Will you step here?”

Mr. Banger regarded the scene in astonished disapproval. The anger in Philip’s face, Jennison scowling darkly, Gerald, very white, tearful, trembling visibly with fear. But Gerald was the first of the three to accost the new-comer.

“Mr. Banger, that man is trying—he wants to—”

Without any regard to Gerald’s voice Jennison began in a hard but reasonably controlled manner:

“Mr. Banger, I think it is as I told you. I have been telling that young man there that you and I have suspected his imposture, and the help he has taught this little scamp here to give him. I’ve begged him to make a clean breast of it. He has confessed, under my promise to intercede for them both with you and others. His name is Samuel Peters, and he has run away from a Boston orphan asylum with this younger lad. They are both very sorry that they have tried to play the parts of those unfortunate boys mentioned in the papers, but—”

Touchtone was aghast at this astonishing statement. Yet if his foe chose to resort to new falsehoods he would ignore them for the truth.
“That is a lie!” he burst forth. “Do you know who that man is, Mr. Banger? He is Winthrop Jennison, who owns the island opposite Chantico, and—”

“You young fool! Do you think I don’t know that?” asked Banger, “I think so, and I thought so, Mr. Jennison! Scape-graces that you both are—”

“And he is Mr. ‘Hilliard,’ or ‘Mr. John Belmont,’ too; and he has tried to steal Gerald Saxton from his father, and from me—and—”

“You are crazy,” interrupted Mr. Banger, coolly. “Mr. Winthrop, I guess we’d better—”

“I guess you’d better not be so sure you know him, nor be so ready to think I am a cheat,” Philip continued, impetuously. “That man has been a forger and a blackmailer. He leads a regular double life that you don’t know any thing about. Give me time, Mr. Banger! Please wait! I promise you—I give you my solemn word of honor—I can prove every thing I say. If you refuse to listen you will surely be sorry.”

Mr. Banger looked angrily from Touchtone to Jennison.

“The boy has lost his senses because his trick’s burst up,” he said, in an undertone. Then to Philip; “Be silent, sir! Follow me, both of you, to the house this minute! The more you say the more you expose yourself. We will see what is best to do about you in a few moments.”

“If you don’t believe me, send to Chantico Island and bring Mr. and Mrs. Probasco to stand up for us. Or get Mr. Flagg, the lawyer, to tell you what he knows about him. I don’t deny he is Mr. Jennison. But he is a bad man—he is half-a-dozen bad men, besides. He keeps his mask on for you as for the most of the world. Look at him. Can’t you see he knows I am speaking the truth.”

“A constable will quiet your tongue, my boy, soon enough,” exclaimed Jennison in haughty wrath. But Philip’s acquaintance with some facts and names last mentioned must have astonished and confused him somewhat. “You are a young blackguard of the first water, and shall be put in a placc you ought to have been familiar with long ago. Will you hold your tongue and follow Mr. Banger?”

“A constable is a thing I’ve no fear of! Let me be put where any one likes. The truth will get me out of it soon enough. Mr. Banger, that man tried to steal Gerald the day we left the Ossokosee. He tried to get
me to give him up to him on the *Old Province*. He is a kidnaper.”

“Peters,” began Mr. Banger, “I warn you—

“I am not Samuel Peters. I am Philip Touchtone. Ask all Ossokosee County.”

His eyes flashed, and he threw back the false name with infinite disdain.

“You choose a fine *alias*—that of an unconvicted felon, a burglar’s cat’s-paw. Banger, I knew a man of that name once.”

“Ah!” cried Touchtone, “a man—that you knew! The man that you yourself told me you knew! I believe you did! and that you could clear the stain on his memory to-day by something you have always known, too, about that miserable charge. Mr. Banger, my father was Reginald Touchtone, who was accused of—”

Mr. Banger interrupted him sharply.

“I want no more of this farrago, sir, about yourself or any one else. If you are, indeed, a criminal’s son, your asylum’s authorities did well to change your name. Once for all, will you come back to the house with me, and perhaps to leave it, as—as—your conduct and—and candor shall allow me to decide, or shall I have you dragged off my premises by force?”

Touchtone checked himself.

“Gerald, we will go with them to the house,” he said, in a firm tone, looking down at the younger boy with profound sorrow in his eyes at realizing all at once what an experience was this for Gerald to be obliged to endure. “You and I are not afraid of this man nor of any one, are we? It’ll all be set right soon. Try not to cry.”

He took Gerald’s cold hand tightly in his own. “We will go with you,” said he, turning to Mr. Banger. “It’s only a question of time to make you learn the truth. All right, Gerald; you’ll be with me, you know, whatever happens.”

“You are a cool young adventurer!” ex claimed Banger. “You’ll make your mark in the world before you die, at this rate. Come, Mr. Jennison, I shall want your help”—(this last in an undertone.)

“Will you really need it?” inquired Jennison.

He again had been looking at the white gate. The horse was fidgeting. “The fact is, that—I—well, after all, I’d rather not help to
make a stir in town, if you don’t wish it.”

“Eh? What’s that, sir?” asked Mr. Banger, turning on the threshold of the summer-house. “I not wish to make a stir? I do! Pray don’t hesitate. I need you, certainly! These lads’ confessions—”

“Of course, of course! I’ll join you in a moment, then. I left my horse yonder. I’ll drive him around the corner to the front.” He addressed himself nervously, menacingly, to Philip: “Are you going with the landlord? Don’t take all day about it. You are at his mercy.”

Now, with this impudent demand an idea must have struck him, or else it had been suggesting itself within a half minute (Philip never has decided this point).

“Take Peters with you,” he said, in a quick, low voice to the landlord; “he may bolt. I’ll bring the little fellow around in my buggy.”

But Gerald overheard.

“No, no, no!” he cried in fear, defiance, and resistance. “I will not go with him! He shall not touch me! He—he will run away with me! I will not leave Philip! Philip, Philip! don’t let them take us apart!” Jennison burst into a loud, coarse laugh. Even Mr. Banger was struck with its peculiarity, the curious hint in it of another man beneath this one, masquerading as an aid of justice.

“Young fool! how much trouble you’ve given me!” Jennison exclaimed, in open fury, stamping his foot.

Truer words he never spoke. They contained all the history of a rash wickedness and of its defeat; for they were almost his last on the topic.” He stepped down into the path, saying to Banger, “Don’t wait. I’ll be with you immediately.”

But the white gate had opened. Two strangers came down the walk, hurrying, and straight toward them. Jennison glanced about him once more, but with a wildness suddenly flashing out in his eyes and a low exclamation as if he forgot himself and feared something. Ah, that hasty, searching glance! The men came directly up to him. One of them, a thick-set personage, nodded hastily to the others. He struck his hand on Jennison’s shoulder.

“Mr. Winthrop Jennison? I arrest you, sir,” he said, sharply.

“Arrest me?” demanded Jennison, as white as his collar. “Arrest me?”
Mr. Banger stood with his mouth open, most unmannerly.

“Yes,” retorted the red-haired man; “here’s the writ—’Winthrop Jennison, otherwise called John A. Belmont, otherwise called Murray Nicoll, otherwise called Gray Hurd. Forgery in Boston. You know, I guess. The others in it have all been looked after. No trouble, please. Billy!”

What did Mr. Jennison-Belmont-Nicoll-Hurd do? He held out his wrists mechanically. They were suitably embellished. Then he turned to Mr. Banger, Gerald, and Touchtone. His look, as much as his odd words (which were the beginning of that day’s memorable disconcertment of the luckless proprietor of the Kossuth House), showed that he knew thoroughly that the “double life” and the relics of such local respect as was left in this place, near the house of his ancestors, were forever shattered.

“I bid you good-day, Mr. Banger,” he said, smiling with all his fine teeth. “I shall leave Mr. Touchtone to tell his story again. It is, likely, a perfectly true one. At least, I withdraw mine as being—substantially incorrect. Please remember that, Mr. Touchtone. You have beaten in this fight. I shall not trouble you again. Good-morning.”

He turned, with his easiest manner, to the officers in plain clothes, muttering something.

If an evil spirit had suddenly risen before Mr. Banger—or, for that matter, before the two lads still facing him, Gerald holding Philip’s arm in a desperate grip—Mr. Banger could not have been more frightened and mute. He gasped. Then he ejaculated, with difficulty, “Mr. Jennison! You don’t—” But as the Jennison party moved away Gerald leaned forward and uttered a cry.

“Philip! They’re coming yonder! Look at them! Papa! Papa! Mr. Marcy! Both of them!”

And then, as those two gentlemen, in flesh and blood indeed, came running from the hotel up the path toward them, Marcy hurrahing and waving his hat, Saxton calling out, “Gerald, Gerald! my son!” and when Philip found himself seized in a mighty hug by Mr. Marcy, with a general turmoil and uproar and hand shaking and questioning beginning in a most deafening and delightful manner—then he did something that he never did afterward. He staggered to the arbor-
steps, holding Mr. Marcy’s big hand, and exclaiming with something like a laugh, “Well, here you are—at last! We’d nearly—given you up! We’re—not left to ourselves any more!” Then the stress of responsibility was over, and he dropped on the step, unconscious.
“WELL, it’s ended, at any rate. A most astonishing business it certainly has been! And nobody to blame for part of it.”

Mr. Marcy made this declaration for the five-and-twentieth time at least as they were sitting up-stairs an hour after supper on that eventful day. The four were talking almost as fast as ever, each one interrupting the other with a question or a statement, this explanation or problem jumping out of that one. The subject for their consideration was quite unlikely to be exhausted as soon as themselves. What a hubbub they kept up still!

“I can’t hear myself think, Philip,” Mr. Marcy protested. “Saxton, beg pardon! What’s that you asked? No, Gerald, we didn’t get worried. How could we when we didn’t know there was anything to worry over? What’s that?” So it had gone on for the two hours they had sat in the summer-house. Then they had adjourned to have dinner by themselves in the boys’ room. All the little hotel, and, for that matter, all the town, was in a buzz of curiosity and interest. As for Mr. Banger, it is proper to say here that he saw that their dinner was handsomely and bountifully served, and that when later he found opportunity for a brief interview with Mr. Marcy and Mr. Saxton he did not do much except apologize and call himself a fool. He did both with a much better grace than might have been expected. He expressed himself in just the same curt fashion to Philip as he shook his hand cordially. The latter could not resist a little revenge.

“O, no,” he laughed, “I don’t think you are a fool at all, Mr. Banger;
but I think you had a chance to be one, and—you made something of it.”

Mr. Banger in reply only smiled severely and nodded.

And now the laughter and the loud, earnest hum of conversation reached the mortified landlord as he passed their door.

Gerald sat by his father smiling, but saying less than any of the party. Philip remarked again and again the close likeness between the two. There was the same grace of figure and stature, the same shapely head and clear-cut, regular features. But the dashing, happy-go-lucky manner of the gay young broker and typical man-about-town was gone. Mr. Saxton laughed and talked as loud as Marcy or Philip. But the latter noticed how pale he was, and how deep were the circles of a great and unexpected grief under his fine eyes. He kept his arm along the back of his son’s chair. From that time forth there existed a new understanding between them; and, as Gerald grows up, it has never been lessened.

What an explanation it all was, even at the best, and so far as outlines, went! Need one give more than those here? Indeed, there would hardly be room. Storm-driven to a little village, without railroad or telegraph connections, and storm-and-sickness-stayed when once there, Mr. Marcy and his friend (or rather his patient nurse, for Mr. Saxton was in a dangerously morbid state of mind and body) had known literally nothing, suspected nothing, heard nothing, shut away from all the rest of the world as they were. The letters and duplicated telegrams were probably all safely lodged at this minute in the town they had expected to reach days earlier, whither they had ordered the mail to be sent from the Ossokosee. At first Mr. Marcy had hoped to go straight back to his hotel, taking the unnerved father. So he set that address. But Saxton languidly prolonged their journey southward, and his moodiness kept it variable and slow.

“I was tempted lots of times,” said Mr. Marcy, “to telegraph to Knoxport and else where, to alter the forwarding of our mail; but I was every day less certain of what route Saxton here would urge, and I knew business was done up for the season. So I said, ‘Let it go as it is, for once.’ I’ll never be able again to think that such a shiftless thing will make no difference. Probably it wont again, though.”
“And it was the newspaper, after all, that brought you the news?”

“The newspaper? I should say so. A peddler came up to the Fork with a fresh Boston paper in his pocket and I bought it. Do you know how Saxton here behaved when I read the paragraph to him? He did just what you did, Philip, this morning—fainted.”

“And do you know what Mr. Marcy did, Touchtone?” asked Mr. Saxton, flushing. “He dropped the paper and sobbed like a boy—and never tried to bring me to!”

“Come, now, shut up, Saxton!” exclaimed Mr. Marcy, turning red, and giving Philip a slap on the shoulder. “These little retaliations aren’t gentlemanly, really.”

But he gave Philip a glance that was eloquent of the affection he had for him and of the grief which his loss would have brought to him, during all his busy life. They had had several moments by themselves during the day.

“Well, that rascal was right, you see, after all,” resumed Marcy. “We were stuck fast in a most particularly out-of-the-way place. And Gerald’s father, here, was any thing but a well man. His was a good guess, even with his having read the papers in which the steamer’s sinking was written up.”

Saxton laughed.

“I thought we should sink ourselves, in the rattle-trap we had to trust ourselves to, Gerald, to get to the railroad connection. The track was almost dangerous on account of the rain. You were on that island, you say, all through the storm?”

“With the Probascos? Yes; it was funny.” “Funny! They are angels who live in an atmosphere of humor, then. I propose to go over there to-morrow—we’ll all go—and we’ll thank them as never they were thanked before, Shall we, Marcy?”

“Obed must be in bed still, and pretty sick,” Gerald said, “or we’d have heard from or seen them.”

“But why—why didn’t somebody send us word of sorrrje sort from the Ossokosee? There was the rmessage to the hotel—”

“Which is shut, I tell you!”

(‘Mr. and Mrs. Wooden ought to have got theirs I If the house was shut, where was Mr. Fisher or whoever was about the place super
intending the winding-up for you.”

“Ah, well, that I can’t altogether explain, I admit,” replied Mr. Marcy. “Of course, there ought to have been people on hand, and I should suppose they would know enough to repeat the message or answer it. We shall find out soon.”

They did, but not until later. Afterward came the story of the complete stoppage of telegraphing in the county (brought about by the wide-spread tempest which had broken wires far and wide in their devious mountain courses); of a new operator, who was a sadly easy-going, inefficient, and unacquainted employee; of a most confused garbling of the messages themselves, in course of their slow progress. When they learned these matters, they all declared it was a wonder that dispatches could endure such persecution and keep their syntax even at the expense of swiftness. Two of these precious communications finally returned from a Knoxport in a western State. But the next morning a reply came in from Mr. Fisher, still at the Ossokosee House, and just after that another from jolly, kind-hearted Mr. Hilliard, dated from a mining-camp in Montana, and its sender direfully distressed at what he inferred must be some bad predicament of Philip and Gerald.

“Of course,” Mr. Marcy observed, “your awkward fix could not have lasted long. But for the life of me, under all the circumstances, I cannot make up my mind on the amount of time it would probably have endured. Certainly we should have learned the news and come flying to you apace. But your trouble was becoming serious, with a vengeance! You were threatened with arrest on false suspicion, or at least with finding yourselves homeless and wronged! We can’t try to determine what length or end affairs might have attained.”

“It’s not pleasant,” Philip said.

“In any case, it showed the stuff in you, Touchtone,” added Mr. Marcy, quietly. “I guess we understand what that is now. We might—well—we might have had to guess at it, otherwise.” He laughed. His “guessing” would have been perceptive. He was proud of such an experience for the boy.

“Now as to that villain Jennison, or Belmont, or whatever his name is,” began Mr. Saxton, “I don’t know what is best to do. I remember
him perfectly. I did some business for him on the Street, He lost largely before he was through with the stock. It went all to pieces. I was as much sold by it as were the other brokers. Jennison acted like a madman in my office.”

“How long ago was that, sir?” asked Philip. “As much as ten years, I fancy,” returned the broker, reflectively. “It must have cleaned him out at the time. I knew nothing of him, of course.”

“Then it was revenge that started him on this scheme about Gerald?”

“Certainly—and blackmail. I’d have had to come down roundly for you, Gerald,” he added, laughing, taking his son’s hand. “Perhaps I’d have had to sell that new black team you’re so jealous of. You needn’t be any longer, I think.”

“He’s a smart one for putting two and two together, that fellow.”

“Of course. Each man possesses a talent of its kind.”

“But what risks he ran! Even at the last, when he must have known there was a sharp possibility of his being overtaken that minute by the detectives, on account of the Wheelwright forgery, he wanted to carry Gerald off with him.”

Mr. Marcy came into the topic. “Yes; and the plan nearly proved successful. If you will think, you will see how much he had in his favor. Audacious criminals of his type are close calculators.”

“Where could he have meant to go, with Gerald, too?” inquired Saxton.

“He knew what he was about. I fancy he expected to rejoin those fellows first, at the mill they tell us of. Beyond that I can’t judge. He believed he had enough time, and that all was going right.”

“O, he’s a wonder, and no mistake!” ex claimed Philip.

“Not at all,” returned Mr. Saxton. “He is just exactly his sort of rascal, as Hilliard told you. But his race is run, I fancy, especially since Knoxport and Chantico are no longer sorts for him. Let us hope another scamp is to be shut away from New York and elsewhere for some years of his life, at least, by what I heard of this Wheelwright affair.” He was silent a moment, reflecting on Jennison and Gerald. Then looking up at Philip, with an expression in his eyes and voice that is not easily described, he said, “Touchtone, I can’t say now—any more
than I have been able to say it before—what I feel about you—how I thank you! Gerald’s coming back has saved my happiness, and you have saved Gerald—from I know not what. In every thing and every moment I can see—not by what you say about yourself—you have been a sort of a hero. You don’t like praise to your face? I sha’n’t bore you with it. But if I can only keep you with Gerald here for the rest of your life and his, and find him growing up just like such a friend as you, that is all I want now. I’ll talk of that with you, though, later.”

They kept on sitting there’ together, in the light of the new rising moon and the gentle glow of the wood fire until there came a knock at the door. Philip went out into the hall.

“If you please, sir,” asked the man standing there, “are you young Mr. Touchtone?”

“I am.”

“You don’t recognize me, I am one of the officers in charge of that man Jennison down at the court-house.”

“Yes; what of it?”

“He wants to see you very much, sir. We must take him off by the morning train, and there’s really not much time, unless you care to come down with me to-night.”

“He wants to see me? To-night?” repeated Philip in astonishment, but with a sudden guess at the possible relationships of such an interview. Those strange hints the man had once or twice thrown out, and which he had not mentioned to Mr. Marcy! “Very well. I’ll go with you. Wait a moment.”

He called Mr. Marcy aside. “Most extraor dinary!” exclaimed the latter. “You really think it worth while to go?”

“Yes, I do. I want to go, decicdely.”

“What for? He’ll try to wheedle or harm you. Let me step down with you, if you wish to go.”

“He wont do either, I think; and the man says he particularly wishes me to come without any of you. Some one will be in the room, though, all the time.”

Mr. Marcy hesitated. At last, “Very well, my dear fellow, do as you please. I’ll say nothing about your errand till you return and give me an account.”
Philip excused himself from Mr. Saxton and Gerald, and left the Kossuth House with the officer.
CHAPTER XIX.

AFTER MANY DAYS.

The basement of the Knoxport court-house, a small, smart affair, was used as the county bridewell. The room in which Jennison sat, with an official writing in a farther corner, was a good-sized, half-furnished place.

Jennison did not rise as Touchtone came in, followed by his guide. The latter stepped away to his companion’s side and seemed to pay no attention to them.

“Good-evening; I’m obliged to you for coming down,” Jennison began. He looked a trifle disheveled and haggard, and had that peculiar air of a criminal expecting the now inevitable course of justice. “Take a seat.” “The officer told me you wished to see me, and, particularly, alone,” answered Philip, in mingled curiosity and disgust, as he found himself once more in the presence of so bold and adroit a foe. There came vividly back to him the scene of the attack on board the steamer; the recognition of the handsome face, with its lurking treachery, in the portrait Mrs. Probasco had handed him on the island, and that last leap into the Knoxport arbor to re-enforce Gerald, at this man’s mercy. “What do you want of me?”

Jennison smiled. “I don’t suppose you can guess,” he replied, shifting his position. “Not to talk over the occurrences of the past fortnight or so with you, nor this end of them. You can be sure of that. You’ve won the game, Touchtone, as I told you; won it pluckily and fairly. You are a remarkable young fellow! A good rogue was spoiled in you, perhaps.”
“I think not; and I do not wish to talk of that or of affairs that are over with, any more than you do. If you have any thing particular to say I should like to hear it, and go back to the hotel.”

“All happy and serene up there, I suppose?” inquired the other, coolly. “Nice youngster that Master Gerald is! Not extraordinary that strangers should take a fancy to him, eh? Pretty boy!” he laughed, ironically.

Philip made no reply except another word about the expediency of soon hearing what he was brought down for. He did not propose to go away without asking some very particular questions, if necessary. Jennison saved him the trouble. He low’ered his voice and began hurriedly:

“Enough of that. What I want to say to you—you alone—is about—your father. You have heard me say I knew him.”

“Yes.”

“I did; though he didn’t know me, since he supposed me to be an honest man and in business down-town. I was pretty well acquainted with all the circumstances of that robbery of the bank which cost him his character. I was making my living even then, you see, in what seemed the easiest way. He died of a broken heart, I heard.”

“He did,” Touchtone responded, inwardly more and more agitated. “What is that to you?”

“Nothing; but I might be something to it, or to his name, to-day. Stop! Don’t interrupt. I knew Dan Laverack and his crowd well; and as I hadn’t lost my own position in the upper world yet, and was a gentleman by education (as the other men knew), I was useful to them and I made a good thing out of them myself.” “Yes,” Philip said, staring hard at the man in the flickering light ’and curbing his impatience.

“I sounded your father as agent for them, Touchtone—for Laverack and the others. We thought we could bribe your father. I lived in the place months—for it. But I found before I’d gone far enough to make him suspect my game that he couldn’t be bought in. So I gave it up. Do you know I’ve seen you plenty of times, when you were a little fellow? I’d never have recognized you, of course. I remember your mother pretty well, too.”
“Don’t talk of her,” said Philip, sharply; “my time is short, and yours, too, if you leave here to-night.”

“Quite true,” replied Jennison, coolly. “I must get along in what I have to say. Touchtone, your father was innocent as a child of any share in that bank business—”

“Do you think I don’t know that? Do you think any body who really knew him could believe any thing else?”

“O, plenty of people—all the world, pretty much! You know that. Even your mother’s old friend, Mr. Marcy, never liked to talk much about the question, eh?” The blood rose in Philip’s face. “But no matter. All the world who do think he had a hand in it have been wrong; and now you and I will just set them right forever—if you say so.”

“What do you mean? How can you or I? Tell me what you are keeping back.”

The lad forgot his aversion in a passionate curiosity. He leaned forward eagerly.

“Touchtone, your father had an enemy in the bank. I dare say he knew it afterward; possibly he told you so. His name was Sixmith.”

“Sixmith, the janitor. Yes; go on.”

“Sixmith kept his feelings to himself. He was a sly creature, Touchtone, and he had what some people will tell you I have—a black heart. Only I haven’t, according to some black hearts I’ve met. Well, he was bent on revenge and on doing your father a bad turn. I forget what ’twas all for; I believe your father had interfered in his family to protect his wife. He drank. Well, Sixmith came in with Laverack. I managed it, and, in fact, I was so much in with that whole job, Touchtone, that if it,„hadn’t been that the man who turned State’s evidence was really a sworn friend to me I’d have had to stand out with the rest and suffer. Sixmith gave them the times and hours, and so on; it was all arranged. I did some work at imitating your father’s handwriting as to a letter or two we needed. Sixmith insisted on the plan. He was to be paid besides, as you know—”

“You forged my father’s hand, to help to ruin him,” interrupted Philip, in loathing and anguish.

“I did, certainly,” replied Jennison, calmly. “I am sorry. I didn’t
expect to be, I confess; but I am. Well, the bank was broken into, in such a way, as you know, that your father was considered to have a hand in it, even if the bank officers could not bring on him what they thought full justice; and that would have been harder injustice than he had to endure for the rest of his life. He escaped that. Sixmith was disappointed. But he had become rather afraid, after all, of what we had undertaken to help him with. We partly knew, partly suspected, that revenge was nearest his heart at the beginning. He weakened, and was pretty glad to find that he had not brought worse on your father than he did.”

“Worse than he did? How could he? Did he not cost him his honest reputation and shorten his life? Did he not break my mother’s heart? Did he not make me grow up with a stain on my name because I was—my father’s son?”

“Perhaps you are right. But, any rate, the thing ended as it did. And Sixmith—well, he thought more and more about his job, I suppose, when he was shut up, and as time went on, Touchtone, he grew more and more ashamed of it. At last, about seven years ago, he died—down in New York. Laverack died before that. I’d met Sixmith again, and I was with him when he died. It was one of my winters in New York. He told me every thing. We talked the bank affair all over. At last he said he wanted me to write down a kind of confession, or at least a statement, in which he gave his own account of what he had managed to do for your father, swearing in it, up and down, to your father’s innocence.”

He paused. Touchtone sat facing him statue-like. He was beyond words. Would Jennison ever finish?

“Your father was dead, but I was to use it as I thought best as soon as I liked. I meant to do as he asked; but, upon my word, I have waited to get on the track of your mother or you. The bank officials had an idea you were both dead. I didn’t care much to press the matter, but I should have done what I promised, and used this before”—and he took from the table a paper lying there—“if the very day that brought me to you on that train hadn’t brought Saxton’s little boy with you. Seeing him started me on a scheme to get square with Saxton, on account of an old grudge I’d got against him, and to make something, perhaps, at
the same time—professionally.”

He gave his malicious, slow smile with the last word.

Touchtone mechanically took the paper Sixmith had signed, and, half in a stupor, ran over it. The donor eyed him keenly. Then, as its significance came home to Philip’s heart, he realized that a seemingly vain dream was fulfilled; that what was meant to be a great purpose of his life was all at once, through this strange agent, accomplished; that a wrong was righted, and that his dead father and he, his son, were set free from an odious if nearly forgotten injustice. He had hard work to master his strong exultation and joy; but he did. This was no place for it. The officials were standing regarding them both, as in duty bound, attentive, if discreet, listeners.

“Thank you,” he said; “I—I thank you for this, with all my heart,” He could not find more words except in the way of questions. Jennison seemed not to expect more from him, and did most of the talking himself. He must also have realized that this act of simple justice he had done was one thing, the hand aiding in it another. His frankness was appreciated; himself, its instrumentality, was despised. They exchanged a few more sentences, however, and Philip managed to repeat his thanks for his rights, and for a rascal’s not being more a knave than he was! Jennison bowed coldly.

The officers accosted them: “Our time is up. Please get ready for the train, sir.”

Touchtone turned to go.

“Look here,” said Jennison, buttoning his light overcoat and polishing his hat with his arm, “I—I don’t know how I shall get through with this business in Boston that I am going (with these excellent gentlemen) to transact. You will probably know as soon as I do. Mr. Clagg, my lawyer, will follow me to assist me. By the bye, I am glad to infer that you have met my old friends, the Probascos, of Chantico Island. My regards to them, please, when you see them next; and any thing else you may think it best to say to them. And,” he continued, buttoning his gloves nervously, “I wish you and your friend, Mr. Marcy, and Mr. Saxton and his son to understand that, no matter what may be my circumstances in the future, it is the last time they or you will ever—have any trouble with me. I promise you that. I say—
would you—will you shake hands? You’re a plucky fellow, Touchtone. I’d a little rather not think of you as going through life with a grudge against me. Haven’t I wiped it out? Live and let live, eh?”

The strange request made Philip blush. He hesitated, stammered, was half inclined to take the outstretched gloved hand. But no—not—that! He kept back his honest palm, from the one that had forged his father’s name, to the blasting of his honor, all these years—from the hand that had seized Gerald’s arm in a brutal scheme worthy of a Greek bandit! He did not raise his own hand—not feeling quite sure whether he was doing what was really the right thing, but unable to extend it.

“Good-night, Mr. Jennison,” he said, bowing gravely. “I—I—shall not forget you.”

“That is precisely the thing I should urge you most to do,” answered Jennison, laughing. Without the least resentment at the slight, he bent his head to finish buttoning his glove, and he did not look up until Philip had left the building.

Jennison kept his word. He managed to slip away from his captors that night on the train; but our friends never heard of him again.

When Philip reached the Kossuth House Mr. Saxton and Gerald had gone to bed. He had a long interview with Mr. Marcy; Samuel Sixmith’s statement and exoneration (it was practically ready for publication, in any way) lying between them.

“I’ve done your father and you a great wrong, Philip,” said Mr. Marcy. “It’s always been a sore spot between us, hasn’t it? And it might have become more than that as you grew older. I don’t know exactly how far I’ve carried my doubts. I never liked to define them. I’m a creature of prejudices—too much so. But,” he continued, solemnly, “I ask your father’s pardon, and yours.” Philip shook his hand heartily for reply.
CHAPTER XX.

PRESENT AND FUTURE.

FRIENDLY reader, were you at a Columbia College commencement, in which Philip Touchtone and Gerald Saxton graduated, amid a great waving of pocket-handkerchiefs and a rattle of applause as the class took their places on the stage for their diplomas? No, I am quite sure you were not. For Philip and Gerald happen not to have graduated yet, though they will soon. Touchtone is a senior this year, and Gerald a sophomore; tall, wide-awake young fellows, both of them well up in their work and their athletics, devoted to their college life and (though they do not say any thing about that) to each other, as well. For Mr. Saxton and Mr. Marcy came to a quiet agree ment over some discussed questions before that winter found the four of them settled in the same hotel in New York.

“Gerald and I owe the lad every thing,” insisted Mr. Saxton. “We can’t take him from you, but you must let him be as much with us as is possible. I want you, for one thing, to let me be responsible, henceforth, for his education and for his professional starting-out, whatever he chooses it to be. No more hotel for him, please! I shall just count him another son of mine, with or without your consent, my friend.”

So it was agreed. Philip stayed out of college an extra winter or two, that he need not precede Gerald too much, and after the foreign wanderjahr now before them, when their graduation is over, they are to go into the law-school together.

Together (that word which means so much to all friends) they have
been again up the coast, and this time the trip extended to Halifax, without let or hinderance, unlike that memorable first attempt. Knoxport and Chantico are places that alter little with years. Time runs slowly there, as of old. They found Mr. Banger at his desk in the Kossuth, a little stouter and more business-like looking than ever. Mr. Banger received them with great unction and much admiration. They walked out into the garden and sat down in the arbor, and smiled, and then grew grave as they recalled the suspense that they had felt, that ended in the dramatic scene under its green roof. Joe has an interest in the hotel now, and he has married a niece of Mr. Banger, into the bargain.

Once upon a time there was a great day for the Probascos—when the two arrived at Chantico Island. Expecting them had kept the couple at the farm, almost with the inclusion of the sagacious Towzer (“His real name’s Jock, you know”), in excitement, for a week before.

“Well, well, it’s good to see you both, if you have changed everlastingly!” reiterated Mrs. Probasco. “You’re—well, you’re real sights to comfort one’s eyes, both of you!” she added impartially. They spent an evening in the quaint kitchen and a night in the old room, where Gerald had tossed in his sickness, Philip watching him in lonely anxiety. Obed’s rheumatics seem over. He talks more than he did. Philip vows that on this occasion Obed began to tell them again the story of the nautical ancestor and the wary “widow that lived on Cape Ann”—promptly interrupted by

Mrs. Probasco, who said that “the boys hadn’t come all the way from New York to listen to that old yarn.” Mrs. Probasco’s grandfather is still “feeble, very feeble.” But he survives and bids fair to do so for an indefinite time; and so the little island will probably not soon lose its satisfied tenants from its wave-bound circuit.

The Ossokosee flourishes, enlarged, and well-kept as ever. Philip and Gerald and Mr. Saxton join Mr. Marcy there each summer, and then there are great doings in a highly private and quiet way. I don’t think the two friends ever walk up one particular path in the evening without Gerald’s recalling (though he may not speak of it) the night when, so much younger, he listened with Philip to those words of General Sawtelle within the embowered Summer-house.
The hope and resolve of that evening were indeed granted. To-day in the little cemetery near the hotel is a marble monument in place of a simpler stone, formerly there. One reads that it is—“To the Memory of Reginald Touchtone—Cleared of the Stain of a False Charge upon his Honor—After Many Days—

Erected by his Son, Philip Touchtone, and by Jay Marcy and Gerald B. Saxton, Jr.”

Farmer Wooden and his wife lead the same plodding, healthful, simple lives as ever. They likewise continue to send butter and eggs in unlimited quantity to the Ossokosee, and they delight to talk with Philip of the days when he used to be the purveyor thereof. They laugh merrily over those commissary experiences, and are sincere friends, as says Mrs. Wooden. “You see, you haven’t no right to forget us, Mr. Philip. Not that I expect you ever will. You ain’t that kind. But ’twas down there in the ravine, you know, you first met young Mr. Saxton. You recollect the tramp, that day?” Yes, Philip perfectly recollects both “that day” and Mr. Sip.

Mr. Hilliard—jolly, fat, good-tempered Mr. Hilliard—who has always been afraid ever since that year “of some clever vagabond borrowing my name, sir,” but never has been favored with that little accident again—he is another regular guest at the Ossokosee. There are signs (so some knowing observers say) that Mr. Hilliard contemplates matrimony. He encountered dignified Miss Beauchamp, a year or so ago, at the Ossokosee, and it is known that she receives very long letters from him; and that he has lately bought a house not far from his Madison Avenue flat. I think that Philip and Gerald are sure of much pleasure in that house next season.

Well! And is this all? Have we really come to the end of this story?—which is, perhaps, a truer one than the imagination of a writer of such things as stories, or even his heart, would fain make him believe? I fear we have indeed reached the last of it, for even by bright forecast, unnecessary, I think, here, a story had best not be lengthened if truly it is all told.

But—if one yields to the temptation to be among the prophets, and closes his eyes, there come, chiefly, pleasant thoughts of how good are
friendship and love and loyal service between man and man in this rugged world of ours; and how probable it is that such things here have not their ending, since they have not their perfecting here, perfect as friendship and the service sometimes seem. Therewith the inditer of this chronicle sees Philip and Gerald walking forward, calmly and joyfully, and in an unlesssened affection and clearer mutual understanding—into their endless lives.

And so, Philip and Gerald, as says Brutus in the play, “give me your hands all over, one by one.” I am loath to let you go, but I must. Good-bye.

THE END.
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